
 

MEMBER AGENCIES 
ATHERTON  *  BELMONT  *  BURLINGAME  *  EAST PALO ALTO  *  FOSTER CITY  *  HILLSBOROUGH  *  MENLO PARK  *  REDWOOD CITY   

*  SAN CARLOS  *  SAN MATEO  *  COUNTY OF SAN MATEO  *  WEST BAY SANITARY DISTRICT 

   
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
AGENDA 

1. Roll Call 
 

2. Public Comment 
Persons wishing to address the Board on matters NOT on the posted agenda may do so. Each speaker is limited to two minutes. If there 
are more than five individuals wishing to speak during public comment, the Chairman will draw five speaker cards from those submitted to 
speak during this time.  The balance of the Public Comment speakers will be called upon at the end of the Board Meeting. If the item you 
are speaking on is not listed on the agenda, please be advised that the Board may briefly respond to statements made or questions posed 
as allowed under The Brown Act (Government Code Section 54954.2).  The Board's general policy is to refer items to staff for attention, or 
have a matter placed on a future Board agenda for a more comprehensive action or report and formal public discussion and input at that 
time. 

 

3. Adjourn to Closed Session – Pursuant to Government Code Section Govt. Code Sec. 54957 Public Employee 
Evaluation: Executive Director 

 

THE REGULAR PORTION OF THE MEETING IS ANTICIPATED TO START AT 2:45PM  
4. Additional Public Comment 

 

5. Executive Director’s Report            p. 5 
 

6. Approval of Consent Calendar 
Consent Calendar item(s) are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one motion. There will be no separate discussion on these 
items unless members of the Board, staff or public request specific items be removed for separate action.  Items removed from the 
Consent Calendar will be moved to the end of the agenda for separate discussion. 
A. Approval of Minutes from the April 27, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting   ACTION p. 13 
B. Approval of Quarterly Investment Report       ACTION p. 25 
C. Resolution Authorizing the Executive Director to execute a letter in support of: AB1158, AB1219, AB954, 

AB1288, AB1036, AB1595, and SB705        ACTION p. 31 
D. Resolution Approving South Bay Recycling MRF Equipment Refurbishment Expense   ACTION p. 47 
E. Resolution Approving FY16/17 Capital Budget Reprioritizing      ACTION p. 55 
 

7. Administration and Finance 
A. Resolution Approving the FY17/18 SBWMA Budget      ACTION p. 59 
 

8. Collection and Recycling Program Support and Compliance 
A. Update to Proposed Recology Model Franchise Agreement and Compensation Package Activities  p. 93 

 

9. Shoreway Operations and Contract Management  
A. Shoreway Operations and Fire Restoration Update        p.  101  
B. Property Insurance Search Update - Presentation by John O’Neill, President of Risk Strategies Insurance 

Brokerage              p. 105 
 

10. Informational Items Only (no action required) 
A. April 2017 Check Register Detail          p. 129 
B. 2018 Finance and Rate Setting Calendar         p. 141 
C. Future Board Agenda Items           p. 143 

 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
THURSDAY, May 25, 2017 at 2:00 p.m. 

 

San Carlos Library, Conference Room A/B 
610 Elm Street, San Carlos, CA 94070 

 

 
Board Member Bill Widmer will be calling into the meeting from 

158 Glenwood Ave. Atherton CA, 94027 



 

MEMBER AGENCIES 
ATHERTON  *  BELMONT  *  BURLINGAME  *  EAST PALO ALTO  *  FOSTER CITY  *  HILLSBOROUGH  *  MENLO PARK  *  REDWOOD CITY   

*  SAN CARLOS  *  SAN MATEO  *  COUNTY OF SAN MATEO  *  WEST BAY SANITARY DISTRICT 

11. Board Member Comments 
 

12. Adjourn 
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STAFF REPORT 
To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Joe La Mariana, Executive Director 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Executive Director’s Report 

The following projects and initiatives highlight staff efforts during the past month:  
 

1. Administration & Finance:    
A. Legislative Action 

The California 2017-2018 Legislative session is in full action mode. As such, our legislative colleagues in 
Sacramento have keenly identified several important bills that are recommended for strong industry 
support and staff is, therefore, urging our Board’s support of these bills as the progress through the 
legislative process.  Simply put, our agency’s voice is loud and these issues matter. Fact sheets for each 
bill are provided for your review under agenda item 6C. These bills are: 
 

o AB 1158 California’s Carpet Stewardship Act of 2017 
o AB 1219 The California Good Samaritan Food Donation Act 
o AB 954 Food Waste Reduction  
o AB 1288 Tip Fee Reform 
o AB 1036 Composting Goal Adjustments Between State Agencies 
o SB 705 Safe and Sustainable Takeout Food Packaging 
o AB 1594 Ocean Plastic Takeout Food Packing 

 
B. FY 17-18 Budget Development--Action Item: 

Per Board protocol, a draft of the proposed FY 17-18 budget was presented as a discussion item at the 
April Board meeting. Staff also presented a proposed five-year capital projects schedule at the March 
Board meeting and at the April 4th Finance meeting. Table 1 in Agenda item 7A Budget Staff Report 
shows the variances between the draft FY 17-18 document that was presented at the April Board meeting 
and the revised document presented for final Board consideration today. Several notable items have 
been made included in the proposed FY 17-18 budget. They are: 

 

 Collection Services RFP: $450k is included to fund a public procurement process (an RFP) if 
the SBWMA and Recology are not able to reach agreement on terms to extend the Collection 
Services Franchise Agreement by December 31, 2017 (Line 42/Account 520309).   
 

 Shoreway Fire Insurance: $550k is projected for Shoreway Insurance Coverage (Line item 
68/Account 520710). Risk Strategies’ CEO, Mr. John O’Neill, will present a situational 
assessment and the current results of their search for property insurance coverage for the 
Shoreway facility starting in July 2017. 
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2. Collection and Recycling Program Support and Compliance: 
A. Franchise Agreement Negotiations Committee (FAX)—Process Update/Board Discussion; Action in June: 

Staff will present a comprehensive update on the FAX process at today’s Board meeting and will 
provide a finalized Model Franchise Agreement and Recology’s Cost Proposal for Board 
consideration at the June Board meeting.   
 
In May, 14 public meetings and workshops were held to review FAX Committee’s Findings and 
Recommendations Report highlights to the SBWMA’s 60+ elected officials, TAC members, agency 
stakeholders, and general community members. Recology of San Mateo’s senior management team 
attended each of these meetings. An additional workshop was held specifically for the SBWMA’s City 
Managers benefit. Proposed terms, conditions and costs, as well as process steps and timing were 
presented. Many clarifications and questions were fielded indicated that participants were engaged in the 
topic, and very interested in the future services, and their costs, to be provided. Summarized feedback is 
provided in today agenda item 8A, and will be included in the FAX Committee’s Findings and 
Recommendations Final Report to be presented for Board consideration at its June 22nd meeting.  Here’s 
our planned remaining schedule: 

 

o June 22: SBWMA Board Meeting: SBWMA Board Approves FAX Committee’s Findings  
and Recommendations Report, including the Model Franchise Agreement and 
Recology’s Cost Proposal for 2021. 
 

o July/August: Member Agencies: Action Items. Elected bodies “Approve” SBWMA  
FAX Committee’s Findings and Recommendations Report, including the Model 
Franchise Agreement and Recology’s Cost Proposal for 2021. 

 

o August-Dec.: Member Agency Negotiations: With SBWMA/Member Agency Board  
approval of the SBWMA FAX Committee’s Findings and Recommendations 
Report and Model Franchise Agreement and Recology’s Cost proposal for 2021, 
each Member agency will then enter into individual negotiations with Recology and 
SBWMA Agency staff/consultants to produce a fully executed agreement by 
December 31, 2017. Per section 7.1.1.c of the Joint Powers Authority’s binding 
governance document, a minimum of eight agencies are required to approve their 
Franchise Agreements to complete this deal. 

 

3. Shoreway Operations and Contract Management-Commodity Values, Fire Update: 
A. General Operations: 

 

 The steep dip in fiber commodity values in export markets that staff reported on in April 
appears to have flattened out. As previously reported, the Chinese markets have tightened their 
recycling materials acceptance standards which has reduced commodity prices throughout the 
industry. Although our program provides a very high-quality product, our program has still been 
impacted. As a result, staff and SBR has taken an even more conservative approach (to our usual 
cautious calcs) to our commodity revenue models for the agency’s FY 17-18 operational budget 
planning purposes.  
 

B. Fire Recovery and MRF Production Update—Fire Insurance Shopping, Preemptive Planning Continues: 
 As previously reported, the Agency’s Insurance Broker, Risk Strategies, has been actively 

soliciting the acquisition of a new fire insurance policy for our Shoreway facilities due to 
Hanover’s renewal declination letter received on March 19th.  Risk Strategies’ CEO, Mr. John 
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O’Neill, will present his firm’s technical findings and recommendations for our operation to move 
forward with adequate insurance coverage in the FY 17-18, and beyond. Based on our current 
discussions, it appears that our coverage will come in the form of multiple, overlaying products that 
share future risks amongst multiple insurers. It also has become clear that deductible amounts and 
premiums will both rise significantly. Based on today’s discussion, staff will seek Board direction on 
a purchasing strategy moving forward as it relates to premium costs and the mix of coverage products 
currently available to us in the marketplace.      
 

 Implementing fire suppression measures and incident avoidance continue to be a top priority 
for staff and the SBR team.  Recent notable activities include: 

 
o The planned installation of new fire sprinklers directly over the multiple sorting equipment 

screen areas where the September 7th fire was identified to have started ($22k). 
 

o The SBWMA has retained nationally renowned recycling facilities experts, RRS to assist in 
identifying best-practices to mitigate battery fire risk at the MRF with respect to available fire 
suppression programs, equipment and technologies.  

 
 The first component of this work is to conduct a national review and solicit of fire 

suppression best practice, training and pub ed campaigns at comparable facilities.  
 

 Using the foundational knowledge acquired from the above work, the second 
component involves developing a maximum, industry-leading fire suppression plan 
for our facility and materials handling operations that scopes the necessary work, 
creates an alternative pathway for our agency to collect and handle offending lithium 
ion batteries while minimizing fire risk and maximizing worker safety. This new plan 
would enhance and expand on the Shoreway Fire Mitigation Plan that was co-
developed by Staff and SBR and was presented to the Board at its February meeting 
(agenda item 11A). Based on previously-stated Board support, Staff will launch an 
extensive pub ed campaign to engage the general public in our goal of redirecting 
these materials away from the Shoreway MRF.  

 

 A comprehensive presentation of RRS’ findings and recommendations is anticipated 
at the September Board meeting. 

 

 Conveyor equipment replacement work relating to the September 11th fire in the Shoreway transfer 
station will be underway shortly and is expected to be completed by June 

 

Respectfully submitted, 
 

 
Joe La Mariana                                                                                                                                                        
Executive Director 
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Attachment 1: Franchise Negotiations/Project Milestone Summary 
Process Milestone Date Completed Comments 

PROCESS SET-UP 

1. SBWMA FAX Committee Formation SBWMA Board Mtg.    
April 2016 

Authorized by Resolution #2016-21 
 

2. SBWMA Staff Distributes RFQ              
Soliciting lead negotiator and financial analytical 
services 

11/1/16 *Two highly-qualified responses from R3 
Consultants and HF&H Consultants 
* Board selects HF&H (Resolution #2016-44) 

3. SBWMA Negotiation Team Formation 
    * HF&H Consultants, Lead Negotiator 
    * RJP Proto, SW Industry Technical Expert 
    * SCS Engineers, Staff augmentation 
    * ADCL, Legal support  

12/14/16 Professional Services Contracts are now 
completed for all team members. 
 

4. Preliminary Meetings w/Recology  11/2/16  
11/3/16 

Excellent briefing with Recology team of key 
operational issues of high importance to them. 

   

6. Recology Submits Franchise Agreement 
Redlines for proposed new term 

11/30/16 * Redline completed at SBWMA request.              
*This doc provides an important starting point for 
our negotiation discussions. 

   

10. Recology Cost Proposal /RFP                1/10/17 *Recology delivered comprehensive, 644-page 
response document.                                             
*HF&H Consultants currently reviewing submittal.  

MEMBER AGENCY INPUT 
 

8. Member Agency Input #1: 
TO: Board Members; Alternates; City 
Managers 

12/16/16 *Survey completed on 1/10/16. 
*All 12 Member Agencies responded. 
* 23 total responses. 
*Survey Goal: Secure input to shape SBWMA’s 
key negotiation points.  

9. Member Agency Input #2: 
TO: TAC + FAX members 

1/5/17 * Joint TAC/FAX meeting was held on 1/5.  
* 35 attendees; 11 of 12 MAs attended. 
*Special Session goal: To solicit input from 
TAC/FAX members (senior-level member agency 
staff) to shape Agency’s key negotiation points. 

   

11. Member Agency #3:  
Future Growth Survey 

Survey closed 2/1/17 Survey sent to Member Agency’s senior 
Planners (through TAC members).            
Survey Goal: To identify growth factors through 
2030 that may affect Recology’s operations, 
productivity and costs. 

NEGOTIATIONS PROCESS 
7. Negotiation Team Meetings 
Joint Meetings w/SBWMA + Recology 

2016: 12/7 
2017: 1/11; 1/23 
           2/2; 2/9 
           3/20 
           4/4; 4/6; 4/17 

Frontline discussions on key language, costs and 
negotiation points. 
 
Numerous conference calls and side meetings 
also occurred to address/resolve topic-specific 
items, research and cost analysis..  

5. FAX Ad Hoc Committee Meetings            
Six Board-appointed FAX team members:                    
* Chair, Jim Porter, County of SM                              
* Vice Chair, Melissa Stevenson-Diaz                        
* Larry Patterson, San Mateo 
* Afshin Oskoui, Belmont (also TAC Chair)   

2016: 11/10; 12/7 
2017: 1/12; 1/24 
           2/6; 2/21 
           3/8; 3/28            
           4/18 

SBWMA’s Negotiation Team provides in-depth 
report backs of key discussion items to FAX for 
feedback and direction. 
 
 
NOTE: Recology presented to FAX on 3/8.  
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* Brenda Olwin, EPA 
* Heather Abrams, Menlo Park 

  

SBWMA Finance Committee Review 2017:  Cancelled Presentation cancelled. 

SBWMA Technical Advisory Committee 
(TAC): 
 
NOTE: The SWBMA TAC is comprised of 12 senior 
representatives, including one from each SBWMA 
member agency. TAC members include: a City 
Manager, Public Works Directors/staff, Finance 
Directors and Environment Programs staff.   
 
 

2017: 4/13 
           5/3 

Staff and Consulting team held a ½ day workshop 
on May 3rd for member agency staff and interested 
parties with a highly-detailed review of proposed 
finances, key operational factors and contract 
language modifications. Over 45 TAC members, 
board members, stakeholders and Recology 
managers attended. 
 
NOTE: Recology presented to the joint TAC/FAX 
on 4/13.   
 
 

SBWMA Board 
Consisting of 12 representatives from each member 
agency (elected officials) 
 
 
*************************************************    
SBWMA Member Agency FAX 
Presentations to all Elected Bodies 
 
************************************************** 
 
SBWMA Board 
 

2017: 4/27 
          5/25 
 
 
 
*************************** 
2017: 5/1-5/22 
 
************************** 
 

4/27: Informational Agenda Item-  
Comprehensive presentation of FAX Committee 
Report-Findings and Recommendations. Board 
questions/ comments were noted and addressed 
in final FAX Report to be presented for SBWMA 
Board consideration on 6/22. 
********************************************************* 
Staff presented FAX Committee Findings and 
Recommendations to all 12 member agency 
city councils, County Board of Supervisors, 
and SBWMA City/County/District Managers. 
 
In addition to the TAC workshop held on May 
3rd, (cited above), two additional workshops 
were held: 
1.  For Member Agency City Managers (5/11)  
2. a second ½ day workshop was held specifically 
for Member Agency Attorneys (5/16).  
********************************************************** 
5/25: Informational Update — 
Report out on Member Agency presentations and 
three workshops. 
 
6/22: Action Item (Fallback date)— 
FAX Committee Final Report-Findings and 
Recommendations presented to SBWMA Board 
for consideration.  
 
Upon SBWMA Board’s adoption of FAX Final 
Report-Findings and Recommendation—           
Part One of process concludes. 

Red = New changes since last report.              
Blue = Confirmed FAX work plan elements.  
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_________________________________________________________________________________________ 

DRAFT MINUTES 
SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY 

MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
April 27, 2017 – 1:00 p.m. 

San Carlos Library Conference Room A/B 

Call To Order: 2:00PM 
1. Roll Call  

 

2. Public Comment 

Persons wishing to address the Board on matters NOT on the posted agenda may do so. 
 

Each speaker is limited to two minutes. If there are more than five individuals wishing to speak during public comment, the Chairman will draw five speaker cards 
from those submitted to speak during this time.  The balance of the Public Comment speakers will be called upon at the end of the Board Meeting. 
  

If the item you are speaking on is not listed on the agenda, please be advised that the Board may briefly respond to statements made or questions posed as 
allowed under The Brown Act (Government Code Section 54954.2).  The Board's general policy is to refer items to staff for attention, or have a matter placed on 
a future Board agenda for a more comprehensive action or report and formal public discussion and input at that time. 

None 
 

3. Executive Director’s Report 
 
Executive Director La Mariana opened the meeting and noted a few items from his report.  He noted that the 
Bond Covenant requirements have been met for 2016, and the first reading of the budget will be today.  He 
complimented Staff Mututa, and Staff Guzman for their successful Earth Day at Shoreway event.  He also noted 
that an $18,300 rebate from the San Mateo Energy Watch program for our LED lighting programs was received.  
He then noted that in the last 6-8 weeks there has been an unexpected drop in fiber commodity values, so in 
looking at revenues in the budget it’s an important number.  He added that China is trying to intercept material 
that isn’t clean enough to reduce residual material, so staff is still working to scope and identify the long term 
impacts of this shift.  Regarding the budget, he noted that Hanover sent a letter stating that they weren’t going to 
renew our insurance policy.  He added that staff anticipated this decision, and is currently shopping our 
insurance, but it’s clear that our coverage options will cost significantly more and won’t be as comprehensive.  
He also added that John O’Neil from Risk Strategies Insurance Brokerage will be at the May Board meeting to 
give an assessment of our choices and how it will affect the budget.  He also noted that staff is working behind 
the scenes on an advanced fire mitigation plan and a plan to address lithium ion batteries.  There will be a full 
report on a battery plan at the September meeting, and the SBWMA is taking a leadership role within the 
national industry on this issue.  Lastly, he noted that the conveyor equipment replacement at the transfer station 
is the last fire item outstanding and is a consent item today. 
 

Agency Present Absent Agency Present Absent 

Atherton X  Menlo Park X (late)  
Belmont X  Redwood City X  
Burlingame X  San Carlos X  
East Palo Alto X (late)  San Mateo X  
Foster City X  County of San Mateo X (late)  
Hillsborough X  West Bay Sanitary District X  
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Member Widmer commented that he would like to see options around possibly being self-insured, and using the 
emergency reserve fund as insurance.  He also commented that if there is no alternative battery option, people 
will put it in the trash. 
 
Member Benton asked what portion of the total commodity revenue is fiber. 
 
Staff Gans answered that it’s two thirds of the total commodity revenue so it has a big impact. 
 
Member Aguirre complimented Staff Mututa for her tour of the facility with the Chamber of Commerce 
Leadership group, the class was very pleased to be able to have the tour and Staff Mututa received top points 
for the tour. 
 

4. Approval of Consent Calendar 
Consent Calendar item(s) are considered to be routine and will be enacted by one motion. There will be no separate 
discussion on these items unless members of the Board, staff or public request specific items be removed for separate 
action.  Items removed from the Consent Calendar will be moved to the end of the agenda for separate discussion. 

 

A. Approval of Minutes from the March 23, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
B. Resolution Approving Calendar Year 2016 Financial Statements 
C. Resolution Authorization for Executive Director to enter into contract to replace transfer station 

conveyor in the amount not to exceed $247,529 

 
Motion: Member Bonilla 
Second: Member Aguirre 
Roll Call Vote: 9-0-0-3 

 
 

5. Administration and Finance 
A. Presentation of the Preliminary  FY1718 Operating Budget 
 
Executive Director La Mariana noted that this is the first viewing of the FY17/18 budget and gave a 
Power Point presentation on the preliminary budget, and the May 25 meeting will be an approval of 
the FY1718 budget. 
 
East Palo Alto now present 1:21 PM 
County of San Mateo now present 1:23PM 
 
He noted that the budget plans to cover the bond covenant requirements, and meets the agency 
expenses in a responsible way.  Regarding revenues the presentation was put together before the 
recent dip in fiber commodity, so he cautioned that the 7% projection in revenue may change, and 
that staff would have a better read on the issue at the May Board meeting as the dip just happened. 
Currently, the projection for commodity revenue in FY 17-18 is $8M. 
 

Agency Yes No Abstain Absent Agency Yes No Abstain Absent 

Atherton X    Menlo Park    X 
Belmont X    Redwood City X    
Burlingame X    San Carlos X    
East Palo Alto    X San Mateo X    
Foster City X    County of San Mateo    X 
Hillsborough X    West Bay Sanitary Dist. X    
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Member Benton reiterated that the fiber commodity is two thirds of that $8M. 
 
Staff Gans said yes, and added that Fiber has dropped about 30% in recent days. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana then noted that currently the only recommendation for a tip fee 
adjustment will be $1.81 increase to C&D which is completely passes-through the increased costs 
that the agency has incurred with the Zanker contract just entered into. 
 
Member Widmer commented that he would like to see a surcharge on disposal costs to soften the 
step charge as the disposal contracts expired. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana commented that staff will take a look at that and have 
recommendations at the May Board meeting. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana then talked about the expense side of the budget.  He noted that the 
anticipated increase for fire insurance premiums has been factored in.  Currently fire insurance is 
$178,000/year and the number is currently anticipated to jump by about $330,000, or more.   
 
Member Aguirre asked what is the total amount paid in insurance. 
 
Staff Fakira answered right now its $228,000. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana then commented that he plans to re-energize the pub ed programs, 
including a specific campaign for batteries.  And a public spaces project from the long range plan to 
have continuity of containers when out in the public. 
 
Member Widmer questioned how the cost of the public spaces program would work. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana noted that there is an initial cost for the physical containers that the 
SBWMA will allocate for the initial purchaser.  He also added some SBWMA Fellows will be working 
with the Member Agencies to get the public spaces campaign going.  Similarly staff wants to roll out 
`expanded school site programs and work on an education program in the schools in the SBWMA 
service area with a pilot in one district, where there is not only onsite classroom presentations but 
also technical assistance with their recycling and compost programs. 
 
Member Aguirre asked that the Redwood City Elementary School District be the pilot district for the 
schools program. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana then talked about the proposed capital budget items.  He then talked 
about the proposed transfer station expansion originally planned for FY1718, but staff is proposing to 
do that expansion in the following year with the mixed waste processing system based on feedback 
from the finance committee. 
 
Member Widmer asked about storm water maintenance and noted that $1.2M didn’t look like routine 
maintenance. It looked like more major work. 
 
Staff Gans answered that there have been some challenges on the site complying with the new storm 
water regulations instituted in July.  Staff is going through the process to improve and report on those 
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improvements now, but there is a risk that we still won’t comply, and if that is the case the next step is 
to install a truck washing system, and that is what the $1.2M is earmarked for.   
 
Member Widmer also added that construction costs are rising and that number may not be big 
enough, and thought staff should look at it again. 
 
Staff Gans noted that an engineer’s adjustment was completed and it did come in higher, and the 
number in the budget reflects that. 
 
Member Brownrigg commented that he would have supported the transfer station expansion this 
year, based on the strength of reserves and the utility of having additional floor space.  He 
understood that it is linked to the mixed waste processing system, and the benefit of talking about it 
all at once, but we spend $9M a year bring stuff to Ox Mountain so to the extent that we can reduce 
that material, it’s not just a cost line it reduces expenses, so as the Board talks about it more over the 
next year, he would like the record to reflect he would have supported the expansion. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana added that the general thought is knowing that we have these 
contracts that are looming and a new bar for state mandates for diversion, staff wanted to take a 
different look at what is going to landfill. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana concluded his presentation by noting that the reserves are in a very 
strong position.  The transfer station expansion project would have been completely covered by the 
reserves.  The larger project of $8 to 14M would require external bond financing.  He advocated for 
maintaining a healthy reserve to give the program more options in the future. 

 
6. Collection and Recycling Program Support and Compliance 

A. Presentation of the Franchise Agreement Extension (FAX) Committee’s Findings regarding a Model 
Franchise Agreement Extension with Recology San Mateo County 

i. SBWMA Staff: Background, Goals, Timing, and Public Decision Making Considerations 
 

Executive Director La Mariana gave a Power Point presentation with introductory remarks, and noted 
that today’s presentation was on a high level but that two workshops will be offered to get into the 
financial and contract language details . .  One will be Wednesday, May 3rd from 9:30 to 1:30, and will be 
focused on the numbers, and the second date is being determined but will be focused on contract 
language.  He acknowledged the FAX Members, and the Negotiation Committee Members, then began 
his presentation. 
 
Member Aguirre asked for a reiteration of how much the recent concessions from Recology were. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana answered $961,000 and Bob Hilton will go into it further. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana noted that this discussion represents about two thirds of the collection 
costs, Recology’s piece is not 100%.  The other 37% are all of the other contracts we talked about 
during the budget presentation.  He then went over the timeline and the individual Member Agency City 
Council presentations, and noted by December 31, 2017 there needs to be at least 8 of the Member 
Agency with signed agreements. 
 
Menlo Park present at 2:03PM 
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Member Brownrigg commented that his City Council colleagues in Burlingame were not going to be able 
to react to an in-depth discussion, so he suggested not casting as seeking guidance, but to put as more 
factual, and suggested costs per capita per city by region. 
 
Member Aguirre added that the lay version “what is your city gaining from this” presentation. 
 
Vice Chair Bronitsky jumped ahead and asked about the slide the noted a 14% increase between now 
and 2021, and asked for a discussion around smoothing that increase in over time so there isn’t a huge 
increase in 2021. 
 
Counsel Savaree answered that the decision on how to handle the increase will be handled at each 
individual agency. 
 
Member Widmer commented with the drop in depreciation in year 10 of the current contract it’s actually 
a 20% increase over what was expected, and two step increases is not smoothing.  He commented that 
depreciation should happen at the time of purchase. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana noted that Bob Hilton will address the depreciation issue during his 
presentation.  He added that there are strategies that can smooth the transition, and Bob Hilton will 
discuss those later.  He then finished his portion of the presentation by going over some of the deal 
points and concessions of the negotiation. 
 
Member Widmer asked for clarification that the staff report says initial true-up, but the presentation said 
no true up. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana answered that there was a request form Recology for a cost true up 
between now and 2021, and the FAX Committee did not agree to that true up.  The word true up was 
used two different ways and, in this discussion, the term has been used for the difference between rate 
year 20 and rate year 21. 
 

i. Financial Review by HF&H Consultants 
 
Bob Hilton of HF&H Consultants then continued the presentation giving a financial overview and context.  
Bob Hilton then shared the results of negotiations for the Model Agreement. 

 No changes to core collection services  
 Capping Bulky Item collections to a SBWMA service area-wide cap of 150 appointments per day 

(currently, we’re averaging about 120 ), and then a meet and confer will occur if 140+ 
appointments per day are booked to determine whether a relaxed service appointment day is 
acceptable, or provide additional resources to Recology to increase the number of collections. 

 Capping SBWMA service area-wide abandoned waste collection appointments at 30 per day. If 
this number is exceeded, a meet and confer discussion will occur between Agency staff and 
Recology similar to bulky item collection procedure identified above   

 “Mixed Use Building” Services, the residents would receive the residential services the same as 
a multifamily development, and the commercial accounts would receive commercial services 

 Streamlined reporting to make it more efficient 
 Liquidated Damages agreed to let Recology appeal to a Member Agency if their performance 

standard wasn’t achieved because of an extraordinary circumstance 
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 Diversion Level Performance Incentives/Disincentives based on a diversion level for the prior 5 
Years, and limited at $100,000 annually 

 Quarterly contamination audits have been eliminated 
 The Member Agencies, the SBWMA and Recology would put together a public education and 

recycling technical assistance 3-year plan to manage changing circumstances and regulations 
in the service area 

 Annual allocation adjustment process eliminated 
 

Member Benton asked about the daily cap in bulky item collections, asking if it was a reduction, and why 
it was asked for. 
 
Bob Hilton answered that it is a 25% increase from our current volumes, and it was asked for because 
when they estimated bulky item collections when they proposed the contract Recology proposed 450 
bulky items per week, and estimated costs based on that level of support, as it is now the company is 
providing an average of 750 bulky item collections per week about 120 per day.  The cap at 140 per day 
will trigger a meet and confer to decide if additional resources will be given to the company or additional 
time considerations will be given. 
 
Member Brownrigg commented that SBR was purchased by Recology, and he asked if the SBR 
financial piece was reviewed regarding the financial return. 
 
Bob Hilton answered no, this scope of work only includes the collection agreement, therefore, that is all 
that was looked at. 
 
Member Carlton asked how many times Recology has gone over the cap. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana answered once very early on in the contract. 
 
Bob Hilton then highlighted the financial aspects of the contract.   

 No “True Up” during Current Agreement term 
 2021 compensation reflects actual costs in 2016 projected forward, plus CPI and vehicle 

replacement, and Recology will be taking some risks 
 Allocations will no longer be SBWMA wide.  In 2021 each agency will be responsible for the CPI 

adjustment and growth in their own agency 
 2021 costs will be adjusted for changes in fuel price and changes in subscription level.  

Recology is taking the risk that the assumed increases in their 2021 number are right 
 Agency retention of billings net of compensation and disposal/processing costs 
 The only exhibit Q fee added is a relocation fee which requires Recology to provide a special 

truck that pulls a bin out to the street for service and then put the bin back when service is 
complete 

 Vehicle Replacement Plan to meet and confer by 2023, to look at technology, policy and 
regulations before determining what kind of vehicles will replace the existing fleet 

 There is a notable cost savings benefit to the Member Agencies by extending the term to 15 
years. 

 Provision for One Extension of Up to 5 Years 
 Moving to Regional vs. Current National Indices which are more appropriate to costs here 
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 There is an adjustment in compensation for change in subscription level using 3 year rolling 
average to smooth out changes 

 5% cap on annual change in contractor’s compensation,, and if the number gets to 10% of 
contractor’s base compensation the parties will meet and confer on how the Member Agencies 
will make them whole 

 Sharing 50/50 the increase in depreciation costs up to $700,000, to cover the increase, with 
maximum exposure to the Agency capped at $350,000.  Recology bears all risk beyond 
$701,000. 

 In 2026 or 2027 the actual vehicle 
 Adjustment will happen after vehicles are purchased 

 
Member Aguirre asked regarding the added relocation fees if there were a lot of accounts requiring this 
service. 
 
Bob Hilton answered not now, but a lot of the new growth are these types of buildings--where the 
parking is underground and the bins are kept underground and, therefore, need to be brought to street 
level to be serviced. 
 
Member Widmer commented that he thought the 5% rolling cap on change in annual contractor’s 
compensation was too low, and it should be closer to 10%.  He thought at the end of the contract there 
would be a big number, and it wasn’t clear how the number gets resolved. 
 
Bob Hilton answered that the contract requires that once the number gets to 10% you’re required to 
meet with the company and balance those costs.  This is to meet the TAC’s need for rate predictability 
and stability rather than having an automatic adjustment for changes in the indices plus growth. 
 
Member Benton asked for clarification on vehicle depreciation, and asked if the initial contract price will 
include depreciation for vehicles that have already been depreciated or will be depreciated in the future, 
and he asked if Recology would be getting the benefit of income against which there is no expense. 
 
Bob Hilton stated that the depreciation at the beginning of this contract is for vehicles that will be 
purchased in the future.  The current contract has a 9 year depreciation schedule, the final year of the 
current contract doesn’t have any depreciation in it, so some of the depreciation expense that will be 
incurred in 2021 was moved forward to 2020 for the replacement fleet.  Depreciation will be paid on an 
estimate and then adjusted for the actual costs in approximately 2026. 
 
Member Benton reiterated that this gives them reimbursement that they are not otherwise entitled to 
under the current contract. 
 
Bob Hilton answered that it could be looked at that way, or it could be looked at as a smoothing of the 
compensation increase and preventing a very large increase that would happen otherwise.  It seemed a 
reasonable strategy to phase in the increased costs in compensation. 
 
Member Carlton suggested making a reserve fund to deal with the step rather than paying Recology 
before depreciation is due.  She asked how it would benefit the Member Agency’s to pay out money 
ahead of when it is due. 
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Bob Hilton answered that you could do that, but we’re adjusting to the actual costs and Recology is 
taking the risk. 
 
Member Carlton disagreed that is was not an actual cost, because it’s an estimation and then adjusting 
many years later. 
 
Bob Hilton said it would be adjusted in 2026 based on the actual costs at that time. 
 
Member Carlton asked if the money had to be paid at the time or could a structure where the money is 
on our books until necessary. 
 
Bob Hilton assured the board that you’re not paying more money than is due.  You are paying 
depreciation over 16 years instead of 15, but it’s the same depreciation amount. 
 
Bob Hilton went over the details of the Sloan/Vazquez and Ron Proto review of actual costs. 
 
Member Brownrigg asked what profit margin was assumed when costs were being assessed for 
fairness. 
 
Ron Proto answered that only the total cost of operations was looked at, it didn’t include profit.  It was a 
costs to costs comparison. 
 
Member Widmer commented rates to rates should have been the comparison.  He also added that he 
would like to see a closer look at paying up front for depreciation on vehicles not yet purchased. 
 
Bob Hilton showed a slide explaining the difference in costs with the roll forward deprecation and 
without.  He noted that the last year of the existing agreement doesn’t have any depreciation in it, so 
some of the depreciation expense that will be incurred in 2021 was moved forward to 2020, otherwise in 
2020 the rates would go down about 7%.  He then explained the anticipated base contractor’s 
compensation adjustments with the roll forward and without.  Without the roll forward, in 2021 the rate 
would go up by 24.9% for a 10 year term, and for a 15 year term by 21.9%.  With the roll forward instead 
of a 7% reduction in 2021 there would be a .5% increase in 2020 and a 17% increase in 2021 with the 
10 year term, and for a 15 year term there would be a 2.4% increase in 2020, and a 10.9% increase in 
2021.  He added that the additional value from the 15 year and the roll forward is what made the FAX 
committee recommend the 15 year term. 
 
Chair Grassilli asked what the increase was going to be in 2021. 
 
Bob Hilton answered that it is estimated to be 10.2%, and that the base contractor’s compensation 
makes up about 60% of what is in a rate to the customer, and added that at the workshop on 
Wednesday, the numbers will be gone over at a more detailed level. 
 
Member Benton commented that the key number is the $65.3M, and asked for background as to where 
that number came from. 
 
Bob Hilton answered that the intent was to give a summary, and then more details will be given at the 
workshop on Wednesday.  
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Member Benton prefaced his remarks by noting that Recology is a great company, and have provided a 
great service to our Agency, but asked the question “do we extend or go out to market”?.  He disagreed 
that the Member Agencies wouldn’t save money if they did decide to go out to bid.  He wanted to be 
sure that the $65.3M number was fair to his rate payers. 
 
Bob Hilton noted the benefits of the Recology deal to the rate payers.  He noted that Recology has taken 
the risk on CBA negotiations greater than CPI, if there was a bid process every company bidding would 
have the same wages and benefits and they would propose those costs as a pass through.  He also 
listed some other benefits of the Recology proposal: 

 Benefit of useful life of the collection fleet 2-3 years longer with current fleet, if there was a bid 
process there would be all new vehicles 

 Carts not automatically replaced, if there was a bid process all the carts would be replaced 
 With a new contractor there would amortization of implementation of the new contract. 

He added that when you look at the big cost factors it becomes hard to see how a new bid would be 
lower. 
 
Member Benton commented that he is concerned about optics, over 15 years this a billion dollar public 
contract, so he wants to be absolutely sure at a very significant level. 
 
Member Aguirre asked how many contracts are 5 year extensions, would that even make sense. 
 
Bob Hilton answered that a 5 year contract would not be a bid contract, that wouldn’t be cost effective. 
Sometimes agreements are extended 3-5 years, but as you get toward the end of the extension the 
vehicles have to be replaced and, that around 12-13 years, the cost of maintenance for these vehicles 
gets higher than the cost of replacement.  And, given the cost of vehicles, shorter term contracts are 
hard to do. 
 
Chair Grassilli reminded the Board that the last time the Board was making this decision it was a staff 
Board, and elected officials were not part of the decision making process, and he thought with more 
questions and a more thoughtful process was a better way to go. 
 
Member Aguirre reminded the Board that the results of the last process is what prompted the Board 
change at the SBWMA to elected officials. 
 

ii. Recology Presentation 
 
Mario Puccinelli then gave a Power Point presentation. He thanked the Board for the opportunity to speak.  He 
thanked Executive Director La Mariana and Staff Gans, and the HF&H and Negotiation team for the professional 
negotiations, and he thanked the Recology team for their hard work and dedication.  He commented on why 
Recology and why this deal, noting that the Member Agencies will continue to reap the benefits of the efficient 
work Recology is doing, it is still a fixed cost contract not a cost plus contract.  He concluded the presentations 
with how this contract will meet the goals of the TAC and FAX Committees: 

 Rate Setting Stability and Predictability 
• Shared Inflation Risk on Vehicle Purchases 
• No Inflation Risk to MAs on CBA Wages & Benefits 

 Simplified Rate Setting Process 
• Fixed Allocations  

 Clear Performance Measures and Tracking 
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• Collaborative Public Education and Technical Assistance Plans 
 Long-Term Cost Projections 

• CPI Based Contract 
• Continued Cost Savings from Collection Efficiencies  

 15-Year Term 
• Extended use of Collection Vehicles 
• Lower Annual Depreciation Costs 

 5.9% Projected Increase in Operating Costs. He then noted that this amount was adjusted 
during and earlier part of today’s presentation. 

   
iii. Q&A Session 

 
Chair Grassilli noted that there is a lot of detail, and he encouraged Board Members to attend the workshop next 
week to work through the details. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana noted that it is a supreme challenge to present the complex and nuanced 
information to you in a meaningful way, and each person comes at it from different levels.  He asked the Board 
Secretary to notice the workshop as a Board Meeting in case more than 6 Board Members wanted to attend the 
workshop.  He also noted there would also be a second version of the workshop intended for the member 
agency’s Attorneys and County Counsel and that this workshop date would send it out to the Board as soon as 
confirmed. 
 
Member Dehn asked if was feasible to come for part of the workshop. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana answered yes. 
 
Member Benton commented that it would be helpful to have projected start times for each agenda section so 
Board Members could arrive at the approximate time for the parts of the discussion they wanted to be a part of. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana noted that they would try to do that. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana then also thank the Recology negotiating team, noting he had neglected to 
introduce them at the beginning of his presentation which was inadvertent on his part. 
 
Member Brownrigg commented that there is only one number that matters, and that is the stair step at the end of 
this contract, and how much it should step up, and if everything stayed the same there would be a 15-17% uplift.  
He noted that one, if there is going to be a stair step every so often any gain you have from a fixed cost contract 
evaporates, so it might as well have been cost plus. Two, he didn’t believe that Recology is or would be losing 
money, and didn’t believe in a proforma without a profit margin built in, and something in the underlying analysis 
didn’t add up to him, and if it were that un economical then you wouldn’t see the counter party agreeing to a 15 
year term.  So he thinks there is a lower number that would be fair.  Three, if this were such a great deal over the 
last 10 years then our rates would not be at the median for the peninsula, and if you raise compensation and, 
therefore, rates by 15% our average gets into the 75-80 percentile for the bay area.  He concluded that it feels 
like a big jump, and he wants to feel good about that jump to say this is why we sole sourced the next 15 years 
of our service. 
 
Member Widmer commented that he would like a shorter extension considered. 
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Chair Grassilli commented that there are going to be 12 different opinions so we all have to talk to our councils 
and when it comes to a vote every agency has to do their own due diligence and their own study because we 
won’t all agree. 
 
Member Benton noted that he was disturbed by Chair Grassilli’s comments.  He noted he thought this SBWMA 
Board’s job was to come up with an agreement that then can go back to our individual Councils with and have 
comfort with asking our councils for support. 
 
Chair Grassilli noted that the 12 of us are not going to re-negotiating a deal. 
 
Executive Director La Mariana commented that the purpose of the workshop is not to renegotiate but to educate, 
and provide a level of detail that provides comfort for the public decision making process.  And if there is not 
comfort then the negotiation team needs to go back. 
 
Chair Grassilli asked when that part is finished it comes to the individual councils and it won’t be renegotiated at 
that time. 
 
Staff Gans reminded the Board that staff is available to answer questions even if you can’t make the workshop. 
 
7. Shoreway Operations and Contract Management 

No Items 
 

8. Informational Items Only (no action required) 
A. Franchise Agreement Extension Discussions Calendar 
B. March  2017 Check Register Detail 
C. 2018 Finance and Rate Setting Calendar 
D. Technical Consulting and Professional Services Agreements for First Quarter 2017 

E. Future Board Agenda Items  
 

9. Board Member Comments 
Chair Grassilli commented that the Board learned a lot today, and thanks Executive Director La Mariana and 
Mario Puccinelli for their leadership in the process. 
 
Member Benton commented that he remembers that Mario Puccinelli was working 24/7 during the last transition, 
and noted that Mario’s leadership made the conversion go as it did.  

 

10. Adjourn 3:37PM 
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6B

 To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Farouk Fakira, Finance Manager 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Approval of Quarterly Investment Report for the Quarter Ended March 31, 2017 

Recommendation 
It is recommended that the SBWMA Board review and accept the Quarterly Investment Report. 

Analysis 
The primary objective of the Investment Policy for the SBWMA is safety of principal, while meeting the cash flow 
needs of the Authority, through prudent investment of unexpended cash.  As of March 31, 2017, the investment 
portfolio was in compliance with the Investment Policy.  The portfolio contains sufficient liquidity to meet the next 
six months of expected expenditures by the Authority as well as by other third parties. 

Fiscal Impact 
The attached Investment Portfolio Summary indicates that as of March 31, 2017, funds in the amount of $17,415,022 
were invested, producing a weighted average yield of 0.63%.   

Below is a summary of the changes from the last quarter. 

Qtr Ended
3/31/17

Qtr Ended
12/31/16

Increase
(Decrease)

Total Portfolio 17,415,022$    17,681,659$    (266,637)$     
Weighted Average Return 0.63% 0.54% 0.09%
Interest/Dividends Earnings 31,390$           27,858$           3,532$           

The total portfolio balance decreased by $266,637.  The decrease is primarily due to the biannual required payment 
of six months of interest ($1,379,256) made in March from the BNY bond payment fund account, which were mostly 
offset by the three monthly debt service transfers into the bond payment fund from operating funds ($1,030,878). 
The quarter-end weighted average return in the table above increased by 0.09% due to stronger interest and 
dividend yields and investment earnings from the investments in the Blackrock Treasury Funds. 
 
A table comparison of the portfolio components is provided below: 
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Note:  There may be minor differences in totals as individual amounts are rounded to the nearest dollar 

 
Due to arbitrage restrictions, bond investments are not included in our LAIF rate or investment pool comparison.  
As of March 31, 2017, the bond reserve and payment accounts of approximately $5.3 million were invested with the 
trustee in short-term investments.   
 
As of March 31, 2017, investments in the County Investment Pool totaled 44% of SBWMA’s funds available for 
investment pools (see Attachment 1).  The percentage is within the range specified by the SBWMA Board. 
 
The average yield of the portfolio in the quarter excluding the bond proceeds was 0.87%.  LAIF is used as a 
benchmark and the average LAIF yield for the quarter ending December 31, 2016, was 0.78%.  The San Mateo 
County Pool average yield for the quarter was 0.99%. 
 
The Investment Advisory Committee, consisting of Jeff Maltbie, City Manager of San Carlos; Michael Galvin, City 
Treasurer for San Carlos; and Rebecca Mendenhall, Administrative Services Director of San Carlos, have reviewed 
this report before presentation to the Board. 
 
Attachments: 

A – Summary of All Investments for Quarter Ending March 31, 2017 
B – Investment Portfolio 03/31/2017 - Chart 
C – Historical Summary of Investment Portfolio 
 

3/31/2017
Balance

% of
Total

12/31/2016
Balance

% of
Total

Change over 
Prior Quarter

SM County Pool 5,306,369$      30% 5,289,351$      30% 17,018$           
LAIF 6,782,867        39% 6,723,255        38% 59,612             
Bond Account 5,325,786        31% 5,669,053        32% (343,267)         
Total Portfolio 17,415,022$    100% 17,681,659$    100% (266,637)$       
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Attachment 1

Category

Weighted
Average
Return

Historical
Book Value

% of 
Portfolio

GASB 31 ADJ
Market Value*

Interest/ 
Dividend 
Earned

Liquid Investments:

San Mateo County Investment Pool (COPOOL) 0.99% 5,306,369$     44% 5,306,369$     15,237$  

Local Agency Investment Fund (LAIF) 0.78% 6,782,867       56% 6,777,277       11,042    

Total -  Investments 0.87% 12,089,236     100.00% 12,083,646     26,279    

Bond Accounts - Cash with Fiscal Agents
BNY Western Trust - Blackrock Treasury Trust Instl 62 0.09% 4,127,224       4,127,224       3,647      
    2009A Reserve Fund Account
BNY Western Trust - Blackrock Treasury Trust Instl 62 0.12% 1,198,562       1,198,562       1,464      
    2009A Payment Fund Account

Total - Bond Accounts 0.10% 5,325,786       5,325,786       5,111      

GRAND TOTAL OF PORTFOLIO 0.63% 17,415,022$   17,409,432$   31,390$  

Total Interest/ Dividend Earned This Quarter 31,390
Total Interest/ Dividend Earned Fiscal Year-to-Date 84,389

Note: SBWMA Board approved the following investment mix at its January 22, 2015 meeting: 

                 LAIF        ‐ 50% to 70%

                COPOOL ‐ 30% to 50%

*Difference in value between Historical Value and Market Value may be due to timing of purchase. Investments in the investment pools may have been 
purchased when interest rates were lower or higher than the end date of this report.  As interest rates increase or decrease, the value of the investment pools 
will decrease or increase accordingly.  However, interest rate fluctuations does not have any impact to SBWMA's balance in the investment pools.  The market 
values are presented as a reference only. 

SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY

SUMMARY OF ALL INVESTMENTS
For Quarter Ending March 31, 2017

________________________________________________________ 
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San Mateo County Pool
30%

LAIF
39%

Bond Accounts
31%

South Bayside Waste Management Authority Investment 
Portfolio 

03/31/2017

San Mateo County Pool

LAIF

Bond Accounts
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South Bayside Waste Management Authority Portfolio

Mar-15 Jun-15 Sep-15 Dec-15 Mar-16 Jun-16 Sep-16 Dec-16 Mar-17
SM County Pool 5,700,859     5,719,002     5,728,746     5,739,190     5,750,398     5,762,103       6,274,875     5,289,351       5,306,369      
LAIF 10,864,026   7,971,342     10,878,169   8,385,354     9,593,633     10,003,104     6,513,338     6,723,255       6,782,867      
Bond Accounts 5,264,849     6,296,018     4,631,288     5,662,254     5,289,337     6,320,831       4,636,705     5,669,053       5,325,786      
Grand Total 20,712,063$ 21,829,734$ 19,986,362$ 21,238,203$ 19,786,798$ 20,633,368$   22,086,038$ 17,681,659$   17,415,022$  
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6C 

To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Joe La Mariana, Executive Director 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Authorizing the Executive Director to Execute a Letter of support for AB 1158; AB 1219; 

AB 954; AB 1288: AB 1036; AB 1594 and SB 705 

Recommendation 
It is recommended that the SBWMA Board of Directors approve Resolution No. 2017-20 attached hereto authorizing 
the following action:  The Executive Director will provide a letter of support for AB 1158; AB 1219; AB 954; 
AB 1288; AB 1026; AB 1594; SB 705. 

 

Summary 
The 2017-2018 California Legislative Session is currently in full swing and hundreds of bills have been introduced 
into the State Assembly and State Senate for consideration to become law. During this annual process, many 
introduced bills can directly or indirectly impact the solid waste industry, or the environmental community at-large. 
The SBWMA has strong interest in laws or regulations that affect our operations, facilities and programs. 
Recently, Staff has become more involved in this process and we work closely with many industry colleagues and 
advocates to track these bills to determine their value or threat to our overall programs and communities.  
 
During this early portion of this new Legislative session, seven (7) bills have been identified and evaluated as 
being in direct alignment with SBWMA goals. Executive summarized fact sheets for each bill have been attached 
for your review. Additional information on these bills, or any others, can be accessed through the following link: 
https://leginfo.legislature.ca.gov. The bills recommended for support are:  
 

o AB 1158 California’s Carpet Stewardship Act of 2017 
o AB 1219 The California Good Samaritan Food Donation Act 
o AB 954 Food Waste Reduction  
o AB 1288 Tip Fee Reform 
o AB 1036 Composting Goal Adjustments Between State Agencies 
o SB 705 Safe and Sustainable Takeout Food Packaging 
o AB 1594 Ocean Plastic Takeout Food Packing 

 
Fiscal Impact:    
There is no direct fiscal impact of these bills on the SBWMA’s FY 17-18 Operating Budget.  
 
Attachments: 

Attachment A: Fact Sheets 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2017-20    
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE 

 MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
   

 
 WHEREAS, THE GOALS OF THE SBWMA AND THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY OF LIFE OF OUR 
MEMBER AGENCY’S COMMUNITY MEMBERS ARE STRONGLY SERVED BY THE ADVANCEMENT OF THE 
FOLLOWING BILLS THAT HAVE BEEN INTRODUCED IN THE 2017-2018 CALIFORNIA LEGISLATIVE 
SESSION: AB 1158; AB 1219; AB 954; AB 1288; AB 1036: AB 1595; and SB 705  
 

 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the South Bayside Waste Management Authority hereby 
approves the authorization of the Executive Director to Execute a Letter of Support for AB 1158; AB 1219; AB 954; 
AB 1288; AB 1036; AB 1595 and SB 705. 
 

 PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority, County of 
San Mateo, State of California on the 25th day of May, 2017, by the following vote: 

 
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2017- 20 was duly and regularly adopted at a regular meeting of 
the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on May 25, 2017. 
 
 
  ______________________________ 
ATTEST:        Bob Grassilli, Chairperson of SBWMA 
 
_________________________________ 
Cyndi Urman, Board Secretary  
 
 
 
 

Agency Yes No Abstain Absent Agency Yes No Abstain Absent 

Atherton     Menlo Park     
Belmont     Redwood City     
Burlingame     San Carlos     
East Palo Alto     San Mateo     
Foster City     County of San Mateo     
Hillsborough     West Bay Sanitary Dist     
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AB 1158 (Chu) – California Carpet Stewardship Act of 2017 
 

SUMMARY  
Existing law requires carpet manufacturers that sell 
carpet in California to implement a stewardship program 
to increase the recycling rate of carpet in the state.  The 
current carpet stewardship program has not met goals 
set in statute resulting in California fee payers unable to 
recycle their carpet, waste management costs remaining 
on local governments and waste haulers, recyclable 
materials in landfills and incinerators, and missed 
opportunities to expand California’s carpet recycling 
processing capacity and develop new markets.  
 
BACKGROUND 
Authored by Speaker Perez, AB 2398 (Chapter 681, 
Statutes of 2010), required carpet manufacturers to 
implement a stewardship program to increase the 
recycling rate of carpet in California. The program is 
paid for by a consumer fee per unit of carpet sold in the 
state. At the time AB 2398 passed, carpet was one of the 
top 10 materials landfilled consuming 3.2% of landfill 
space, making it a priority  to recycle to help California 
achieve the 75% diversion goal by 2020.  
 
The weight and bulk of discarded carpet are difficult to 
manage, and thus impose a significant burden and cost 
to local governments.  Success from a robust carpet 
stewardship program can greatly impact places such as 
Los Angeles County, which is running out of landfill 
space and could be pressured to incinerate more used 
carpet. Numerous secondary products can be 
manufactured from recycled carpet, including carpet 
itself and carpet cushion, so an effective stewardship 
program is both economically and environmentally 
beneficial for California. 
 
PROBLEM 
The Carpet America Recovery Effort (CARE) is the 
stewardship organization designated by the carpet 
industry to carry out their responsibilities under AB 
2398. From 2013-2016, CARE has failed to meet the 
required continuous and meaningful improvement of 
diverting carpet from landfills as prescribed in the 
legislation.  As the regulatory agency overseeing the 
stewardship program, The Department of Resources 
Recycling and Recovery (CalRecycle) found CARE to 
be noncompliant from 2013-15.   
 
In February 2016, CARE announced the formation of 
the California Council on Carpet Recycling (CCCR), an 
advisory council formed to consider all aspects of the 
carpet stewardship program and provide 

recommendations to enhance the performance of the 
stewardship program recycling rates. Progress on 
increasing carpet recycling under this program has  
remain very slow despite numerous recommendations 
by the CCCR to improve program performance. 
 
On December 23, 2016, CalRecycle disapproved 
CARE’s California Carpet Stewardship Plan 2017-

2021, on the basis that it does not sufficiently 
demonstrate a plan for “continuous meaningful 
improvement” in recycling and diverting carpet from 
landfills in the state, as required by statute.  Along with 
the disapproval, CalRecycle provided some 
recommendations on fixes to the current program. 
CARE submitted a revised plan in February and it is 
currently being reviewed by CalRecycle.   
 
Aside from requiring CARE to revise its plan, 
CalRecycle filed an administrative accusation against 
CARE on March 10, 2017, citing its failure to meet 
legislative guidelines for three consecutive years 
resulting in more than $3 million penalties.    
 
The carpet industry’s inability to meet the legislated 
performance standards and the goals of its own 
stewardship plan has and will result in burdens on local 
governments, crowded landfills, carpet being shipped to 
Georgia for recycling instead of building California’s 
recycling infrastructure, and incineration of useful 
material that could otherwise be recycled.  As the 
program run by CARE is being paid for by California 
consumers, we need to ensure that it will be convenient 
for California fee payers to recycle carpet. It is 
beneficial for all for the goals of AB 2398 to be met.    
 
SOLUTION  
AB 1158 will form an advisory committee within 
CalRecycle.  The bill will require the carpet stewardship 
plan to establish a process to receive, consider and 
provide reasons for rejecting recommendations from the 
advisory committee.  
 
SPONSOR 
National Stewardship Action Council 
 
STAFF CONTACT  
Annie Pham  
Office of Assemblymember Kansen Chu 
916-319-2025 
annie.pham@asm.ca.gov  
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Office of Assemblymember Susan Talamantes Eggman - AB 1219 – 3/20/2017 

 

 

SUMMARY 

This bill would create the California Good 
Samaritan Food Donation Act to clarify and 
expand existing protections for food donors.  
 
BACKGROUND  

California became the first state in the country to 

limit the liability of food donors in order to 

encourage food donation.  In 1996 Congress 

responded to the need of more uniform 

protections by enacting the Bill Emerson Good 

Samaritan Act which protected good faith food 

donors from civil and criminal liability. 

Despite these protections, much of the wholesome 

surplus food in the state is discarded. A survey 

conducted by the Waste Reduction Alliance found 

that 44% of manufacturers, 41% of restaurants 

and 25% of retailers identified fear of liability as 

their primary barrier to food donation.  

Meanwhile food insecurity in the state affects one 

in every eight Californians, including one in four 

children. Food is the most prevalent item in our 

waste stream, with over 5.5 million tons of food 

dumped in landfills every year in the state. 

Uneaten food and other organic waste in landfills 

release 8.3 million tons of greenhouse gases each 

year in California, contributing to 20 percent of 

the state’s methane emissions.  

 

Current law lacks clarity in some provisions and is 

limited in scope. Limitations in the federal Good 

Samaritan Act and in California law include:  

 

1) Current law does not explicitly state that 

donations of past-date foods or those that 

are mislabeled are protected from 

liability. 

2) No liability protection is given when 

donors donate directly to final recipients 

without going through a nonprofit food 

recovery intermediary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Donated food must be distributed to final 

recipients for free in order for the 

protections to apply.  

4) There is no education and awareness 

component for food donor protection 

laws.  

 
THIS BILL   

 
AB 1219 will: 
 

 Explicitly state that donated food that is 

mislabeled is subject to liability 

protection. 

 Explicitly state that donated food which 

has exceeded the sell-by date is subject to 

liability protection. 

 Expand protection to nonprofits and their 

donors when they sell or charge for food, 

which can fill a specific need in many 

communities. 

 Provide liability protection for donations 

made directly to end-users.  

 In order to provide education and 

awareness, Environmental Health Officers 

will be required to promote the donation 

of edible food for human consumption.  

By more explicitly stating what kinds of food 

donations are currently protected under Good 

Samaritan laws, many potential donors will feel 

reassured that they are, in fact, protected.  

 

SUPPORT 

Californians Against Waste (co-sponsor) 
California Association of Food Banks (co-  
 sponsor) 
California Association of Nonprofits  
California Food Policy Advocates  
California League of Food Processors 
Community Action Agency of Butte County, Inc. 

Emergency Food Bank Stockton/San Joaquin 
Feeding San Diego 

AB 1219:  California Good Samaritan Food Donation Act  
 

Assemblymember Susan Eggman, 13th Assembly District 
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Office of Assemblymember Susan Talamantes Eggman – AB 1219 – 3/20/2017 

 

Food Bank of Contra Costa & Solano County 
Food Finders 
Food for People, Inc. 
FoodLink Tulare County 
Imperial Valley Food Bank 
Jacobs & Cushman San Diego Food Bank  
Merced County Food Bank 
Redwood Empire Food Bank  
Second Harvest Food Bank Orange County  
Second Harvest Food Bank Santa Cruz County 
Second Harvest Food Bank of San Joaquin & 

Stanislaus Counties  
Yolo Food Bank 
Yuba-Sutter Food Bank 
 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Maria Ramos 
916.319.2013 
Maria.Ramos@asm.ca.gov 
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ASSEMBLY BILL 954 (CHIU) 
THE FOOD WASTE REDUCTION AND DATE LABELING ACT OF 2017 

 

SUMMARY 

To reduce food waste and help consumers make 
informed decisions when making food purchases, 
AB 954 creates standardized guidelines for food 
date labels that better describe food freshness and 
safety.  

BACKGROUND 

A shocking 40 percent of food produced in the 
United States never gets eaten. Meanwhile, 1 in 8 
Californians is food insecure, including 1 in 4 
children. According to a recent NRDC report, 4 
percent of the country’s total energy budget, 12 
percent of land, and 23 percent of all fresh water is 
used to grow this uneaten food. Discarded food is 
not only a significant waste of natural resources; it 
is also a drain on our economy that costs consumers 
and industry $162 billion each year. 

Americans throw away an estimated 21 percent of 
the food they bring home, equivalent to more than 
20 pounds of food per person every month.  
Reducing food waste just by a third (if distributed 
appropriately) would save enough food to feed 
every hungry American.  

Food is the single most prevalent item in California’s 
waste stream, with over 5.5 million tons of food 
dumped in landfills every year in the state. Dumping 
uneaten food and other organic waste into landfills 
releases more than 8.3 million tons of greenhouse 
gases each year, which makes up a fifth of the 
state’s methane emissions. 

THE PROBLEM 

Misinterpretation of the date labels on foods is a 
key factor leading to food waste in American 
households.  Surveys show that a vast majority of 
consumers discard food prematurely as a result of 
misinterpreting food date labels. The lack of 
standardization around date labels makes it 
impossible to educate consumers on their meaning. 

Confusion around date labels also contributes to 
industry food waste. A grocery manufacturing 
industry report concluded that about $900 million 
worth of dated product is removed from the shelves 
before ever reaching consumers, even though those 
dates are not always associated with expiration, 
food safety or freshness.  

Inconsistent and unclear food labeling also 
contributes to wasted food that would have 
otherwise gone to hungry Californians. Some food 
banks have policies to turn away food that has gone 
past its food date label out of fear that the food 
may be spoiled or a health hazard to their guests.  

With the exception of baby formula, there are 
virtually no federal regulations around food date 
labeling and rules vary widely by state. There are 
many areas of the country where much of the food 
supply has some type of printed date and other 
areas where almost no food is dated.  

Improving date labeling policies and practices can 
decrease consumer confusion, which will not only 
reduce food waste, but also improve food safety. 
Date labels on food come in a dizzying number of 
forms, including “use by,” “best before,” “sell by,” 
and “freshest by” dates, yet these simple markers 
are poorly understood and surprisingly under-
regulated—their meanings and timeframes are 
generally not defined in law. 

THE SOLUTION 

AB 954 directs the California Department of Food 
and Agriculture and the Department of Public 
Health to create voluntary uniform language for 
food date labels to communicate quality and safety 
to consumers. These standards would include:  

(1) A “BEST if used By” date to signify the date 
after which the food’s quality may begin to 
deteriorate; and  

(2) A “USE By” date to signify the safety date 
after which there is a high level of risk 
associated with the consumption of the 
product.  

National industry leaders, including the Grocery 
Manufacturers Association and the Food Marketing 
Institute, recently opted to create voluntary date 
label guidelines using this exact model to date their 
products.  

Standardizing the language on date labels with 
uniform phrases and definitions is the foundation 
for educating consumers on the meaning of labels, 
which will lead to reduced food waste.  
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SUPPORT 

Californians Against Waste (Sponsor) 
  
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Riana King | Office of Assemblymember David Chiu  
Riana.king@asm.ca.gov  
 
Nick Lapis | Californians Against Waste 
nicklapis@cawrecycles.org  
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SUMMARY 
 
SB 705 will reduce the amount of toxic waste that 
pollutes our beaches,  oceans, and inland 
waterways; chokes our landfills and litters our 
communities by phasing out takeout food packaging 
that cannot be recycled or composted in the 
communities where it is distributed. 
 

BACKGROUND 
 
Plastic food service containers, which are usually 
made of polystyrene, expanded polystyrene (EPS) 
or polystyrene foam (most commonly known as 
Styrofoam), are a major component of urban litter 
and often wind up in waterways, bays and 
eventually the ocean, where they leach toxins into 
the water. Polystyrene foam and plastic food 
packaging are also some of the biggest culprits in 
clogging municipal storm drains. 
 
This marine debris is a growing problem for 
California’s $43 billion ocean-dependent sector of 
the economy.  Expanded polystyrene is especially 
dangerous because it breaks apart into light, non-
degradable and buoyant pieces that are transported 
by wind and rain into the marine environment. Once 
expanded polystyrene enters the marine 
environment, it creates a toxic “soup” of plastic 
particles that threaten the basic food chain of the 
ocean.  
 
The Ocean Protection Council estimates that the 
current cost of cleaning up marine debris annually 
may exceed $1 billion.  Nonrecycled single-use 
food packaging costs California families hundreds 
of dollars annually in hidden litter clean-up costs.  
Local governments are also hard hit by these costs.    
 
 
 

 
 
 
The City of Los Angeles estimates that compliance 
with Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDLs) for its 
impaired waterways, including those for litter 
pollution, will cost more than $1 billion. 
 
Recycling opportunities for expanded polystyrene 
and most other plastic take-out food packaging are 
limited, and no widespread recycling program for 
polystyrene has ever been successfully 
implemented.  Only clean dry foam products, like 
packing peanuts, can be recycled. 
 
The American Chemistry Council has stated that the 
cost of transporting and washing food-contaminated 
EPS containers outweighs the benefits. Dart 
Container’s guide to municipalities indicates that 
wet and food-contaminated containers are not 
recycled. Almost no residential EPS recycling 
exists.  
 
In addition, Styrene, a neurotoxin and a chemical 
known to the State of California to cause cancer, 
migrates from foam containers into food and 
beverages.  Workers are particularly vulnerable 
with increased risk of leukemia, lymphoma, and 
damage to the nervous system. 
 
Consumer preference for more sustainable and 
healthy packaging has driven demand for 
alternatives and created jobs in innovative food 
packaging manufacturing. Even foam 
manufacturers, including Dart and Pactiv, make 
compostable food ware and other plastics and paper 
products.    
 
Recyclable alternatives (such as paper and some 
plastic) are comparably priced and sometimes even  
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cheaper than expanded Styrofoam. Large companies 
such as Dart, International Paper, Fold-Pak, and 
Pactiv are manufacturing alternatives, which 
account for more jobs in California than foam food 
packaging jobs. 
 
Ninety-nine jurisdictions in California have enacted 
a patchwork of local restrictions. Santa Monica has  
banned non-recyclable packaging, while San 
Francisco and others have banned polystyrene 
packaging. Oakland has enacted a ‘litter tax’ on the 
fast food sector.  

 
SOLUTION 

 
SB 705 will prohibit food providers such as 
restaurants, grocery stores, supermarkets and food 
trucks from dispensing “take-out” or prepared food 
in disposable polystyrene food container by January 
1, 2020. It would further prohibit, by January 1, 
2021, food providers from  dispensing prepared 
food in a plastic container that  that is not recyclable 
or compostable through the jurisdiction’s curbside 
program in the local municipality where that 
provider is located. This creates a material-neutral 
standard that leaves it up to the marketplace to 
support those materials that can be cost effectively 
recycled or composted.  
 

SUPPORT 
5Gyres 
7th Generation Advisors 
Azul 
Black Women for Wellness 
Breast Cancer Prevention Partners 
Californians Against Waste 
California Alliance for Retired Americans 
California League of Conservation Voters 
California State Parks Foundation 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
California Public Interest Research Group 
Center for Biological Diversity 
Center for Environmental Health 
Center for Food Safety 
Clean Water Action 
City of Santa Monica 
COARE 
Community Water Center 
Consumer Attorneys California 
Defenders of Wildlife 
Environment California 
Environmental Working Group 
Green Science Policy Institute 
Heal the Bay 
Laane 
Napa Recycling & Waste Services 
Natural Resources Defense Council 
Pacoima Beautiful 
Parents for a Safe Environment 
Physicians for Social Responsibility 
Plastic Pollution Coalition 
Save the Bay  
Save Our Shores 
San Francisco Baykeeper 
Sierra Club California 
Sonoma County AB939 Task Force on Waste 
Diversion 
Stop Waste 
Surfrider Foundation 
Team Marine 
The Story of Stuff Project 
Tri-City Economic Development Corporation 
Tuolumne River Preservation Trust 
Upstream 
Voices for Progress Education Fund 
Wholly H2O 
Wishtoyo Chumash Foundation 
Women’s Voices for the Earth 
Zero Waste San Diego 
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Zero Waste USA 
 
 

CONTACT 
 

Tina Andolina 
Office of Senator Ben Allen 
(916) 651-4026, (916) 651-4926 (Fax) 
tina.andolina@sen.ca.gov 
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6D  

STAFF REPORT 
To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Hilary Gans, Operations & Contracts Manger 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Resolution Approving South Bay Recycling MRF Equipment Refurbishment Expense 

Recommendation 
It is recommended that the SBWMA Board of Directors approve Resolution No. 2017-21 attached hereto 
authorizing the following action:  
 
Approving South Bay Recycling Non-fire MRF Equipment Refurbishment Expense in the amount of 
$304,000. 
 
Summary 
Due to the fire damage and subsequent restoration work, the Shoreway MRF was out of service for approximately 
four-months.  SBWMA and SBR coordinated to use this facility down-time to perform many pending equipment 
replacement and refurbishment projects.  These replacement/refurbishment projects were budgeted and 
anticipated in the Agency’s MRF Equipment Replacement Capital Reserve and were waiting to be completed at a 
time that did not disrupt daily MRF operations.    
 
Analysis 
The MRF down-time caused by the fire presented a unique opportunity to complete major work projects on the 
MRF sort equipment.  Recognizing the opportunity to complete the equipment replacement/refurbishment projects 
and to save money by utilizing SBR’s idle MRF maintenance personnel (as compared to the cost of using an 
outside contractor), SBWMA and SBR staff completed critical MRF equipment refurbishment projects and 
followed the process-steps below:  
 

1) identify critical equipment replacement/refurbishment projects,  
2) develop a parts and labor cost estimate,  
3) the SBWMA issued SBR a Work Order for each project, 
4) completion of work and verification of hours and parts costs by project manager.   

 
An onsite project manager tracked the parts and labor hours for each project performed on site (fire related and 
non-fire related) and closed-out each project by verifying the parts and labor hours associated with each work 
order and invoice from SBR.  The sum of money being requested by this resolution is the total of all the work 
orders bundled into this one capital approval request.  (Note that SBR also completed some fire related cleanup 
and restoration projects that have billed and reimbursed by the insurance carrier).  Between the months of 
September–December 2016 over 179 MRF equipment replacement/refurbishment projects were completed at the 
direction of the SBWMA staff by SBR maintenance personnel (see Attachment A for a detailed list of projects).  A 
labor and parts reimbursement request in the amount of $304,000 has been submitted by SBR to the SBWMA for 
the total of all non-fire related MRF equipment replacement work projects. 
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Background 
When the SBWMA purchased the MRF sort equipment, a capital replace reserve (MRF Equipment Replacement 
Reserve) was established to cover needed replacement of equipment at scheduled intervals.  Large portions of 
the MRF sort equipment were replaced/refurbished as part of the fire-related and non-fire related work recently 
completed by SBR and BHS.  Staff will continue to monitor the wear of the MRF sort equipment and additional 
refurbishment/replacement projects will be brought to the Board for consideration as needed.  
 
Fiscal Impact 
The SBWMA began the FY16/17 Budget year with a MRF Equipment Replacement Reserve balance of 
$1,736,098.  The Budget anticipated spending of $212,687 of capital on MRF equipment replacement and an 
additional $304,000 was spent and will be drawn from the MRF Equipment Replacement Reserve.  The FY17/18 
Budget has a MRF Equipment Replacement Reserve balance of $1,192,148. 
  

Attachments: 
Resolution 2017-21 

A – List of MRF Equipment Replacement / Refurbishment projects. 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2017- 21 
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE 

 MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
APPROVING SOUTH BAY RECYCLING NON-FIRE MRF EQUIPMENT EXPENSE  

 
 

 WHEREAS,  the SBWMA recognized the need to replace and refurbish the MRF sort equipment as 
components wore out, and  
 
WHEREAS,  the Agency established a MRF Equipment Replacement Reserve to cover replacements and 
refurbishment cost of the sorting system. 
 
WHEREAS,  SBR has performed MRF Equipment Replacement services at the direction of the SBWMA and is 
seeking reimbursement for parts and labor, 
 
 NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the South Bayside Waste Management Authority hereby 
approves South Bay Recycling Non-fire MRF Equipment Refurbishment Expense in the amount of $304,000. 
 

 PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority, County of 
San Mateo, State of California on the 25th day of May, 2017, by the following vote: 

 
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2017- 21  was duly and regularly adopted at a regular meeting 
of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on May 25, 2017. 
 
 
  ______________________________ 
ATTEST:        Bob Grassilli, Chairperson of SBWMA 
 
_________________________________ 
Cyndi Urman, Board Secretary  
 
 

Agency Yes No Abstain Absent Agency Yes No Abstain Absent 

Atherton     Menlo Park     
Belmont     Redwood City     
Burlingame     San Carlos     
East Palo Alto     San Mateo     
Foster City     County of San Mateo     
Hillsborough     West Bay Sanitary Dist     
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Attachment A

List of MRF Equipment Replacement / Refurbishment projects# EQUIP PROJECT SCOPE

1 10 RESIDENTIAL METERING BIN

2 14 RESIDENTIAL INFEED CHAINBELT

3 16 COMMERCIAL INFEED CHAINBELT

4 20 RESIDENTIAL PRESORT CONVEYOR

5 22 RESIDENTIAL TRASH COLLECTION CONVEYOR

6 24 COMMERCIAL PRESORT CONVEYOR

7 26 COMMERCIAL TRASH CONVEYOR SYSTEM

8 28 BAG COLLECTION CONVEYOR

9 32 BHS BAG BREAKER INFEED CONVEYOR

10 34 BHS BAG BREAKER

11 36 BAG BREAKER UNDERS CONVEYOR

12 38 FILM COLLECTION CONVEYOR

13 40 TRANSFER TRASH CONVEYOR #1

14 42 TRANSFER TRASH CONVEYOR #2

15 44 RESIDENTIAL BHS OCC SEPARATOR ‐ SECTION A

16 44 RESIDENTIAL BHS OCC SEPARATOR ‐ SECTION B

17 44 RESIDENTIAL BHS OCC SEPARATOR ‐ SECTION C

18 46 COMMERCIAL BHS OCC SEPARATOR ‐ SECTION A

19 46 COMMERCIAL BHS OCC SEPARATOR ‐ SECTION B

20 46 COMMERCIAL BHS OCC SEPARATOR ‐ SECTION C

21 48 RESIDENTIAL BHS DEBRIS ROLL SCREEN

22 50 COMMERCIAL BHS DEBRIS ROLL SCREEN ‐ SECTION A

23 50 COMMERCIAL BHS DEBRIS ROLL SCREEN ‐ SECTION B

24 52 OCC OVERS CONVEYOR

25 54 OCC STACKING CONVEYOR

26 56 RESIDENTIAL GLASS COLLECTION CONVEYOR

27 57 COMMERCIAL GLASS COLLECTION CONVEYOR

28 58 GLASS TRANSFER CONVEYOR

29 59 COMMERCIAL RESIDUE BYPASS TRANSFER CONVEYOR

30 60 RESIDENTIAL GLASS COLLECTION CONVEYOR #2

31 62 GLASS TRANSFER CONVEYOR #2

32 64 GLASS BREAKER UNDERS CONVEYOR

33 66 GLASS TRANSFER CONVEYOR #1

34 68 4" MINUS COLLECTION CONVEYOR

35 70 4" MINUS TRANSFER CONVEYOR #1

36 71 4" MINUS TRANSFER CONVEYOR #2

37 72 CONTAINER COLLECTION CONVEYOR #1

38 74 CONTAINER TRANSFER CONVEYOR #2

39 76 BHS GLASS BREAKER

40 78 CONTAINER LINE BYPASS CONVEYOR

41 80 CONTAINER LINE BYPASS TRANSFER CONVEYOR #2

42 82 GLASS BREAKER OVERS CONVEYOR

43 84 RESIDENTIAL OCC UNDERS CONVEYOR

44 86 COMMERCIAL OCC UNDERS CONVEYOR

45 90 TRASH TRANSFER CONVEYOR #3

46 92 TRASH TRANSFER CONVEYOR #4

47 94 COMMERCIAL POLISHING SCREEN INFEED CONVEYOR

48 98 NEWSORTER #1 ‐ OVERS CONVEYOR

49 100 BHS NEWSORTER #1 OVERS CONVEYOR
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List of MRF Equipment Replacement / Refurbishment projects# EQUIP PROJECT SCOPE

50 104 POST SORT TRASH COLLECTION CONVEYOR

51 106 OCC QC FIBER RETURN CONVEYOR

52 108 BHS NEWSORTER UNDERS BELT

53 110 BHS NEWSORTER #2 ‐ A

54 110 BHS NEWSORTER #2 ‐ B

55 110 BHS NEWSORTER #2 ‐ C

56 112 BHS NEWSORTER #2 OVERS CONVEYOR

57 114 BHS NEWSORTER #2 OVERS TRANSFER CONVEYOR

58 116 BHS NEWSORTER #2 SORT CONVEYOR

59 120 POST SORT TRASH COLLECTION CONVEYOR

60 122 BHS NEWSORTER #2 UNDERS CONVEYOR

61 124 RESIDENTIAL DEBRIS ROLL SCREEN

62 126 RESIDENTIAL POLISHING SCREEN ‐A

63 126 RESIDENTIAL POLISHING SCREEN ‐B

64 126 RESIDENTIAL POLISHING SCREEN ‐C

65 128 COMMERCIAL POLISHING SCREEN ‐ A

66 128 COMMERCIAL POLISHING SCREEN ‐ B

67 128 COMMERCIAL POLISHING SCREEN ‐ C

68 130 3RD SORT COLLECTION CONVEYOR

69 132 THIRD SORT TRANSFER CONVEYOR

70 136 CONTAINER COLLECTION CONVEYOR #2

71 138 RESIDENTIAL POLISHING SCREEN OVERS CONVEYOR

72 140 RESIDENTIAL MIXED FIBER TRANSFER CONVEYOR #1

73 142 RESIDENTIAL MIXED FIBER SORT CONVEYOR

74 144 RESIDENTIAL MIXED FIBER TRANSFER CONVEYOR #2

75 146 POST SORT TRASH COLLECTION CONVEYOR

76 148 COMMERCIAL POLISHING SCREEN OVERS CONVEYOR 

77 150 COMMERCIAL MIXED FIBER TRANSFER CONVEYOR

78 152 COMMERCIAL MIXED FIBER SORT CONVEYOR

79 154 POST SORT TRASH COLLECTION CONVEYOR #4

80 156 CONTAINER TRANSFER CONVEYOR #1

81 158 ONP LEVELING CONVEYOR #1

82 160 ONP LEVELING CONVEYOR #2

83 162 MIXED FIBER LEVELING CONVEYOR

84 164 GCUS COMBI SEPARATOR UNDERS CONVEYOR

85 166 OCC LEVELING CONVEYOR ‐ POSSIBLE FIRE

86 168 HARRIS BALER TRANSFER CHAINBELT

87 170 HARRIS BALER TRANSFER CONVEYOR #2

88 172 HARRIS BALER INFEED CHAINBELT

89 174 IPS BALER TRANSFER CHAINBELT

90 176 IPS BALER INFEED CONVEYOR

91 180 CONTAINER LINE PRESORT CONVEYOR

92 182 FIBER RETURN CONVEYOR

93 186 FERROUS COLLECTION CONVEYOR

94 194 MULTISORT IR ACCELERATION CONVEYOR

95 196 PET COLLECTION CONVEYOR

96 198 PET TRANSFER CONVEYOR

97 200 SPYDIR #1 INFEED CONVEYOR

98 202 SPYDIR #1 ACCELERATION CONVEYOR
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List of MRF Equipment Replacement / Refurbishment projects# EQUIP PROJECT SCOPE

99 206 MULTISORT ES ACCERATION CONVEYOR

100 210 ALUMINUM/PET CONVEYOR

101 212 QC RETURN CONVEYOR #1

102 214 SPYDIR #2 ACCELERATION INFEED CONVEYOR

103 216 HDPE QC CONVEYOR

104 218 QC RETURN CONVEYOR

105 220 SPYDIR #2 ACCELERATION CONVEYOR

106 222 #1 ‐ #7 RESIDUE QC CONVEYOR

107 224 CONTAINER RESIDUE CONVEYOR #2

108 226 CONTAINER RESIDUE CONVEYOR #3

109 230 PET BUY BACK CONVEYOR

110 234 ALUMINUM BUY BACK CONVEYOR

111 236 GLASS FINES CONVEYOR

112 238 GLASS OVERS CONVEYOR

113 240 GLASS TRANSFER CONVEYOR #3

114 242 CONTAINER LINE BYPASS TRANSFER CONVEYOR #3

115 244 CONTAINER LINE BYPASS MANUAL SORT CONVEYOR

116 246 CONTAINER LINE BYPASS RESIDUE CONVEYOR

117 248 CONTAINER BIN COLLECTION CONVEYOR

118 250 RESIDUE TRANSFER CONVEYOR #1

119 252 RESIDUE TRANSFER CONVEYOR #2

120 253 RESIDUE TRANSFER CONVEYOR #3

121 254 RESIDUE TRANSFER CONVEYOR #4

122 254 TRANSFER STATION RESIDUE TRANSFER CONVEYOR #5

123 500 HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT FOR BHS NEWSORTER 1 & 2

124 504 HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT FOR BHS POLISHERS 1 & 2

125 505 HYDRAULIC POWER UNIT FOR FERROUS BIN 1 

126 507 FILM COLLECTION SYSTEM ROTARY AIR SEPARATOR

127 508 FILM COLLECTION SYSTEM FAN

128 509 KEITH HPU 618, 620, 622, & 624

129 509 KEITH HPU COOLER FAN

130 510 NEWSORTER DUST COLLECTOR ‐ AIR  LOCK

131 510 NEWSORTER DUST COLLECTOR ‐ CENTRIFUGAL FAN 

132 510 NEWSORTER DUST COLLECTOR ‐ BAG SHAKER

133 514 BYPASS WINDSHIFTER #1 ‐ ROTARY AIR SEPARATOR

134 514 BYPASS WINDSHIFTER #1 ‐ FAN

135 516 FIBER RECOVERY ‐ ROTARY AIR SEPARATOR

136 524 GCUS COMBI SEPARATOR ‐ AIR LOCK

137 528 #1 ‐ #7 PNEUMATIC TRANSPORT

138 530 HDPE‐N PNEUMATIC TRANSPORT

139 532 HDPE‐C PNEUMATIC TRANSPORT

140 534 ALUMINUM PNEUMATIC TRANSPORT 

141 535 ALUMINUM PNEUMATIC TRANSPORT ‐ ROTARY AIR LOCK

142 536 PET PNEUMATIC TRANSPORT 

143 607 SPYDIR #1 AIR KNIFE

144 614 SCREW CONVEYOR ( LOAD LEVELER )

145 632 MAINTENANCE AIR COMPRESSOR

146 178 A POWERED BUNKER GATE WITH HOIST ALUMINUM

147 178 B POWERED BUNKER GATE WITH HOIST HDPE NATURAL
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148 178 C POWERED BUNKER GATE WITH HOIST HDPE COLORED

149 178 D POWERED BUNKER GATE WITH HOIST #3‐#7

150 178 E POWERED BUNKER GATE WITH HOIST PET

151 208 A BHS EDDY CURRENT SEPARATOR 

152 208 B BHS EDDY CURRENT SEPARATOR 

153 208 C NOSE ROLLER 

154 511 A POLISHING SCREEN DUST COLLECTOR ‐ AIR LOCK

155 511 B POLISHING SCREEN DUST COLLECTOR ‐ CENTRIFUGAL FAN

156 511 C POLISHING SCREEN DUST COLLECTOR ‐ BAG SHAKER

157 520 A FIBER ASPIRATOR DUST COLLECTOR ‐ AIR LOCK

158 520 B FIBER ASPIRATOR DUST COLLECTOR ‐ CENTRIFUGAL FAN

159 520 C FIBER ASPIRATOR DUST COLLECTOR ‐ BAG SHAKER 

160 526 A GCUS DUST COLLECTOR ‐ AIR LOCK

161 526 B GCUS DUST COLLECTOR ‐ CENTRIFUGAL FAN

162 526 C GCUS DUST COLLECTOR ‐ BAG SHAKER

163 602 A DINGS ELECTRO MAGNET ‐ RECTIFIER

164 602 B DINGS ELECTOMAGNET ‐ CONVEYOR

165 604 A NRT MULTISORT IR PET

166 604 B MULTISORT IR NOSE ROLLER

167 605 A MULTISORT IR AIR KNIFE

168 606 A NRT SPYDIR #1 ALL HDPE

169 606 B SPYDIR #1 NOSE ROLLER

170 608 A NRT MULTISORT ES HDPE COLOR SORT

171 608 B MULTISORT ES NOSE ROLLER

172 610 A NRT SPYDIR #2 3‐7

173 610 B SPYDIR #2 NOSE ROLLER

174 612 A GCUS VIBRATORY GLASS FINES SCREEN

175 612 B GCUS VIBRATORY GLASS FINES SCREEN

176 626 A MAIN AIR COMPRESSOR

177 626 B MAIN AIR COMPRESSOR

178 626 C MAIN AIR COMPRESSOR

179 626 D AUXILLARY AIR COMPRESSOR
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6E 

STAFF REPORT 
To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Hilary Gans, Operations & Contracts Manager 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Resolution Approving FY16/17 Capital Budget Reprioritization 

Recommendation 
It is recommended that the SBWMA Board of Directors approve Resolution No. 2017- 22 attached hereto 
authorizing the following action: Approving FY16/17 Capital Budget Reprioritization.  
 
Analysis 
At the close of FY16/17 it is anticipated that certain capital expense accounts will have an unspent balance of 
funds whereas other capital expense accounts are overspent.  Prior to the end of the fiscal year, Staff is seeking 
Board approval to transfer $39,750 of funds from unspent accounts to cover overspending the accounts shown 
below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Background 
SBWMA Policy requires Board approval for the transfer of funds between capital budget accounts. 
 
Fiscal Impact 
No fiscal impact. 
 

Attachments: 
Resolution 2017- 22 

 

 

 

  

Act # Capital Account Name 
Original 
Budget  

Amount 
Unspent 

Amount 
Overspent 

SF051 MRF Building Maintenance          125,000  -30,000 
SF053 Site Maintenance 30,000  -  6,750 
SF056 Repair of landfill tipper  15,000  - 3,000 
SF061 MRF tip area canopy 450,000 3,750  
SF068 LED lighting 274,000 36,000  
                                             TOTAL  $39,750 $ -39,750 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2017-22    
RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE 

 MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
APPROVING THE FY16/17 CAPITAL BUDGET REPRIORTIZATION 

 
WHEREAS, the SBWMA Board of Directors approved the FY16/17 Capital Budget, and  
  
WHEREAS, certain capital line items have remaining unspent balances while certain capital line items were 
overspent, and  

 
WHEREAS, Board approval is required to move funds between accounts,  
 

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the South Bayside Waste Management Authority hereby approves the 
Executive Director to transfer $39,750 between capital accounts.  
 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority, County of San 
Mateo, State of California on the 25th day of May, 2017, by the following vote: 

 
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2017- 22 was duly and regularly adopted at a regular meeting of 
the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on May 25, 2017. 
 
 
  ______________________________ 
ATTEST:        Bob Grassilli, Chairperson of SBWMA 
 
_________________________________ 
Cyndi Urman, Board Secretary  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agency Yes No Abstain Absent Agency Yes No Abstain Absent 

Atherton     Menlo Park     
Belmont     Redwood City     
Burlingame     San Carlos     
East Palo Alto     San Mateo     
Foster City     County of San Mateo     
Hillsborough     West Bay Sanitary Dist     
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7A

STAFF REPORT 
To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Joseph La Mariana, Executive Director 
 Hilary Gans, Senior Facility & Contracts Manager 
 Farouk Fakira, Finance Manager 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Resolution Approving the FY17/18 SBWMA Budget  
 
Recommendation 
It is recommended that the SBWMA Board of Directors approve Resolution No. 2017- 23 attached hereto authorizing the 
following action: Approving the FY17/18 SBWMA Budget.  
 
Summary 
The FY17/18 SBWMA Budget reflects Staff’s efforts to manage expenses and revenues to meet the banking covenant ratios, 
and maintain a healthy capital reserve balance to ensure sufficient funding for future capital projects by the Agency. Staff is 
recommending no franchise tip fee increases at the Shoreway gate, and an increase of $1.81 per cubic yard on Public offset a 
processing fee increase by Zanker.   
 
A summary of the changes from the draft document that was presented to the board in April and today’s document are highlight 
below for your quick review in Table 1:   
 

 

Table 1

CHANGES BETWEEN APRIL'S PRELIMINARY AND MAY'S FINAL BUDGET

Line Number Account April's Prelim May's Final Change

3 Mandated Compliance Support Staff $560K $569K $9K

9 Accounting Services 143K 145K 2K

21 Office/Tenant Improvement 30K 50K 20K

23 Office Equipment Costs 15K 30K 15K

31 Sponsorships & Donations 20K 30K 10K

32 Legislative & Regulatory Advocacy 0 30K 30K

37 Facility Improvements Oversight 60K 100K 40K

38 Contact Annual Auditing 55K 70K 15K

40 Finance Analysis Support 70K 40K (30K)

43 Battery Management Planning 65K 85K 20K

49 Recycling Reporting 15K 0 (15K)

50 Event Giveaways 20K 15K (5K)

Total $111K
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Overview 
Budget Process 
The process being followed in the presentation of this FY17/18 budget has been structured to provide Board members several 
opportunities to participate in the budget review and approval process. In addition to budget presentations at the April Board 
meeting, staff has reviewed the budget with the Finance Committee on April 4th.  Due to the complexity of the SBWMA’s Budget, 
Board members are encouraged to contact staff directly with questions prior to the June Board meetings. 
 
Budget’s Relationship to the Rate Stetting process 
With the approval of the FY17/18 SBWMA Budget, the Board is approving Shoreway tip fees necessary to operate the Agency 
(Shoreway Operations and SBMWA Program & Administrative). Setting the Shoreway tipping fees is the first step in the overall 
process of determining the Member Agency collection rate adjustment for calendar year 2018.  The collection rates that are 
paid by each residential and commercial customer and are used to pay three main categories of expenses; 1) the cost to tip 
the blue/green/black cart materials at Shoreway, 2) payments to Recology for collection services and 3) franchise fees to the 
Agencies.  The Member Agency rate setting process will occur in the fall of 2017 and at that time the SBWMA Operations 
revenue requirement will be added to the Collection Services revenue requirement to arrive at the collection rates for approval 
by the Member Agency’s governing bodies prior to January 2018.   
 
Organization of the Budget Report 
This Preliminary FY17/18 SBWMA Budget report is organized into sections that correspond to sections in the SBWMA budget 
spreadsheet provided in Attachment A. This report provides analysis of the major budget variance in the report sections titled 
Net Income, Reserve Balances & Bond Covenant; Budget Revenues; and Budget Expense.  Additional details and support 
information are included in the attachments that are referred to within the body of this report. The Budget expenses include the 
following major cost components: 

 The cost to own and maintain the Shoreway facility 
 The cost to pay SBR to operate the facility 
 The cost of off-site disposal and processing of materials 
 SBWMA program & administrative expenses 
 Debt service, and other expenses. 

 

 
 

Recology ‐ Collections Exp , 52%

Member Agency Fees, 
13%

SBR ‐ Shoreway 
Operations, 15%

Disposal Contracts, 
13%

SBWMA Program, 3%

S Carlos Fee, 1%

Bond Int., 
2%

Other Expenses, 1%

Other, 35%

Note graph does not show that MRF commodity 
revenues netted against SBR Shoreway Operations Expense

Total Waste System Expense 

SBWMA/Shoreway

Exp, 35%

SBWMA Budget Expense

Chart 1. SBWMA FY17/18 Budget as percent of Total Waste System Exp. 
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Chart 1 presents the total expense of the “Waste System” and shows how the SBWMA Budget relates to the Recology collection 
services and Member Agencies’ franchise fees. An understanding of the relative proportion of each item in the Budget and its 
relationship to the overall rate structure provides a good framework for understanding how best to manage the Waste System 
expenses and rate impacts.  A case in point, is the fact that the agency is embarking on a Collection Services contract 
negotiations process that affects 52% of the total waste system rate structure and is tied to future Collections Services 
commitments that will likely exceed $60M per year or close to a billion dollars over the full term of the new Collection Services 
contact. Also notable is the fact that:  
 

1) Most of the Waste System expenses are under contract and as such, the annual adjustments are determined by 
contractually established indexes such as CPI that help provide rate predictability and stability. 
 

2) The SBWMA Program & Administration expense represents ~3% of the total Waste System and has a minor impact 
on the Member Agencies’ residential and commercial rates. 
 

3) The Member Agency franchise fees are part of the collection rates and represent approximately 13% of total Waste 
System expense. 

 
 
SBWMA Budget Analysis 
 
Table 2 below presents a high-level summary of the FY17/18 SBWMA Budget and the variances for major categories from 
prior year’s adopted and mid-year budgets. 
 

  
 
 
Net Income, Reserve Balances, and Bond Covenant 
As Shown in Table 1, the SBWMA is experiencing a negative Net Cash Flow of ($200,445) Contribution to Reserves after bond 
principal and capital expenditures spending for FY17/18. 
 
The SBWMA Finance Committee reviewed the draft budget at the April 4th meeting and considered the major assumptions of 
the FY17/18 Budget and staff’s recommendation not to raise franchise tipping fees at Shoreway.  The committee also 

Table 2

Total Revenue $43,984,065 $44,902,237 $46,960,353 $2,976,288 7%

Total Operating Expense    39,632,555    39,532,267    41,427,295       (1,794,740) -5%
Net Income Before Interest  $  4,351,510  $  5,369,969  $  5,533,058  $    1,181,548 27%

Interest Expense      2,747,908      2,747,908      2,710,170            37,739 1%

Net Income  $  1,603,602  $  2,622,061  $  2,822,888  $    1,219,287 76%

Bond Principal Payment     (1,355,833)     (1,091,667)     (1,183,333)          172,500 -13%

Capital Expenditures, (adjusted) 2       (515,000)       (515,000)     (1,840,000)       (1,325,000) 257%

Net Cash flow (contribution to Reserve) ($267,231) $1,015,394 ($200,445) $66,786 -25%

Variance %

FY17/18 PROFIT AND LOSS & CASH FLOW SUMMARY

Categories

FY16/17 
Adopted 

Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Preliminary 

Budget

FY18 vs. FY17 
Adopted 

Budget

1 Mid-year FY16/17 projection for capital spending is $515,500

2 FY17/18 capital net of MRF equipment replacement fund of $1,840,000
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considered that the current tipping fee will generate sufficient net income to: 1) cover the agency’s expenses, 2) meet the bond 
covenant obligations, 3) maintain reserves at levels that meets Board policy, and 4) maintain reserves to meet the future capital 
needs of the agency.     
 
Table 3 below shows the FY17/18 SBWMA Budgeted reserves.  

 
 

 
SBWMA Revenues 
Chart 2 illustrates the major SBWMA revenues by source 
and that most of the Agency’s revenue is derived from 
Shoreway tip fees and to a lesser extent commodity 
revenues, and other revenues.  These tip fees are paid by 
Recology and the public/non-franchise customers for each 
ton of material delivered to the Shoreway facility (different tip 
fee amounts are charged for different material types).  (Note 
that the SBWMA has the goal of aligning each tip fee with 
the costs for handling/ disposing each of the different 
material types delivered by franchise and public customers).  
An important part of correctly forecasting tip fee and 
commodity revenues is estimating the quantity of tons by 
material type that will be delivered in the fiscal year. This 
process is completed by trending-forward actual tonnage 
received in the prior year and making adjustments to the 
trend based on known changes in inbound tons. 
  

Table 3. SBWMA RESERVES

UNCOMMITTED RESERVE:
RATE STABILIZATON (10% of expense)1 4,174,238$         4,237,586$              4,228,018$             4,413,746                185,729$            
EMERGENCY RESERVE (10% of total expense 4,174,238          4,237,586                4,228,018               4,413,746                185,729              

CAPITAL RESERVE 2 3,737,529          2,968,453                4,657,718               4,617,411                (40,307)               
TOTAL UNCOMMITTED RESERVES 12,086,005$       11,443,626$            13,113,753$           13,444,904$            331,151$            
COMMITTED RESERVE 14,837,497$           
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT (ANNUAL) 3 1,736,098$         1,723,744$              1,723,744$             1,192,148$              (531,596)$           

TOTAL COMMITTED RESERVES 1,736,098$         1,723,744$              1,723,744$             1,192,148$              (531,596)$           

TOTAL GENERAL RESERVES 13,822,103$       13,167,371$            14,837,497$           14,637,052$            (200,445)$           
proof 13,822,103$                13,167,371$                        14,837,497$                      -$                                   

SHOREWAY REMEDIATION PROJECT 1,233,640$         1,233,640$              1,233,640$             1,233,640$              -$                   

 FY18 vs. FY17 
Mid-Year Budget 

 MID-YEAR   
BUDGET       
FY16/17 

 PRELIMINARY 
BUDGET          
FY17/18 

 ACTUAL 
FY15/16 

 ADOPTED    
BUDGET          
FY16/17 

Chart 2. SBWMA Major Revenues

Shoreway Tip 
Fees , 82%

Commodity 
Rev.,  18%

Other , 0%
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Table 4 above provides a summary and variance of all the Agency’s revenue streams for the 17/18 Budget compared to 
FY16/17 and mid-year budgets.  Total Revenues for the Agency are expected to be $2.9 M higher than prior year.  Major 
variances for each revenue line are discussed below: 
 

Tip Fee Revenues – Tip fees are charged at Shoreway on each ton of material entering the facility (the total tons times 
the tip fee equals the agency’s tip fee revenues).  For FY17/18, there are no large changes in anticipated inbound franchise 
tonnage. The total FY17/18 tip fee revenues of $38.8M shown in the table are based on no tip fees increase on franchise 
material and a $1.81 per cubic yard increase on public C&D streams January 1, 2018. 

 
o The current franchise tip fee for solid waste delivered to the Shoreway facility by Recology is $104 per ton.   

 
o The public/non-franchised customer’s fee for solid waste is charged based on cubic yardage volume at $41. 

 
Net Commodity Sales Revenues - In the middle of FY16/17, commodity prices improved 15% over what was 
forecasted in the Adopted FY16/17 Budget.  The improved net commodity revenue for the FY17/18 Budget is forecasted 
to be $1,072,133 higher (or $21.69 per ton) than commodity revenue in FY16/17 Budget ($141 vs. $120 per ton. See 
Attachment D – Commodity Price Information for detail on commodity price trends and projections). 

 
MRF Host fees - The host fees revenues have been discontinued effective January 1st, 2017 due the termination of 
the contract by Recology.  Recology has made a commitment to bring new tonnage to the Shoreway transfer station 
to help mitigate the loss of the host fees on recyclable tonnage. 
 

Table 4.  FY17/18 Revenues

Tip Fee Revenues $36,508,044 $36,902,521 $38,780,135 $2,272,091 6%
Non Franchised      8,114,936      8,038,948      8,691,298          576,362 7%

Franchised    28,393,108    28,863,573    30,088,837        1,695,729 6%
Net Commodity Sales Revenues*      6,943,411      8,155,931      8,015,544        1,072,133 15%
MRF - Host Fees        403,070        172,672                 -           (403,070) -100%
Interest Income          78,940          97,576        106,580            27,640 35%
Other Revenue          50,600          61,101          58,094              7,494 15%
Sub Operation Revenue  $43,984,065  $45,389,801  $46,960,353  $    2,976,288 7%
Fire Related Revenue:
Commodity Sales Revenue                 -       (3,159,624)                 -                     -   0%
Commodity revenue Sharing                 -          885,327                 -                     -   0%
MRF Host Fees                 -         (131,832)                 -                     -   0%
Single Stream Revenue                 -          608,888                 -                     -   0%
Insrance Revenue Interruption                 -        1,309,676                 -                     -   0%

Total Revenues: $43,984,065 $44,902,237 $46,960,353 $2,976,288 7%

FY17/18 REVENUES

Revenues

FY16/17 
Adopted 

Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Preliminary 

Budget

FY18 vs. FY17 
Adopted 

Budget Variance %

*Gross commodity sales – 28.02% revenue share with SBR and buyback payments.
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Interest Income - Interest income revenue is generated from the interest on the Agency’s invested reserves. The 
Agency’s Reserves are invested in funds that emphasize stability of principle (San Mateo County Fund, LAIF). The 
revenues are a function of interest rates and the amount of money held in reserve.  
 
HHW and Other – The House hold hazardous waste (HHW) program has been discontinued effective January 1st, 
2017.  There was a slight improvement in the E-Scrap Recycling Revenue of $7,494.  

 
 
SBWMA Expense Budget 
As shown in Chart 3, the Shoreway Operations and 
Disposal Contracts items represent the majority of the 
FY17/18 SBWMA Budget expense (approximately 82%).  
Important points about these major expenses include that 
they are:  
 
1) Variable according to the quantity of material delivered 

to the Shoreway facility.   
 

2) Under contract with cost increases indexed so the year-
over-year variance is predictable and stable,  
 

3) Linked to offsetting revenues collected from tip fees on 
inbound tons to the facility.   

 
Table 5 below summarizes the expenses for the FY17/18 Budget by major category.  The Total Expense is projected to be 
$44,104,464 and is $1.7M (4.0%) higher than the FY16/17 Adopted Budget.  Each expense category shown in the table below 
is discussed in more detail under section titles matching the expense category line in the Expense Summary below. 
 
 

 
 
Shoreway Operations Expense Detail 
Table 6 below shows the Shoreway Operations Expense Detail for FY17/18.  The total expense for the Shoreway operations 
are projected to be $40,484,450 which is $1.5M (4%) over FY16/17 Adopted Budget.  Variances for each expense line are 
discussed below: 
 

Table 5.  FY17/18 EXPENSE SUMMARY

Shoreway Operations $34,529,270 $35,196,349 $35,927,570 $1,398,300 81.4%

SBWMA Program 3,364,772                  3,066,220                   3,653,015                   288,243               8.3%

Interest Expense 2,747,908                  2,747,908                   2,710,170                   (37,739)                6.1%

Franchise Fees to San Carlos 1,738,513                  1,757,263                   1,846,710                   108,197               4.2%

Shoreway Fire Related Expenses -                             (487,565)                     -                              -                       0.0%

Total Expense $42,380,463 $42,280,176 $44,137,464 $1,757,001 100.0%
* HHW Expenses were deleted

EXPENSE CATEGORIES

FY16/17 
Adopted 

Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Budget

FY17/18 
Preliminary 

Budget

FY17/18 
Budget % of 

Total

FY18 vs. FY17 
Adopted 

Budget

Disposal 
Contracts, 

37%

SBR‐Shoreway 
Operations, 

44%

SBWMA 
Program 

Budget, 7%

S Carlos Fee, 
4%

Bond Int., 6% Other 
Expenses, 2%

Chart 3.  SBWMA Major Expenses  
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SBR Compensation Expense:  There is a projected 3% increase in the fees paid to SBR to operate the Shoreway 
facility and transport outbound materials to the disposal and processing facilities resulting largely from an increase in 
the VRS hourly rates up to $15 from $11 for the MRF sorters, and slightly more tons. SBR’s 2017 compensation will 
increase by approximately $512,892 in 2017 (see Table 4 and Attachment E). 
 
Disposal and Processing Expense: There is 3% increase in disposal and processing expense which is a based mainly 
on a 3.0% estimated increase in January 1, 2017 rates. The increase in disposal rates are the result of contractual 
indexing procedures for disposal, composting, C&D and other processors. In addition to making the cost increases 
predictable, the contractual indexing of cost increases has worked well to contain cost increases and keep rates low 
for the Member Agencies.  This said, there is however, the potential for large cost increases at the expiration of the 
existing contracts in 2017 and in 2019.  The SBWMA staff attempts to manage the Agency’s contracts to achieve the 
best negotiated arrangement for the Member Agencies.  During the FY16/17 budget year, the Zanker Road Resource 
Recovery for C&D processing rate increase of $60 per ton has taken place effective February 1st, 2017. The rate goes 
up to $65 effective February 1st, 2018.  Since C&D is a public/non-franchise material stream, the actual increase in 
C&D costs will be targeted to that stream and will have no impact on franchise tip fees. (See Table 5, Attachment E). 
 
Other Operating Expense:  Credit card transaction fees paid by SBR and reimbursed by the Agency for public/non-
franchisee customer transactions has decreased by $33K due to a change in banking by SBR and which resulted in a 
favorable banking fees. 
  
Taxes (sewer):  Sewer usage fees paid on the property tax bill are based on the potable water usage (water meter) at 
the site. Water conserving measures are being considered for next year to reduce the sewer tax. 
 
Franchise Fee (San Carlos): Under the terms of the land use permit granted by the City of San Carlos to the JPA, the 
SBWMA is obligated to pay the City 5% of the total Shoreway tip fee revenue.  It is 6% higher than last budget due to 
projected higher revenues. 

 

SBR Compensation* $18,423,627 $18,627,965 $18,936,520 $512,892 3%
Disposal and Processing*    15,329,602    15,845,562    15,859,400          529,798 3%
Insurance Shoreway        238,998        238,998        576,500          337,502 141%
Education Center          60,000          60,000          60,000                   -   0%
Credit Cards Charges        173,710        120,491        140,600           (33,110) -19%
Other Operating Expenses        242,690        242,690        292,690            50,000 21%
Taxes (Sewer)          60,643          60,643          61,860              1,217 2%
Fire Related expenses       (487,565) 0%
                      Total Shoreway Operations:  $34,529,270  $34,708,784  $35,927,570  $    1,398,300 0%
Debt Service Bond Interest      2,747,908      2,747,908      2,710,170           (37,739) -1%

Franchise Fee (San Carlos)**      1,738,513      1,757,263      1,846,710          108,197 6%

Total Shoreway Operating Expenses  $39,015,692  $39,213,956  $40,484,450  $    1,468,758 4%

Table 6.  FY17/18 SHOREWAY OPERATIONS EXPENSE DETAIL

* Expense projection based on estimated facility tonnage

** Expense projection based on estimated gate revenue (tipping fees x estimated tons)

Expenditures

FY16/17 
Adopted 

Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Preliminary 

Budget

FY18 vs. FY17 
Adopted 

Budget Variance %
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SBWMA Program & Administrative Expense 
The total SBWMA Program & Administrative expense is shown is $3,620,015 (see Table 4 and Attachment A - FY17/18 Capital 
& Operating Budget Detail with expense variances described in line-by-line detail in the budget).  The SBWMA Program & 
Administrative budget includes the staff, administrative, and program related expenses to operate the JPA. (The agency uses 
consultants to supplement staff time and expertise to fulfil the contract compliance, agency reporting, program and 
administrative functions to meet the goals established by the Board, the agency’s contracts and regulatory bodies).  The 
anticipated wage and benefit increase is 3% over prior year. The staff merit increase pool assumes a 3% increase on total 
wages (adjustments are made on a calendar year basis).  The SBWMA provides non-PERS benefits that are low-cost when 
compared to other public agencies.  Per the Agency Assessment (approved on March 27, 2017), two reclassified positions are 
reflected in this year’s budget, the new Senior Facility & Contracts Manager and the Environmental Education Programs 
Manager.  Further staff expense detail and a discussion on staff wages and benefit costs can be found in Attachment C – 
Organization chart and Personnel Summary.   
 
SBWMA staff will be working to complete critical projects during the FY17/18 that are detailed in Attachment B – SBWMA 
Programmatic Detail.  A summary of the key projects for FY17/18 include: 

 Conducting the Collection Services contract negotiations process with Recology and providing support to the 
Member Agencies relating to the collection contract extension. 

 Completing commercial collection efficiency pilot to boost aid cost reduction and recycling capture.  
 Completion of a technical and financial feasibility analysis of a waste processing system to recover organic 

materials and other recyclables from solid waste to boost JPA diversion. 
 Implementation of programs and projects that have been approved by the Board and that are part of the Long 

Range Plan and the Zero Landfill Workgroup efforts.  These projects include implementation of the following:  
- Enhanced commercial recycling outreach targeting businesses and multi-family. 
- Environmental education program supporting in-school recycling and composting efforts. 
- Piloting gasification technologies for green waste and MRF residue. 

Capital Expenditures 
The FY17/18 Capital Expenditures budget is $1,840,000 (see Attachment A - FY17/18 Capital & Operating Budget Detail). Per 
Board feedback, staff is forecasting capital spending on a five-year basis.  The forecast includes the recommended capital 
projects presented in the 2015 Long Range Plan.  
 
Background 
The SBWMA Budget is reviewed by the Board in April and is considered for approval at the May Board meeting each year. On 
April 4th the Finance Committee reviewed the assumptions of the Preliminary FY17/18 SBWMA Budget.  The Preliminary 
FY17/18 Budget was presented to the Board at the April Board meeting and is being considered at the May meeting for approval.   
 
Fiscal Impact  
The FY17/18 Budget forecasts a Net Income of $2,855,888 which is $1.25 million higher than FY16/17 Adopted Budget (see 
Table 1 on page 3 of the staff report). The Net Income projection are primarily a function of the following factors: 

 Higher non-franchised revenue of $.57 million, higher franchised revenue of $1.69 million, higher net commodity 
revenues of $1.07 million from mainly higher commodity prices. 

 Higher Total Shoreway Operations expense of $1,468,758 primarily due to annual cost adjustments included in the 
SBR and Disposal & Processing contracts, $186,372 due to tonnage increase, $337,502 in higher property insurance 
and $ 50,000 in higher Shoreway maintenance expenses. 

 
The Shoreway no tip fee increase for franchise customers is estimated to have a neutral impact on franchise collection services 
rates effective January 1, 2018.  
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 Attachments:   
A. SBWMA FY17/18 Capital & Operating Budget Detail 
B. SBWMA Programmatic Detail (Staff Resources and Description of Key Projects and Work Activities)  
C. Organization Chart & Personnel Summary  
D. Commodity Price Information  
E. Supporting Financial and Operational Data (Tonnage, Commodities, Other) 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2017-23 

RESOLUTION OF THE SOUTH BAYSIDE WASTE MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

ADOPTING THE FY17/18 SBWMA BUDGET 
 
 WHEREAS, the South Bayside Waste Management Authority (SBWMA) proposed budget as presented is 
balanced and provides sufficient funds for normal operations. 
 
 NOW THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management 
Authority that the Board adopts the FY17/18 SBWMA Budget. 
 
 PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of the South Bayside Waste Management Authority, County 
of San Mateo, State of California on the 25rd day of May, 2017, by the following vote: 
 

 
 I HEREBY CERTIFY that the foregoing Resolution No. 2017-23 was duly and regularly adopted at a regular meeting of 
the South Bayside Waste Management Authority on May 25, 2017. 
 
ATTEST:              
        ____________________________ 

Bob Grassilli, Chairperson of SBWMA 
 
_________________________________ 
Cyndi Urman, Board Secretary 
 
 
 

Agency Yes No Abstain Absent Agency Yes No Abstain Absent 
Atherton     Menlo Park     
Belmont     Redwood City     
Burlingame     San Carlos     
East Palo Alto     San Mateo     
Foster City     County of San Mateo     
Hillsborough     West Bay Sanitary District     
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ATTACHMENT A

Capital Project Name FY17/18 FY18/19 FY19/20 FY20/21 FY21/22 NOTES

Transfer station tipping floor resurfacing 225,000$            -$                    250,000$            -$                    250,000$            Tipping floor repair

Site paving repairs and restriping 50,000                -                      500,000              500,000              -                      Recology area repaving

Truck shop building maintenance 25,000                25,000                25,000                25,000                25,000                Reserve for unplanned expenses

Transfer station building maintenance 50,000                50,000                50,000                50,000                50,000                Reserve for unplanned expenses

MRF building maintenance 50,000                50,000                50,000                50,000                150,000              Reserve for unplanned expenses

Administration building maintenance 75,000                40,000                40,000                200,000              40,000                New roof 17/18,building remodel 20/21

Site maintenance 150,000              50,000                50,000                50,000                50,000                Reserve for unplanned expenses

Enhanced fire suppression 325,000              200,000              50,000                100,000              -                      Enhanced fire suppression (Fire Rover 17/18)

Repairs to landfill tipper 15,000                15,000                15,000                -                      -                      Ox Mtn. contract expires 2019

Education center exhibits 15,000                -                      -                      30,000                -                      Refresh of MRF tour exhibits

Electric vehicle charging station 15,000                -                      15,000                -                      -                      Installation in public parking lot

Storm water treatment system 30,000                1,200,000           50,000                50,000                Continuous improvement plan items

Glass conveyance and loadout system 550,000              -                      -                      -                      -                      System for MRF glass handling

Enhancements to Public Recycling Center 200,000              -                      -                      -                      -                      Confidential doc shredder & PRC remodel

Polystyrene recycler/densifier 65,000                -                      -                      -                      -                      Equipment to densify PS packaging materials
Baler reline -                      -                      -                      -                      175,000              MRF fiber baler

Transfer station building expansion 1 -                      2,865,437           Estimated 5,000 sq ft for MWPS

MRF Equipment Replacement 4 -                      -                      -                      1,206,940           470,000              
Total 1,840,000$         4,495,437$         1,095,000$         2,211,940$         1,260,000$         

Mixed waste processing equipment 2 -                     13,984,400        -                     -                     -                     Waste processing/organic to AD system

Fueling system replacement 3 -                     -                     1,500,000          -                     -                     Replace USTs w/ code compliant ASTs

MRF sorting equipment replacement 4 -                     -                     -                     Scheduled component replacement 
Special Funding for Above Italic Items 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE BUDGET FORECAST

1.  Proposed funding from Capital Reserves (Mid-Year FY16/17 balance $4.66M) 
2.  Proposed funding though new JPA debt
3.  Proposed funding from Shoreway Remediation Fund (Mid-Year FY16/17 balance $1.20M) 
4. MRF Equipment Replacement Reserve (Mid-Year FY16/17 balance $1.5M) 

Attachment A - CAPITAL BUDGET FY18
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Attachment A - SBWMA Reserve Balance

Uncommitted Reserves

RATE OF STABILIZATON (10% of expense)1
4,174,238$             4,237,586$                    4,228,018$                   4,413,746$                      185,729$                

EMERGENCY RESERVE (10% of total expense) 4,174,238$             4,237,586$                    4,228,018$                   4,413,746$                      185,729                   

CAPITAL RESERVE 3,737,529$             2,968,453$                    4,657,718$                   4,617,411$                      (40,307)                    

TOTAL UNCOMMITTED RESERVES 12,086,005$           11,443,626$                  13,113,753$                 13,444,904$                    331,151$                
Committed Reserves: 15,286,791$          13,833,541$                 13,434,602$                12,954,683$                   
EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT (ANNUAL) 3 1,736,098$             1,723,744$                    1,723,744$                   1,192,148$                      (531,596)$                

TOTAL COMMITTED RESERVES 1,736,098$             1,723,744$                    1,723,744$                   1,192,148$                      (531,596)$               

TOTAL GENERAL RESERVES 4 13,822,103$           13,167,371$                  14,837,497$                 14,637,052$                    (200,445)$               

SHOREWAY REMEDIATION PROJECT 1,233,640$             1,233,640$                    1,233,640$                   1,233,640$                      -$                        

 ACTUAL FY16/17 
 ADOPTED    BUDGET  

FY16/17 
 FY18 vs. FY17 

Mid-Year Budget 
 MID-YEAR   BUDGET  

FY16/17 
 PRELIMINARY BUDGET 

FY17/18 

Attachment A - RESERVES CASH FLOW
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Attachment A - FY17/18 Budget Revenues by Major Source

REVENUE SUMMARY
ACTUAL         
FY15/16

ADDOPTED 
BUDGET        
FY16/17

MID-YEAR 
BUDGET        
FY16/17

YTD SPENT  
02/28/2017

PROPOSED 
BUDGET        
FY17/18

Variance to 
Adopted Budget

Variance % to 
Adopted Budget Notes 

1 ADMINISTRATIVE REVENUES
2 INVESTMENT INCOME 86,504$               78,940$               97,576$               57,706$               106,580$             27,640$               35.0% Due to adjustment to FMV.

3 INVESTMENT (GASB 31) MARKET VALUE ADJ 21,421                 -                           -                           -                           -                           0.0%

4 TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE 107,925$             78,940$               97,576$               57,706$               106,580$             27,640$               35.0%

5 OPERATIONS REVENUES

6
SHOREWAY TIP FEES - Non Franchised 7,720,588$          8,114,936$          8,038,948$          5,823,290$          8,691,298$          576,362$             7.1%

$55.6K due to volume, rest is due to FY16/17 tipping fee 
increase plus $1.81 per c/yd for public C&D effective 01/18.

7 SHOREWAY TIP FEES - Franchised 26,924,354          28,393,108          28,863,573          18,816,269          30,088,837          1,695,729            6.0% $1.4 Milion is due Tip fee increase 01/01/2017

8 COMMODITY SALES REVENUE 9,112,974            8,565,216            10,186,056          3,491,126            10,046,673          1,481,457            17.3% Inc. in MRF commodity blended rate by $21.69 per ton.

9 COMMODITY REVENUE SHARING W/ SBR (1,076,765)           (825,285)              (1,138,812)           (435,897)              (1,139,814)           (314,530)              38.1% In line with the increase in commodities reveue. 

10 BUY BACK CENTER  - Payment to Customers (879,726)              (796,519)              (891,313)              (468,894)              (891,314)              (94,795)                11.9% In line with the increase in commodities reveue. 

11 E-SCRAP COMMODITY REVENUES 7,611                   5,600                   16,101                 14,057                 13,094                 7,494                   133.8% A slight enhancement in E-waste commodity markets

12 MRF HOST FEE - SBR Third-Party Contracted Tons 401,228               403,070               172,672               81,603                 -                       (403,070)              -100.0% Contract discontinued.

13 COMMERCIAL RECYCLING ORDINANCE FEE 6,375                   15,000                 15,000                 15,000                 15,000                 -                       0.0% Ordinance fee rev. paid by comm.recycler 

14 MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE 54,999                 30,000                 30,000                 124,034               30,000                 -                       0.0% CA Paint Care program & One time $55K from PG&E.

15 SUB OPERATIONS 42,271,638$        43,905,125$        45,292,225$        27,460,587$        46,853,773$        2,948,648$          6.7%

16 FIRE RELATED REVENUE:
17 COMMODITY SALES LOSS -                           -                           (3,159,624)$         -$                     -$                     -$                     0.0% Lost commodity revenue

18 COMMODITY REVENUE SHARING -                           -                           885,327               -                       -                       -                       0.0% Saving of SBR shared revenue due to loss of revenue.

19 MRF HOST FEES -                           -                           (131,832)              -                       -                       -                       0.0% Loss of host fees revenue

20 SINGLE STREAM SALES -                           -                           608,888               -                       -                       -                       0.0% Revenue from sales of single stream tons.

21 INS. REVENUE INTERRUPTION COMPENASATION -                           -                           1,309,676            -                       -                       -                       0.0% Insurance claim

22 SUB FIRE REVENUE -                           -                           (487,565)$            -$                     -$                     -$                     0.0%

23 TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES 42,271,638$        43,905,125$        44,804,661$        27,460,587$        46,853,773$        2,948,648$          6.7%

24 TOTAL REVENUE 42,379,563$        43,984,065$        44,902,237$        27,518,294$        46,960,353$        2,976,288$          6.8%

25 TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 41,732,971$        42,380,463$        42,280,176$        25,828,177$        44,137,464$        1,757,001$          4.1%

26 NET OPERATING INCOME 646,592$             1,603,602$          2,622,061$          1,690,117$          2,822,888$          1,219,287$          76.0%

27 DEPRECIATION EXPENSE 3,337,059$          3,306,785$          3,306,785$          3,153,342$          3,144,496$          (162,289)$            -4.9%

28 NET OPERATING INCOME AFTER DEPRECIATION (2,690,467)$         (1,703,183)$         (684,724)$            (1,463,226)$         (321,608)$            1,381,576$          -81.1%
* We deleted the HHW revenues.

Attachment A - REVENUE
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line EXPENDITURE SUMMARY

1 ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

2 520305 ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

3 520306 MANADATED COMPLIANCE SUPPORT STAFF

4 520328 EMPLOYEE RECRUITMENT/HR SUPPORT

6 520337 PEO COST (RGS/LGS ADMIN FEES)

7 520312 BOARD COUNSEL

8 520300 BOARD MEETINGS

9 520310 ACCOUNTING SERVICES

10 520334 INFORMATION SYSTEMS 

12 520338 WEBSITE 

13 520301 ANNUAL AUDIT

14 520701 D&O INSURANCE 

15 520202 BANK FEES

16 520203 RENT

17 520204 PRINTING AND POSTAGE

20 520107 UTILITIES

21 520905 OFFICE/TENANT IMPROVEMENTS

22 520201 OFFICE SUPPLIES

23 520215 OFFICE EQUIPMENT COSTS 

24 520504 PUBLICATIONS & PUBLIC NOTICES

25 520501 PROFESSIONAL DUES & MEMBERSHIPS

26 520801 VEHICLE MILEAGE & TOLLS

27 520105 CELL PHONES

28 520503 CONFERENCE & MEETINGS

29 520502 TRAINING

31 520511 SPONSORSHIPS & DONATIONS

32 522001 LEGISLATIVE & REGULATORY ADVOCACY

33 522706 COMPUTER PURCHASE

34 TOTAL ADMINISTRATIVE

35 MEMBER AGENCY SUPPORT & CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

36 520307 RATE REVIEW

37 520308 FACILITY IMPROVEMENT OVERSIGHT

38 520309 HCM01 CONTRACT ANNUAL AUDITING

39 520309 HCS02 COLLECTION SERVICES FRANCHISE ADMIN.

40 520309 HFM01 FINANCE ANALYSIS  SUPPORT

41 520336 WASTE CHARCTERIZATION SUPPORT

42 520309 RFP COLLECTION RFP CONSULTING SUPPORT

43 520309 BATT BATTERY MANAGEMENT PLANNING

44 TOTAL MEMBER AGENCY SUPPORT & CONTRACT COMPLIANCE

45 STATE MANDATED PUBLIC EDUCATION & OUTREACH

46 520311 CIWMB STATE'S REQUIRED ANNUAL REPORTS

Attachment A.  FY17/18 Budget Expense Detail

ACTUAL       
FY15/16

ADDOPTED 
BUDGET       
FY16/17

MID-YEAR 
BUDGET        
FY16/17

YTD SPENT  
02/28/2017

PROPOSED 
BUDGET       
FY17/18

Variance to 
Adopted 
Budget

Variance % 
to Adopted 

Budget Staff Notes

503,424$           547,648$           526,917$            320,399$             538,710$           (8,938)$           -1.6% FF Variance between old Executive Director and the new one compensation.

690,515             738,889             451,068              335,765               569,370             (169,519)         -22.9% FF Consolidation of Recycling and Sustainability Managers positions.

4,431                 5,000                 15,000                1,625                   15,000               10,000            200.0% CU/FF On call human resources planning, organization development services

10,963               11,400               11,400                2,366                   -                    (11,400)           -100.0% FF Discontinuation of administrative service for the recycling manager contract position.

37,039               65,000               65,000                51,609                 65,000               -                  0.0% CU Legal expenses

2,712                 4,500                 4,500                  3,705                   5,000                 500                 11.1% CU Includes Board meeting and Event food

136,530             139,929             139,929              93,300                 145,000             5,071              3.6% FF Payment to City San Carlos for account services contracted-out

26,241               27,000               27,000                17,257                 30,240               3,240              12.0% CU Expenses to maintain the information system

11,077               12,100               12,100                8,983                   12,100               -                  0.0% CU Expenses to maintain the Web information system

11,400               10,216               10,216                775                      8,860                 (1,356)             -13.3% FF Fees paid to auditors to complete FY & Calendar year financial statements.

42,898               48,200               48,200                44,890                 45,890               (2,310)             -4.8% FF Annual insurance premium for director's and officer's insurance

6,480                 8,492                 8,492                  4,516                   9,240                 748                 8.8% FF Bank fees inclusive of fees paid to BNY as the Bond Trustee.

53,467               55,073               55,073                36,564                 56,000               927                 1.7% CU Rent for the office from the City of San Carlos

240                    150                    150                     119                      500                    350                 233.3% CU Prints and postage

16,886               17,500               17,500                8,113                   20,000               2,500              14.3% CU Includes phone and janitor services.

400                    1,000                 1,000                  1,748                   50,000               49,000            4900.0% CU Tennant improvement & office services

10,417               15,500               15,500                9,772                   16,000               500                 3.2% CU Office supplies

15,033               15,000               15,000                9,061                   30,000               15,000            100.0% CU Includes Copier $600 per mo. base lease and $200 per month for copies

482                    3,000                 3,000                  -                       3,000                 -                  0.0% CU Estimate for two public notices if doing more than one public bid this item will need to go up

4,217                 2,000                 2,000                  3,197                   2,500                 500                 25.0% CU Memberships to trade and community organizations (CRRA, SWMA, NCRA, CCAC )

37                      75                      75                       -                       75                      -                  0.0% CU Auto allowance.

2,291                 4,500                 4,500                  597                      5,000                 500                 11.1% CU Cell phone business expense.

8,789                 10,500               10,500                5,980                   20,000               9,500              90.5% CU CRRA conference, progress seminar, SWANA meetings, lunch for SBWMA meetings, State of the City addresses.

3,148                 5,000                 5,000                  1,320                   10,000               5,000              100.0% CU Staff training opportunities.

9,500                 9,500                 9,500                  8,000                   30,000               20,500            215.8% CU CAW,CRRA,SWANA. Acterra, Sustainable San Mateo, CPSC, NCRA conference and meetings.

-                     -                     -                      -                       30,000               30,000            100.0% JL Extend producer responsibilities ( battery safety & diversion program support).

5,687                 6,000                 6,000                  2,896                   12,000               6,000              100.0% CU Computer for Farouk, Ed Center and two new hires.

1,614,305$        1,763,172$        1,464,621$         972,559$             1,729,485$        (33,687)$         -2.3%

14,265$             60,000$             60,000$              6,776$                 59,030$             (970)$              -1.6% FF 30k financial auditing office temp support, $30k support to align rates and cost.

8,405                 50,000               50,000                13,002                 100,000             50,000            100.0% HG Engineering and construction management support 

46,813               55,000               55,000                -                       70,000               15,000            27.3% FF Annual Financial & Reporting Audit of RSMC and SBR at $40K. $15K for reviewing annual route assessment.

71,514               180,000             180,000              61,441                 55,000               (125,000)         -69.4% JL FA compliance $40k; call center $15k; 

4,080                 70,000               70,000                2,250                   40,000               (30,000)           -42.9% FF On-Call consultant support as needed to support Member Agency.

46,000               50,000               50,000                17,110                 30,000               (20,000)           -40.0% HG/JL Characterization support

-                     -                     -                      -                       450,000             450,000          100.0% JL Placeholder amount if Recology Contract Negotiations are not successful

-                     -                     -                      -                       85,000               85,000             100.0% JL Consulting support for best-practices studying & recommend change to collection programs

191,076$           465,000$           465,000$            100,579$             889,030$           424,030$         91.2%
-                  

-                  

24,774$             25,000$             25,000$              19,960$               28,000               3,000$            12.0% JL Annual AB 939 submittal of EARs for 10-MAs .
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line EXPENDITURE SUMMARY

Attachment A.  FY17/18 Budget Expense Detail

47 520341 SBWMA ANNUAL REPORT

48 520309 HDV01 DIVERSION PROGRAM SUPPORT

49 520508 RECYCLING REPORTING EXPENSES  1

50 522705 EVG01 EVENT GIVEAWAYS

51 520340 LRPU1 DIVERSION AND COMPLIANCE PROGRAMS

52 520331 LARGE EVENT/VENUE SUPPORT/SHREDDING

53 520608 CLIMATE ACTION PLANNING

54 520604 COE01 RECYCLING TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

55 520604 COE02 COMMERCIAL/MFD CONTAINERS

56 520604 MF001 MULTI-FAMILY OUTREACH

57 520604 QNL01 MEMBER AGENCY & RATE PAYER EDUCATION

58 520604 RES01 RESIDENTIAL OUTREACH PROGRAMS

59 520604 COMPS COMMUNITY EVENTS

60 520604 HHWUW HHW PROGRAM OUTREACH

61 520335 CURBSIDE HOUSEHOLD BATTERY OUTREACH

62 522719 SHRED EVENT SERVICE 

63 TOTAL STATE MANDATED PUBLIC EDUCATION & OUTREACH
64 TOTAL SBWMA PROGRAM BUDGET

65  SHOREWAY OPERATIONS

66 522712 OPERATING CONTRACT - SBR OPERATIONS 

67 522713 DISPOSAL
68 520710 INSURANCE SHOREWAY

69 522714 SHOREWAY FACILITY COST 

70 570300 SHOREWAY MAINTENANCE - NEW

71 520202 Shore CREDIT CARDS CHARGES

72 520207 SHOREWAY CHARGES

73 522718 EDUCATION CENTER OPERATIONS

74 522716 MAINTENANCE - OX MTN TIPPER 

75 520901 SHOREWAY MRF EQUIP. MAINTENANCE > $10k

76 520324 SEWER FEES (PROPERTY TAX)

77 SUB SHOREWAY OPERATIONS COST

78 FIRE RELATED EXPENSES:

79 522712 MRFS OPERATING CONTRACT - SBR - FIRE RELATED

80 522712 MRFS TRANSLOAD EXPENSE BY SBR FOR SINGLE STREAM

81 522712 MRFS TRANSPORTAION OF SINGLE STREAM

82 SUB FIRE COST

83 TOTAL SHOREWAY OPERATION

84 TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES

85 NON-OPERATING EXPENSES

ACTUAL       
FY15/16

ADDOPTED 
BUDGET       
FY16/17

MID-YEAR 
BUDGET        
FY16/17

YTD SPENT  
02/28/2017

PROPOSED 
BUDGET       
FY17/18

Variance to 
Adopted 
Budget

Variance % 
to Adopted 

Budget Staff Notes

270                    5,000                 5,000                  -                       10,000               5,000              100.0% JL Expense for report printing and postage

4,255                 50,000               50,000                -                       50,000               -                  0.0% JL Support with diversion programs $10k and public spaces recycling assistance $40k.

15,429               15,000               15,000                245                      -                    (15,000)           -100.0% JL

-                     2,500                 2,500                  -                       15,000               12,500            500.0% JL

273,432             495,000             495,000              8,208                   395,000             (100,000)         -20.2% JL See detail of Diversion and LRP programs to be implemented in fiscal year

-                     7,500                 7,500                  -                       12,500               5,000              66.7% JL Shredding support

20,815               27,000               27,000                9,025                   29,000               2,000              7.4% JL Annual climate register & Member Agency support.

34,427               70,000               70,000                -                       30,000               (40,000)           -57.1% JL AB1826 & 341 Compliance 

49,237               60,000               60,000                31,253                 60,000               -                  0.0% JL MFD recycle bags $20, internal R containers $20 MA containers $20 per Franchise Agreements.

6,638                 50,000               50,000                1,545                   50,000               -                  0.0% JL AB341&1826 Compliance $10; MFD Toolkit $20; Battery phones subscription $10; Annual MFD awards $10

65,070               110,000             110,000              -                       110,000             -                  0.0% JL Quarterly news letters to Agencies.

61,067               125,000             125,000              6,806                   65,000               (60,000)           -48.0% JL Outreach per FA $40k; Annual Service Notice FA $10k; website & Social media $15k; 

-                     5,000                 5,000                  -                       20,000               15,000            300.0% JL Community events support

59,011               80,000               80,000                40,619                 80,000               -                  0.0% JL Education letters regarding HHW disposition.

4,098                 5,000                 5,000                  -                       75,000               70,000            1400.0% JL New program to educate customers about risk of battery fires and recycling options

4,256                 4,600                 4,600                  3,743                   5,000                 400                 8.7% JL

622,779$           1,136,600$        1,136,600$         121,405$             1,034,500$        (102,100)$        -9.0%
2,428,159$        3,364,772$        3,066,220$         1,194,543$          3,653,015$        288,243$         8.6%

18,275,660$      18,423,627$      18,627,965$       12,208,203$        18,936,520$      512,892$        2.8% FF "7.7% increase in VRS sort labor rates (compliance with SMC LWO); $38K due to the small volume increase.

15,757,108        15,329,602        15,845,562         10,391,579          15,859,400        529,798          3.5% FF $1.51 per ton blended rate increase due to CPI.
212,059             238,998             238,998              179,596               576,500             337,502          141.2% FF Property insurance increase to $550K from $206.5K due to fire loss  which was offset by $6K savings in general liability 

insurance.

167,156             150,000             150,000              42,681                 200,000             50,000            33.3% HG Budget for unanticipated routine Shoreway maintenance items that are non-CapEx

2,742                 -                     -                      -                       -                    -                  0.0% HG

268,744             173,710             120,491              71,320                 140,600             (33,110)           -19.1% FF SBR changed banks and that resulted in favorable charges in comparison to the old bank.

15,569               26,690               26,690                17,793                 26,690               -                  0.0% FF Amortization of trailer cost

57,138               60,000               60,000                11,891                 60,000               -                  0.0% JL Expense for Shoreway tours program and busing, (w/o staff expense)

30,310               36,000               36,000                8,422                   36,000               -                  0.0% HG Maintenance expense for truck tipper located at Ox Mtn and owned by JPA

-                     30,000               30,000                -                       30,000               -                  0.0% HG Unanticipated MRF equipment maintenance (non-CapEx) expense

57,747               60,643               60,643                60,351                 61,860               1,217              2.0% FF Sewer fees paid as part of property tax for Shoreway operation. Potable water meter reading.

34,844,233$      34,529,270$      35,196,349$       22,991,836$        35,927,570$      1,398,300$     4.0%

-$                   -$                   (2,064,723)$        FF Lost commodity revenue due to down time from fire / offset by insurance reimbursement

-                     -                     871,378              FF Trans load expense by SBR / offset by insurance reimbursement.

-                     -                     705,780              FF Transportation cost for to single stream customers / offset by insurance reimbursement.

-$                   -$                   (487,565)$           -$                     -$                   -$                 0.0%

34,844,233$      34,529,270$      34,708,784$       22,991,836$        35,927,570$      1,398,300$      4.0%

37,272,392$      37,894,042$      37,775,004$       24,186,379$        39,580,585$      1,686,543$      4.5%

-                  
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line EXPENDITURE SUMMARY

Attachment A.  FY17/18 Budget Expense Detail

86 521116 DEBT SERVICE BOND INTEREST

87 522702 FRANCHISE FEE

88 TOTAL NON-OPERATING EXPENSES

89 TOTAL SHOREWAY OPERATING EXPENSES

90 TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES (SBWMA Program + Shoreway Operations)
* We deleted the HHW expenses.

1. Rolled 2018 budget for line 49 into line 38.

ACTUAL       
FY15/16

ADDOPTED 
BUDGET       
FY16/17

MID-YEAR 
BUDGET        
FY16/17

YTD SPENT  
02/28/2017

PROPOSED 
BUDGET       
FY17/18

Variance to 
Adopted 
Budget

Variance % 
to Adopted 

Budget Staff Notes

2,810,821$        2,747,908$        2,747,908$        468,485$             2,710,170$        (37,739)           -1.4% FF Solid Waste Enterprise Revenue Bond interest payments.

1,649,758         1,738,513         1,757,263          1,173,313            1,846,710          108,197          6.2% FF 5% Franchise fees paid by JPA  to the City of San Carlos.(amount changes as Shoreway tip fees change)

4,460,579$        4,486,421$        4,505,171$         1,641,798$          4,556,880$        70,458$          1.6%

39,304,812$      39,015,692$      39,213,956$       24,633,635$        40,484,450$      1,468,758$      3.8%

41,732,971$      42,380,463$      42,280,176$       25,828,177$        44,137,464$      1,757,001$      4.1%
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Attachment B – SBWMA Programmatic Detail 

 

Attachment B:  
FY17/18 Budget SBWMA Administration & Programs Detailed  
 

SBWMA Budget Section:  ADMINISTRATION EXPENSE 
Staff Resources: Joe La Mariana, Executive Director; Farouk Fakira, Finance Manager; and Cyndi Urman, Office Manager/Board Clerk. 
Description: Provides for overall administrative operations of the agency, including: personnel administration, budget development, financial projections, expense payment processing, 
fiscal management, Board of Directors administration, customer service, risk management, records retention, and information technology. Budget for these functions is captured under 
“Administrative Expenses.” Key efforts include: 
 
Budget and Financial Analysis 

 Review the prior year budget to identify budget variances and plan for a mid-year adjustment, if needed.  
 Prepare the FY18/19 budget for Board review and approval. 
 Prepare two calendar year financial projections to support Shoreway tip fee assumptions and to “test” bond covenant requirements.  
 Review existing tipping fees and develop recommended tipping fee adjustments. 

Accounting and Fiscal Management 
 Complete prior year financial audit and calendar year financial statements for bond reporting. 
 Maximize use of competitive bidding for technical consulting services particularly for scopes of work exceeding $25,000. 
 Meet bond covenants and reporting requirements as specified in the Indenture to ensure compliance including the two debt coverage ratios. 
 Monitor South Bay Recycling (SBR) monthly reporting (per Operations Agreement) of tonnage and review their monthly invoice for accuracy prior to payment. 
 Manage monthly cash transfers to/from SBR (per Operations Agreement) for commodity revenue, public revenue, and payments for operations.  
 Review and verify SBR’s detailed monthly calculation of commodity revenue. 
 Manage monthly billings to and payments from Recology for tipping at Shoreway as prescribed in the Member Agency franchise agreements. 
 Ensure all procedures are followed and receipts and payments to vendors are supported by proper documentation and made on timely basis.  
 Review the Quarterly Investment Report to the Board prepared by the City of San Carlos.  
 Renew general insurance policies (property, general liability, EIL, D&O, etc.) and ensure proper coverage is maintained. 

Human Resources 
 Manage the payroll and benefits administration, including managing the annual renewal of employee benefit plans to ensure cost effective and competitive plans.  
 Make timely payments to vendors for payroll, retirement plan, and HSA plan. 
 Monitor payroll process and ensure timely and accurate payment to employees. 

Board of Directors/Member Agency Services & Administration 
 Maintain the Board of Directors webpage to ensure accurate and up to date information is available. 
 Update as needed the website’s Board Member portal feature to house information of interest. 
 Maintain accurate and up-to-date records for the SBWMA, including Board meeting minutes, resolutions, ordinances and contracts.  
 Update as necessary the Board of Directors JPA and Contracts Resources Binder. 
 Provide Board Packets to the Board of Directors accurately and on time. 
 Manage compliance with record retention and other Board adopted policies. 
 Meet with Board Members, particularly any new Board Members, to address questions and concerns and any unique Member Agency needs. 
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Attachment B – SBWMA Programmatic Detail 

 

 Respond to Board Members, and Member Agency staff communications in a timely, professional and accurate manner. 
 Provide high quality customer service to members of the public that contact the SBWMA, including providing helpful, accurate and timely information.  

 
New FY17/18 Projects/Activities 

 Evaluate the current model used for outsourced HR and payroll administration by a third party and make recommendations for changes, if appropriate. 
 Initiate 3-year contract cycles with proven service providers to minimize board touches and administrative redundancies. 
 Continue evaluation on all contracts to determine direct alignment with agency goals 

 
 
SBWMA Budget Section: MEMBER AGENCY SUPPORT & CONTRACT COMPLIANCE 
Staff Resources: Joe La Mariana, Executive Director; Hilary Gans, Senior Facility & Major Contracts Manager; Farouk Fakira, Finance Manager; Vacant, Recycling and 
Sustainability Programs Manager. 
Description: Key efforts include:  
 

Contract Administration 
 Contract administration support for collection services franchise agreements including follow-up on audit findings, financial auditing, contract extension amendments support. 
 Continued oversight of SBR’s operations per the Shoreway Operations Agreement (see “Shoreway Operations” budget worksheet). 
 Management of the 2018 SBR compensation application review process and completion of the final SBWMA final report 
 Hire technical contractor to managethe annual Member Agency rate review process, including review of the 2018 Recology compensation application, and completion of the 

SBWMA final reports reviewing the Recology compensation application and consolidated rate report for 2018. Contractor will work closely with the agency financial staff during 
next two years to ensure smooth transition of tasks and responsibilities.  

 Initiate audit work and review of operational data included in the 2018 compensation applications. This work will be a combined effort between rate review contractor and 
agency staff.  

 Review 2017 Annual Report from Recology, as required per Member Agency franchise agreements. 
 Hire contractor to conduct 2017 rate (calendar) year audit of collection services and facility operations reports, tonnage data and customer service systems. This project is 

conducted annually due to the fiscal impact associated with the self-reported information contained in the company’s annual reports and compliance with related performance 
standards. Implement 2017 rate year audit findings as appropriate. 

 Hire contractor to conduct 2017 rate year audit of financial systems (includes Recology’s revenue reconciliation) of both contractors to verify financial risks to SBWMA and its 
Member Agencies. This project is conducted annually as significant ongoing financial transactions are conducted between the companies. 

 Implement 2017 audit findings, as appropriate, and follow up with Recology to ensure progress on implementing audit recommendations. 
. 

 Provide prompt responses to questions/issues/complaints from the public and Member Agencies regarding their franchise agreements and the collection services. The 
RethinkWaste phone number is publicized and staff frequently responds to requests from the public. 

 Provide prompt responses to questions/issues/complaints that are raised by the public and Member Agencies regarding their use of the Shoreway facility. 
 Develop a Member Agency snapshot report for 2017 and make presentations to Member Agency governing bodies upon request. 

 
Rate Review, Analysis and Projections 

 Using staff and technical contracting resources, complete SBWMA final reports providing a review of the Recology and SBR compensation applications and project the revenue 
requirement needed for the subsequent rate year which directly results in determining the rates that need to be charged by each Member Agency. 
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Attachment B – SBWMA Programmatic Detail 

 

 In coordination with technical contractor, provide direction and support to Recology with making changes or improvements to their Annual Compensation Application.  
 With technical contractor support nalyze the very detailed cost adjustments in the Compensation Applications from Recology and SBR and conduct a detailed review of special 

issues if needed. 
 With technical contractor support, prepare financial analysis for projected revenue and total collection and pass-through costs to determine total rate adjustment for each 

Member Agency. 
 Prepare a collection cost variance analysis by detailed cost categories by Member Agency to aid in understanding collection cost changes.  
 Support Member Agencies with analysis of rate issues and attend rate hearings or rate related meetings as requested. 
 Update 5-year collection cost projection by Member Agency for collection cost components: Recology cost, disposal expense and Member Agency fees. 
 Review Recology’s Revenue Reconciliation Report. Recology’s report is self-reported and is important to determining revenue requirement needed to establish rates for 

Recology’s annual compensation increase.  
 

New FY17/18 Projects/Activities 
 In coordination with staff and technical contractor, rovide rate-related support to assist Member Agencies with implementing rate changes, aligning rates with costs, and 

diversion incentives. 
 Provide technical support for Member Agencies during their (presumed) negotiation of a Potential Franchise Agreement Extension with Recology. 
 Implement a plan to transition rate review functions to an expert rate review expert (2-year plan). Year 1—orient contractor to assume full rate review duties in 2019. 
 Evaluate/recommend a potential transition plan to convert Agency financial structure from FY to Calendar Year before December 31, 2020 (end of current Franchise term). 

 
 Budget Expense Detail  Description of Program for FY17/18 

  Contract Compliance and Support – Consultant Support 
Rate Review Support/ 
Transition to contractor  

 Rate analysis and support for MA including outside support $70,000 (same as LY). Includes evaluation/selection of 3rd party industry technicalexpert 
to take on entire rate review process in 2019 and beyond. RY 2018 process involves “shadowing” Agency’s Financial Manager. RY 2019 will, if 
deemed worthy, involve complete transfer of all rate review tasks over to technical consultant.  

Facility Improvement 
Oversight 

 Information to follow 

Contract Management 
Support 

 Annual financial audit of Recology to review distribution of franchise and other fees to MA, annual revenue reconciliation ($40,000).  
 Limited route auditing related to Annual Route Assessments ($15,000). 

Collection Services 
Franchise 
Administration 

 Support MA with Franchise contract compliance including: auditing Recology’s reporting systems and customer service functions ($40,000)  
 Follow-up analysis of operational and cost assessment of collection services operations ($25,000).  
 Consultant and outside counsel support for franchise agreements process to support member agencies with their Recology negotiations ($100,000). 

Franchise Agreement 
Negotiations— 
Member Agency support  

 Supplemental Franchise Agreement extension negotiations analysis and support ($35,000). 
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Attachment B – SBWMA Programmatic Detail 

 

 
 
 
 
SBWMA Budget Section: STATE MANDATED PUBLIC EDUCATION & OUTREACH 
Staff Resources: Vacant, Recycling and Sustainability Programs Manager  
Description: Staff services provided to ensure compliance with state-mandated waste reduction, recycling and reporting requirements per AB939, AB341, and AB1826 include: 
Development and implementation of public education and outreach strategies to promote residential and commercial waste reduction and recycling collection programs and services; 
oversight of Collection services for Member Agencies; compliance with annual reporting required; and implement Long Range Plan projects.  Key efforts include: 
 
Public Education and Outreach 

 Develop, implement Pub Ed program to divert Lithium Ion Batteries away from MRF 
 Develop, implement Pub Ed program to promote County’s HHW drop-off events within SBWMA Service area.  
 Collaborate with BAYROC (Regional Advertising collaborative of governmental agencies) to promote environmental diversion goals.   
 Work with Peninsula TV and Recology to create series of “day in the life”  
 Develop, implement and manage new AB1826 and ongoing AB341 outreach activities, including producing and distributing brochures, inserts and letters of non-compliance for 

Member Agency and Recology use.  
 SBWMA cost effectively manages on behalf of all Member Agencies public education efforts for mandatory commercial recycling law AB341, commercial organics collection 

AB1826 and AB 1383 Organics diversion from landfills. 
 Develop, submit and manage with Recology a Public Education Plan including an evaluation of most cost-effective ongoing outreach activities and tools. 
 Promote residential collection services through three Rethinker newsletters, five bill inserts and events in collaboration with Recology. 
 Develop and implement outreach for CartSMART (residential) and BizSMART (commercial) collection services to meet specific community needs. 
 Promote available HHW drop-off collection programs to all twelve Member Agencies.  
 Measure the effectiveness of ongoing outreach tools and determine if modifications or improvements are needed or if different tools are required. 
 Conduct the annual BizSMART@Work Awards program to recognize businesses and multi-family complexes for their recycling efforts. 
 Provide compost giveaways and shred & E-scrap recycling events with Recology. 
 Provide three seasonal compost giveaway events to be held at Shoreway. 

 
Recycling (Diversion Programs) 

 Implementation of commercial recycling reporting ordinance to gain awareness of recycling activity carried out by the private sector. 
 Implement ongoing outreach to multi-family in coordination with Recology. 
 Manage the annual audit of Recology’s performance – the self-reported data has financial and performance standards impacts. 
 Develop/expand education and diversion programs that are targeted to MFDs 

 
New FY17/18 Projects/Activities 
Long Range Plan 

 Implementation of public space recycling project to increase convenient and cost-effective recycling in public spaces (e.g., parks). 
 Develop and implement the Enhanced Residential Public Education and Outreach Pilot Program  
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Attachment B – SBWMA Programmatic Detail 

 

 Develop and implement a sector-specific focused Commercial Recycling Outreach Pilot Program targeting businesses using new technology 
 Implement the Commercial Recycling Subscription & Participation Compliance Status Report and Commercial Recycling Outreach Program  
 Implement an in-schools recycling and environmental education enhancement Program.  
 Completion of financial and technical validation of Shoreway Transfer Station expansion and waste processing system to recover organics materials and other recyclables from 

residential and commercial solid waste  
 Complete research and start implementation of pilots recommenced by Zero Landfill workgroup 
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Attachment B – SBWMA Programmatic Detail 

 

Budget Expense Category  Description of Program for FY16/17 

Recycling Outreach and Programs – Mandated Compliance (AB 939; AB 341: 1826: AB 1383 and others) 
CalRecycle Annual Report  SBWMA annually submits State mandated annual reports for Member Agencies to comply with AB 939. ($28,000) 

 SBWMA Annual Report  Agency annual report that provides a snapshot of key metrics and milestones for the prior year. ($5,000). 

Diversion Program Support  MA assistance with diversion related programs as needed; implementation of Public Spaces Recycling project an opportunity to recycle at parks and 
other public spaces and provide Member Agency assistance with as needed. ($45,000). 

Recycling Reporting Ordinance   Continue implementation of the Commercial Recycling Reporting Ordinance to collect diversion data that is currently unavailable. 

Event Giveaways  Promote the various programs and services at Member Agency community events, primarily held in the spring and summer and include educational 
and promotional items as giveaways. ($1,500). 

Long Range Plan /  
Zero Landfill Workgroup 

 Long Range Plan & Zero Landfill Workgroup Projects ($355,000) 
‐ In-School Education & Technical Assistance Program (w/two Fellows) 
‐ Enhanced Residential Recycling Outreach 
‐ Commercial Subscription and Participation Compliance Reporting 
‐ Enhanced Commercial Recycling Outreach 
‐ Commercial Focused Outreach 
‐ Stakeholder engagement process on education and outreach project 
‐ Residential and Commercial Mixed Waste Processing system project development 
‐ Recology administration building design assessment  
‐ Zero Landfill Working Group research on policy and technology options 

Large Event/Venue Consulting  Staff is in the process of repurposing one trailer for collection of niche/reusable items at events. Staff is also considering repurposing the second 
trailer as a mobile education trailer to be used at community events. Will be exploring grant funding opportunities. ($7,500). 

Large Event Recycling Services  Use of trailers limited compared to prior years – expense not anticipated ($0).  

Climate Change Reporting   Staff reports GHG emissions for the SBWMA office and Shoreway Environmental Center, and is assisting with SBR’s annual reporting framework, 
both through The Climate Registry ($27,000). 

Commercial Recycling Assistance  Collection services assessment and research to confirm utilization of services and commercial recycling outreach effectiveness ($20,000); 
 AB 341 & 1826 outreach and education to commercial/MFD sector ($30,000). 
 Conduct annual Business Awards Program recognizing businesses for their 2015 diversion efforts ($10,000). 
 Maintain commercial Toolkit with Recology ($20,000).  

Commercial/MFD Containers   Purchase internal containers for commercial and multi-family dwelling customers eg. Buddy Bags($20,000) & MA containers ($20,000). 

C&D Recycling Program  Develop an SBWMA list of certified C&D processors based on physical audits conducted by other jurisdictions and provide permit counter and related 
assistance to increase C&D recycling to Member Agencies upon request. 
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SBWMA Budget Section:  SHOREWAY OPERATIONS 
Staff Resources: Hilary Gans, Senior Facility and Contracts Manager; Farouk Fakira, Finance Manager; Faustina Mututa, Environmental Education Programs Manager; Madison 
Guzman, Environmental Education Associate. 
Description: Includes SBWMA staff activities regarding Shoreway operations including: oversight of SBR operations and contract compliance and management of financial transactions 
relating to SBR; Shoreway facility capital repairs and maintenance; education center operations (staff wages and benefits are included in the Administration portion of the budget); 
management of disposal and processing contracts, including review and payment of invoices; facility insurance; and billing Recology for tons delivered to Shoreway. 
  

Contract Administration 
 Continued operational oversight and contract compliance of MRF, transfer station, and transportation operations performed by SBR. 
 Ongoing management of third party recycling and disposal contracts for solid waste, organics, and C&D. 
 Manage organics processing contracts to meet operational, financial and environmental requirements.  
 Oversee third party tonnage and host fee payment for third-party tons used to generate additional agency income and lower Shoreway operating costs. 

Management of Facility Infrastructure and Improvements 
 Ongoing management of Shoreway Facility capital and maintenance projects at or below budget. 

Tour Program 
 Conduct the Shoreway schools and public tours program and meet goals to increase tour number of visitors 5% over prior year. 
 Conduct onsite community events to promote resource conservation including the following: Earth Day and America Recycles Day events at Shoreway; Recycled Art and Poster 

contest; School compost donation program; and Night at Shoreway two times per year. 
 

Multi-Family Outreach  AB 341 & 1826 outreach and education to the commercial/MFD sector ($10,000). 
 Provide outreach materials in the form of the toolkit to Recology ($20,000).  
 Subscriptions to Recology MFD batteries/cell phones collection service through targeted outreach pieces and strategies ($10,000). 
 Conduct the annual Multi-Family Awards Program recognizing multi-family complexes for their 2014 diversion efforts ($10,000). 

Rethinker Newsletter  Reactive Rethinker newsletter program to single family and multi-family residents published 3 times per year.  (Development of the newsletter content 
and layout ($20,000). Printing and mailing/insertion of 3 issues ($90,000). 

Residential Outreach Programs  Pub Ed awareness program for Lithium Ion battery diversion programs ($80,000) 
 Outreach support/maintenance for existing collection programs through brochures, posters, flyers ($70,000). 
 Update annual residential Service Notice that will provide key program and services related information ($12,000). 
 RethinkWaste website and social media outreach, includes maintenance and updates to keep current and relevant ($15,000). 

 
Community Events   Promotion of Community Events, including compost giveaway and shred/e-scrap events, and coats for kids ($2,000). 

 Provide outreach materials for three seasonal compost and mulch giveaway events to be held at Shoreway ($3,000). 

  HHW Drop-off Events Outreach  Produce and mail two postcards (fall/spring) to promote the County’s HHW drop off events that are held in SBWMA service area. ($80,000). 

Electronics Collection Events  SBWMA is responsible for assisting Member Agencies with promotion of the E-Scrap and shred events ($0).  Now included in Community Events 
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Attachment B – SBWMA Programmatic Detail 

 

New FY17/18 Projects/Activities 
 Develop, implement an In-School Education and Technical Assistance Pilot.  
 Completion of designs for a Shoreway transfer station processing system to recover organics materials and other recyclables.  
 Complete a Disaster and Emergency Management Plan analyzing Shoreway’s structures and operations.  
 Develop and implement a storm water mitigation plan for the Shoreway.  

 

 Budget Expense Line  Description of Program for FY17/18 

   Shoreway Operations  

Operator Compensation  Contractually required payments (per ton and/or per ton mile rates) by SBWMA to SBR to operate the MRF and Public Recycling Center, scale house 
and Transfer Station, and transport materials for disposal and processing.  

 Reimbursement of pass-through costs for supplemental processing fees, buyback payments, U-waste disposal, compost backhaul charges, etc.). 

Disposal and Processing Costs  Tipping fees paid by SBWMA to third party vendors for disposal and processing for composting.  
 Contract rate change calculations and monitoring include per ton rates subject to annual CPI adjustments. 

Insurance Shoreway  Annual insurance premiums paid by SBWMA for Shoreway property and liability insurance, excluding Director’s and Officer’s insurance which is shown 
in a line item under Administrative expense. 

Shoreway Facility Cost  Non capital related expenses to maintain the 16-acre Shoreway Environmental Center, including nearly 300,000 square feet of building space and $20 
million in equipment owned by SBWMA. 

Education Center Operations  Non labor related expenses to manage Shoreway facility school and public visitor tour program (includes busing assistance, Trash to Art Contest, Earth 
Day event and America Recycles Day events, compost donations to schools, safety equipment and supplies, and outreach materials. 

Maintenance – Ox Mountain Tipper  Maintenance expenses associated with tipper owned by SBWMA, but operated by Republic at their Ox Mtn. landfill. 

Install paper shredder and styrofoam 
Densifier unit 

 More information to follow 

Shoreway MRF Equipment 
Maintenance >10k 

 Unplanned MRF equipment repairs greater than $10k are the responsibility of JPA per the Operations Agreement with SBR.  

Taxes (sewer)  Sewer fees paid to the City of San Carlos. 

  Shoreway Other 

Debt Service Bond Interest  Annual interest payments on the 2009A Solid Waste Enterprise Revenue Bonds of $53.5 million. 

Franchise Fee  Review and pay fee to San Carlos 5% of gate (tipping) fee revenue (but not on commodity revenues). 
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ATTACHMENT C:  Administrative Staff Organization Chart/Personnel Summary for FY17/18 
  

 
  
FY17/18 Proposed Staffing 
There is one reduction in headcount from FY 16/17 (Recycling Programs Mgr.). NOTE: With the anticipated renewal of the 
Franchise Agreement, a staff assessment will determine if the currently reduced 1.0 FTE should be reactivated in FY 18/19. 
 

Staff:   FY 16/17  FY17/18 
Executive Director   1.0   1.0 
Senior Facility & Contracts Manager*   1.0   1.0 
Finance Manager   1.0   1.0 
Recycling & Sustainability Programs Manager 1.0   1.0 
Recycling Programs Manager**   1.0   0.0 
Board Secretary/Office Manager   1.0   1.0 
Environmental Education Coordinator***  1.0   1.0 
Environmental Education Associate   1.0   1.0 
Total Agency Staff:   8.0   7.0     
 

*Previous position title: Facilities Operations & Contracts Manager 
**Previous position title: Environmental Education Coordinator  
*** Previous position was contract employee employed by Local Government Services 
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Salary Ranges 
The salary ranges for the Staff Positions are presented below for FY17/18.  A salary survey was conducted in April 2016. Two 
positions were recently reclassified. A salary survey will be conducted for the Environmental Education Programs Manager 
and Office Manager/Board Secretary positions during Q1 of FY 17/18.  
 

Position Current Salary 
Range/Year 

Executive Director N/A 
Senior Facility & Contract Manager $133,249 - $166,117 
Finance Manager $112,196 - $140,245 
Recycling & Sustainability Programs Manager  $100,976 - $126,220 
Office Manager/Board Secretary $59,659 - $74,573 
Environmental Education Programs Manager* $65,267 - $81,580 
Environmental Education Associate $52,208 - $65,250 

 
Budget Assumptions for Merit Increases 
A merit increase pool of 3.0% of wages is assumed for all positions within the current salary ranges. Actual merit increases 
are awarded by the Executive Director on a calendar year basis per the Board adopted Compensation Policy. The Board will 
separately consider and approve or not the actual merit increase pool for calendar year 2018. 
 
Employee Benefits  
No proposed changes in the employee benefit plans. Total benefit expense as percent of base compensation is estimated at 
30.9% for FY17/18. A summary of the current benefits is as follows: 
 
Deferred Compensation (Retirement): SBWMA has adopted a self-directed retirement plan under Section 401(a) of the 
Internal Revenue Service Code to which the Employer contributes an amount equal to 10 percent of the employee’s base 
salary. The plan is with John Hancock which holds all of the employee accounts. The employee vests in the 401(a) retirement 
plan immediately. SBWMA also has a 457b plan into which employees can voluntarily contribute. SBWMA matches the first 
2% of employee contributions. 

 
Employees may join both plans on the first of the month following the date of hire. The contribution amounts are subject to IRS 
limitations. 

 
SBWMA does not participate in the federal Social Security system which would cost 6.2% of salary up to the statutory limit of 
$117,000. 
 
Group Health Insurance – General: 
SBWMA strives to offer group insured plans for medical, dental, vision, life insurance, and long term disability insurance for 
the benefit of the employee and his/her family that are competitive with similar industry benefits. The health insurance is 
brokered through Arrow Benefits Group.  
 
Medical insurance: 
The SBWMA currently offers a high deductible HSA medical plan with United Health Care for employees and their families. 
There is a 40% copay after the deductible has been met for most services. Currently, four employees participate in the plan 
and three employees have opted out. The premium is age based – the average premium is $1,098 per month plus the HSA 
average contribution of $563 per month per employee.  
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Dental insurance: 
Dental insurance is provided by Premier Access Insurance for employees and their families. Basic care is covered 100% and 
major care (crowns, dentures) is covered at 60% up to the maximum annual benefit of $1,500. The average monthly premium 
per employee is $126. 
 
Vision Plan: 
Vision insurance is provided by Premier Access Insurance for employees and their families. A $10 copay applies to most 
services. Frames are covered up to $120 once per year. The average monthly premium per employee is $21. 
  
Life Insurance: 
Term life insurance is provided by Guardian the employee is provided at 100% of salary up to $200,000. The average 
monthly premium per employee is $96. 
 
HR and Payroll Support: 
The SBWMA contracts with Modern HR, a third party professional employment organization for the following scope of work: 
 

(a) As needed, support for human resources issues including, but not limited to, hiring, firing and discipline. 
(b) As needed, support for compliance with federal, state and local laws and ordinances regarding employment. 
(c) As agreed upon, consult on various Client projects. 
(d) Provide payroll and payroll tax filing services. 
(e) Workers’ Compensation insurance.  
 
We pay $112 /month per employee for their services. 
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Graph 1 - Price Trend Graph 

 

Source: SBR – Actual through March, 2017. 

 
Graph 2 - MRF Commodity Pricing 
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Attachment E - FY17/18 Budget Support Files (tonnage & rate calculations)
Update: February 2017
Summary Tables

Table 1

Total TS Tonnage and Yards
FY16/17 

Adopted Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Proposed 

Budget
FY18 vs. FY17 

Adopted Budget %
Franchise tons
SBWMA Solid Waste                                        tons 182,358 182,547 182,408             50                      0.03%
SBWMA Organics                                            tons 98,399 102,228 101,233             2,834                 2.88%
SBWMA Food Waste                                       tons 0 0 -                         -                         0.00%
SBWMA Dirt, Inert, Other                                 tons 4,563 5,063 4,209                 (355)                   -7.78%
Sub-total Franchise 285,320 289,838 287,849 2,529 0.89%
Public tons
Non-SBWMA SW                                            tons 816 816 1,888                 1,073                 131.48%
Non-SBWMA Scrap                                        tons 167 167 326                    159                    95.51%
Non-SBWMA FOOD                                       tons 0 0 870                    870                    0.00%
Non-SBWMA C&D                                          tons 1,680 1,680 4,181                 2,501                 148.81%
Non-SBWMA ORGANIC                                tons 1 1 33                      32                      2131.45%
Non-SBWMA Asphalt Roofing                         tons 0 0 1,228                 1,228                 0.00%
Non-SBWMA Clean Wood                              tons 0 0 82                      82                      0.00%
Public Weighed Dirt                                      tons 7,000 7,000 4,449                 (2,551)                -36.44%
Total Tons                 294,985 299,503 300,908 5,922 2.01%

Public C/Yds.
Public Solid Waste Yards                               C/Yds. 63,599 62,829 61,726               (1,873)                -2.95%
Public Green Waste Yards                             C/Yds. 52,583 40,867 42,898               (9,684)                -18.42%
Public C&D                                                      C/Yds 82,923 90,635 87,608               4,685                 5.65%

Total Yards                 199,105 194,331 192,232 (6,873) -3.45%

Table 2

TIP FEE REVENUE
FY16/17 

Adopted Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Proposed 

Budget
FY18 vs. FY17 

Adopted Budget %
Franchise

Tons 285,320 289,838 287,849 2,529 0.9%
Wtd Avg.Tip Fee 99.51$                99.59$                104.53$              5.02$                  5.0%
Franchise Revenue 28,393,108$       28,863,573$       30,088,837$       1,695,729$         6.0%

Public
Tons 9,665 9,665 13,058 3,393 35.1%
C/Yards 199,105 194,331 192,232 (6,873) -3.5%
Public Revenue
Wtd Avg.Tip Fee Tons 90.10$                90.10$                101.47$              11.37$                12.6%
Wtd Avg.Tip Fee C/YDS 36.38$                36.89$                38.32$                1.94$                  5.3%
Public Revenue Tons 870,790$            870,790$            1,324,957$         454,167$            52.2%
Public Revenue C/YDS 7,244,146$         7,168,158$         7,366,342$         122,195$            1.7%
Public Revenue 8,114,936$         8,038,948$         8,691,298$         576,362$            7.1%

Total Tip Fee Revenue 36,508,044$       36,902,521$       38,780,135$       2,272,091$         6.2%

TIP FEE REVENUE - PRICE & VOLUME DETAIL Volume Price Total
Franchise

Volume Variance 2,529                  99.51$                251,666$            
Price Variance 287,849              5.02$                  1,444,063           
Total Change 1,695,729$         

Note: Franchise rates were lowered from the budget assumptions

Public
Volume Variance Tons 3,393                  90.10$                305,730$            
Volume Variance C/YDS (6,873)                36.38$                (250,068)            
Price Variance Tons 13,058                11.37$                148,437              
Price Variance C/YDS 192,232              1.94$                  372,264              
Total Change 576,362$            
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Table 3

COMMODITY REVENUE
FY16/17 

Adopted Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Proposed 

Budget
FY18 vs. FY17 

Adopted Budget %
Tons Sold 71,336                48,850                70,869                (466) -0.7%
Wtd Avg. Price 120.07$              143.84$              141.76$              21.69$                18.1%

Gross Revenue 8,565,216$         7,026,432$         10,046,673$       1,481,457$         17.3%
Revenue Share w/ SBR (825,285)$          (1,138,812)$       (1,139,814)$       (314,530)$          38.1%
Buyback Payments (796,519)            (891,313)            (891,314)            (94,795)              11.9%

Net Commodity Revenue 6,943,411$         4,996,307$         8,015,544$         1,072,133$         15.4%

Price / Volume Impact Price Volume Total
Tonnage Change 120.07$              (466)                   (55,973)$            
Price Change 21.69$                70,869                1,537,430           
Total Change (Gross) 1,481,457$         

Table 4 SBR Operating Expense
SBR OPERATING EXPENSE

a. Summary
FY16/17 

Adopted Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Proposed 

Budget
FY18 vs. FY17 

Adopted Budget %
MRF 6,447,162$         6,497,845$         6,940,933$         493,771$            7.7%
Transfer Station 4,655,284           4,715,671           4,736,806           81,522                1.8%
Transportation 7,172,876           7,266,145           7,144,512           (28,365)              -0.4%
MRF Cost Saving Due To Fire -                     (2,064,723)         -                     -                     0.0%
Single stream transload & transportation -                     1,577,158           -                     -                     0.0%
Interest 148,305              148,305              114,270              (34,036)              -22.9%

TOTAL SBR EXPENSE 18,423,627$       18,140,400$       18,936,520$       512,893$            2.8%

b. SBR Expense Detail
FY16/17 

Adopted Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Proposed 

Budget
FY18 vs. FY17 

Adopted Budget %
MRF

Tons, net 71,336                48,850                70,869                (466)                   -0.7%
Rate 90.38$                90.75$                97.94$                7.56$                  8.4%
Expense 6,447,162$         4,433,122$         6,940,933$         493,771$            7.7%

Transfer Station
Tons 359,905              364,641              363,382              3,478                  1.0%
Rate 12.93$                12.93$                13.04$                0.10$                  0.8%
Expense 4,655,284$         4,715,671$         4,736,806$         81,522$              1.8%

Transportation
Tons 359,905              364,641              363,382              3,478                  1.0%
Wtd. Avg. Rate 19.93$                19.93$                19.66$                (0.27)$                -1.3%
Expense 7,172,876$         7,266,145$         7,144,512$         (28,365)$            -0.4%

Single stream transload & transportation -$                   1,577,158$         -$                   -$                   0.0%
Interest 148,305$            148,305$            114,270$            (34,036)$            -14.1%

-                     -                     -$                   -                     
TOTAL SBR EXPENSE 18,423,627$       18,140,400$       18,936,520$       512,892$            2.8%
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Table 5
DISPOSAL & PROCESSING EXPENSE

FY16/17 
Adopted Budget

FY16/17 
Mid-Year 

Projections

FY17/18 
Proposed 

Budget
FY18 vs. FY17 

Adopted Budget %
a. Summary

Solid Waste  $        8,827,482  $        8,913,738  $        9,077,687  $           250,204 2.8%
Organics  $        4,573,610  $        4,624,534  $        4,463,552  $          (110,058) -2.4%
C&D, dirt  $        1,868,966  $        2,007,419  $        2,133,049  $           264,083 14.1%
Other  $           365,703  $           463,209  $           360,824  $              (4,879) -1.3%
Subtotal  $      15,635,761  $      16,008,900  $      16,035,111  $           399,351 2.6%
Paid by SBR  $          (306,159)  $          (163,339)  $          (175,711)  $           130,447 -42.6%

TOTAL DISPOSAL EXPENSE  $      15,329,602  $      15,845,561  $      15,859,400  $           529,798 3.5%

B. Detail
Solid Waste (Ox Mtn.)

Tons, net 218,717              219,248              219,111              394                     0.2%
Rate 40.36$                40.66$                41.43$                1.07$                  2.6%
Expense 8,827,482$         8,913,738$         9,077,687$         250,204$            2.8%

Organics (Newby, Grover)
Tons, net 109,571              110,850              109,880              309                     0.3%
Rate 41.74$                41.72$                40.62$                (1.12)$                -2.7%
Expense 4,573,610$         4,624,534$         4,463,552$         (110,058)$          -2.4%

C&D (Zanker)
Tons, net 31,616                34,543                34,391                2,775                  8.8%
Rate 59.11$                58.11$                62.02$                2.91$                  4.9%
Expense 1,868,966$         2,007,419$         2,133,049$         264,083$            14.1%

Other
Tires 7,507                  12,152                8,396                  889                     11.8%
Mattresses 23,962                38,962                -                     (23,962)              -100.0%
Appliances 19,900                55,840                45,680                25,780                129.6%
Hazardous Waste 308,461              341,239              296,400              (12,061)              -3.9%
Misc. 5,874                  15,016                10,348                4,474                  76.2%

Expense 365,703$            463,209$            360,824$            (4,879)$              -1.3%
Summary

TS Tons 359,905              364,641              363,382              3,478                  1.0%
Wtd Avg.Rate 42.59$                43.46$                43.64$                1.05$                  2.5%

Disposal Expense 15,329,602$       15,845,561$       15,859,400$       529,798 3.5%

Detail Disposal Rates- 2018 Budget FY16/17 Rate FY16/17 Rate FY17/18 Rate 2018 vs. 2017 %

Ox Mountain MSW 40.36$               40.66$               41.43$               1.07$                 3%

Ox Mountain Aggregates -$                   -$                   -$                   -$                   0%

Organics (Wtd avg.) 41.74$               41.72$               40.62$               (1.12)$                -3%

C&D 59.11$               58.11$               62.02$               2.91$                 5%
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8A

STAFF REPORT 
To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Joe La Mariana, SBWMA Executive Director 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Update to Proposed Recology Model Franchise Agreement and Compensation Package 

Activities 

Recommendation 
This staff report is for discussion purposes only and no formal action is requested at this time. Staff anticipates a proposed action item at the June Board meeting to accept 

the FAX Committee’s Draft Findings & Recommendations Report and Amended and Restated Model Franchise Agreement.  

Summary 
The SBWMA’s Ad Hoc Franchise Agreement Extension (FAX) Committee, staff, and consultants have 
negotiated with Recology of San Mateo County (Recology) representatives since November 2016 to arrive 
at a mutually-agreeable, Amended and Restated Model Franchise Agreement and cost for Collection Service. 
The FAX Committee’s Draft Findings and Recommendations Report and Redlined Model Franchise 
Agreement were presented and discussed at the April 28, 2017 SBWMA Board of Directors meeting. Key 
topics were raised by Board Members pertaining to the Recology’s cost proposal included:  
 

 Information regarding the relative financial benefits of a 10-year vs.15-year term. 
 Requests for more information to evaluate value proposition posed by Recology’s Collection Services 

cost proposal for rate payers.  
 Clarification of Recology’s proposed increase in general and administrative (G&A) costs compared to 

the costs of the current Agreement. These costs currently represent 16% of Recology’s 2021 cost 
proposal, or $10,465,605.  

 
Between May 1st and May 23rd, SBWMA staff has conducted numerous informational presentations at Council meetings 
of all 12 Member Agency’s (60+ elected officials) and at workshops (see listing below) to provide a much deeper dive 
into the proposed financial and contractual terms. It should be noted that Recology’s senior management attended and 
actively participated in the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) and the City Attorney meetings and many SBWMA 
Board members also attended these two meetings. More details are provided in the Analysis section of this report. 
 

 The SBWMA’s 12 TAC members and agency solid waste staff (May 3rd) 
 The SBWMA’s 12 City Managers (May 11th) 
 The SBWMA’s 12 City Attorneys (May 16th) 

 
Next Steps 

 Providing an update to SBWMA Board at the May meeting regarding the remaining process, outstanding 
negotiation points and/or other issues identified. 
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 Finalize negotiations with Recology on the Amended & Restated Model Franchise Agreement and Cost 
of Services proposal to be presented to the SBWMA Board at their June 22nd meeting as an action item. 
(Note: With SBWMA Board approval, the initial contract and change order #1 for HF&H Consultants 
work will be completed).  

 Obtain final legal comments on the Restated & Amended Model Franchise Agreement from all 12 
Member Agency’s attorneys by June 9th. Address and incorporate any issues raised regarding the 
remaining process, outstanding negotiation points and franchise agreement language. 

 Work closely with each Member Agency to obtain “Approval” of the SBWMA findings at their 
respective council meetings. Assuming SBWMA Board approval on June 22nd, Member Agency level 
approval will occur between July - September 2017.  

 Staff and consultants will work closely with each Member Agency to support their negotiations and 
approval of the 12 individual Franchise Agreements before the end of 2017. (Note: A new change 
order for HF&H Consultants will be need to support the individual Member Agency negotiations.  It is 
anticipated this these consulting support would be billed back to each Member Agency as an 
adjustment during the annual Contractor’s Compensation Adjustment Application process).    

Analysis 
Staff was tasked to negotiate a restated and amended Model Franchise Agreement and cost for services with 
Recology. During these negotiations, SBWMA staff worked with the FAX committee, consultants and Recology 
during numerous meetings to develop an Amended & Restated Model Franchise Agreement for collection services 
for the SBWMA service area. 

As part of the SBWMA Board April 28 Board meeting, the FAX Committee’s Draft Findings and 
Recommendations Report and Redlined Model Franchise Agreement were provided for discussion and 
contained the most recent outcome of the negotiation process. There was discussion during the meeting 
surrounding the proposed term and compensation proposed in the new agreement with Recology. Details on the term 
and compensation are as follows: 
 

 Term: Recology has proposed the option of a 10-year or a 15-year term. After considering the 
financial benefits of spreading the depreciation cost f o r  a new collection fleet, the FAX committee 
is recommending a 15-year term. At the end of the current contract, Recology’s $36.3 million collection 
fleet will be fully depreciated, however, the company has indicated that it can continue to use the vehicles 
for 2-3 additional years. By agreeing to a 15-year term, and combining the use of the current and new 
vehicle for a longer term, the Member Agencies will benefit from an ~$1.7 million per year (3.4%)  reduction 
in depreciation and interest expense when compared to the 10-year option.  

 
 Compensation: The FAX committee is recommending an agreement with a 2021 Base Contractor’s 

Compensation of $65,330,616, which assumes a 15-year term and the inclusion of depreciation 
expense for the replacement collection vehicles in rate year 2020 of the Current Agreement. Based 
on these assumptions, the Base Contractor’s Compensation will: 

 Increase 2.4% from 2019 to 2020 (instead of a ~7% reduction built into the current Agreement). 
 Increase 10.2% from 2020 to 2021. 
 Adjusts annua l l y ,  thereafter, per changes in industry indices and service levels changes 

(capped at 5% increase/year). 
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Compensation  
 Details on the “meet and confer” provision should have ranges for time and costs included in the 

agreement so that there cannot be big swings (concerned about change orders). 
 Information requested on specifics to how the cost savings from extending the truck fleet are 

realized as savings.  
 Concern about the term “true up”, what is included and how / when a true up occurs.  
 Request to ensure the residents will not be charged again for their carts. 
 Multiple concerns were raised on Recology’s increase in G&A costs.   
 Concern was expressed about the decision to Sole Source a contract worth $1B. 
 Information requested on Member Agency obligations for going out to bid and if the SBWMA has 

the $2-3 Million in costs to go out to bid. 
 Details requested to confirm Recology’s profit margin is actually 9.5%. 
 Suggestion to confirm there is an exit provision in the agreement for non-performance.   

Services 
 Concern that the waste characterization audits are being discontinued, and question on what the 

current contamination rate is and its impact on selling commodities. 
 Franchise Agreement, Section 7.13 needs to be expanded to include Member Agency’s in addition 

to SBWMA.  
 Request to understand whether the cap on Bulky Item Collection (BIC) was at the Member Agency 

level or SBWMA wide, how a Member Agency would know when they are at the BIC limit, and how 
to plan when getting close to maximum.  

 Question on how rates get communicated to the residents, and to make sure that there was 
coordination between the City, contractor and the SBWMA on rate impacts and process. 
 

1. Member Agency Workshops: As previously noted, three workshops were held for Member Agency Staff, 
Attorneys, City Managers and SBWMA Board Members, to provide much greater detail on the outlined changes 
to the Model Franchise Agreement and cost for services with Recology. The following outlines the general 
comments provided: 
 

 Discussion on Bulky Item Collection and Abandoned Waste requesting the SBWMA to be notified 
and in-turn notify the Member Agencies.  

 Concern that all trucks are depreciated by the end of the current Recology contract, and Member 
Agencies feel depreciation in 2021 should be zero until Recology starts purchasing trucks. 

 A request for the negotiation team to put together more information and comparison on G&A costs 
including other large hauling companies. 

 Concern was raised over a 15-year duration for this contract and if this is normal. A request was 
made to understand how many 15-year contracts are currently in place.   

Background 
The Franchise Agreement for Collection Services for Garbage, Recycling and Organic Materials with 
Recology expires on December 31, 2020. SBWMA member agencies are currently in the seventh year of a 
ten-year Franchise Agreement for Collection Services for Garbage, Recycling and Organic Materials with 
Recology. During this time, feedback provided by Board Members, Member Agency staff, and community 
members surveyed, has consistently established that Recology has provided a high-level of professional 
competency during the execution of their operations throughout this period, in addition to the intense three-
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year pre-service rollout period. 
 
The SBWMA Board of Directors approved the Final Plan and Recommended Process for Supporting Member 
Agencies with Negotiating a Potential Franchise Agreement Extension with Recology (Plan) on April 28, 2016, which 
recommended a schedule that, if adhered to, was intended to result in negotiating amendments to each member 
agency’s existing Franchise Agreements with Recology by the end of 2016. The timeline for this plan was adjusted 
to allow the new Executive Director time to address other urgent contractual matters, to establish a new timeline, 
and to initiate the Recology negotiation meetings, the FAX committee meetings, and all internal SBWMA staff 
meetings that were necessary for moving the negotiation process forward. 
 
At the SBWMA Board of Directors’ (Board) direction, the FAX committee, Staff and consultants have worked 
closely with Recology since November 2016 holding a special TAC meeting in January and April, ten FAX 
committee meetings, seven negotiation sessions with Recology (several phone meetings were also held 
between Recology, HFH Consultants and SBWMA staff) and two additional all-day negotiations sessions 
to finalize negotiations. During the last six months of the negotiation process, the FAX committee, SBWMA staff and 
consultants have worked closely with Recology to define the cost for services, the rate setting methodology, 
and an amended and restated Franchise Agreement.  
 
As part of the SBWMA Board of Directors April 28, 2017 meeting packet, the FAX Committee’s Draft Findings 
and Recommendations Report and Redlined Model Franchise Agreement were provided for discussion and 
contained the most recent outcome of the negotiation process. Because several negotiation points were 
still being finalized, detailed financial worksheets were not presented, however there was significant 
discussion during the meeting surrounding the current term and compensation package for services with Recology.  
 
The final goal of the process is to have the SBWMA Board of Directors approve these documents and for the 
SBMWA staff to assist to each member agency to coordinate with Recology to finalize the contract language, 
specific scope of services and the pricing of additional services for their respective agency by December 31, 2017. 
A RFP process to solicit a new collection services provider will be initiated if less than eight of our 12 member 
agencies are not formerly in contract with Recology by December 31, 2017. 
 
The negotiated deal to be considered by the Board provides: 

 Consistency with all existing solid waste, recycling and organics services. 
 No new-service provider transition pitfalls  (i.e.,  container  switch-out,  customer  service center 

setup & billing setup, driver route training, hard-rollout a new truck fleet, developing a new rate 
setting process, and end-of-contract buyouts (e.g. Allied Waste’s exit) 

 Rate-setting stability/predictability-after an initial rate true-up, rate increases are tied to indexes. 
 SBWMA rates will continue to be in-line with Bay Area communities. 
 Continued cost savings from collection efficiencies gained by Recology’s years of experience. 
 Sharing of future inflation risk by Recology in their 2021 Cost Proposal. 
 Savings of an estimated $2-3 million in avoided RFP and contractor-transition costs. 
 Labor continuity by continuing with a known company and management team. 

 
Fiscal Impact 
There is no direct impact to the SBWMA’s FY 17-18 operating budget as all collection system costs are recovered 
by those ratepayers who directly utilize these services.  
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Important notes: The proposed SBWMA FY 17-18 Operating Budget has $450,000 designated to fund a public 
procurement process (aka “Request for Proposals”, or “RFP”) if terms, conditions and pricing cannot be satisfactorily 
reached between the Agency and Recology for collection services after December 31, 2017. If an RFP process 
initiated, and those costs exceed this budgeted amount, Staff recommends funding the difference from Agency 
Reserves. If agreement is successfully met, the designated $450,000 will default into the SBWMA Capital Reserves 
account. 
 
 

Attachments: 
A: SBWMA City Council Meeting Calendar 
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Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

1 2 4 

8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 *9:30 AM SM County 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 2-4pm -  
SBWMA 

Board Meeting 
FAX presentation to 
BOD - Action Item 

25 26 27 

28 29 30 

5 6 

7 

31 

*7:00 PM Menlo Park 

*4:00 PM Atherton 

*7:00 PM Burlingame 

*6:00 PM Hillsborough *7:00 PM Belmont *7:00 PM WBSD 

*6:30 PM Foster City 

*7:00 PM  San Mateo 

*7:30 PM East Palo Alto 

*7:00 PM   Redwood City 

* Confirmed     

*10:30 AM  ( Internal )

City Mangers at SM 

Library 
*7:00 PM San Carlos 

Revised: 5/5/2017 

 May 2017 
Elected Officials Presentations Regarding  

Franchise Agreement Negotiations 

 
9:30 to 1:30  
Member Agency  
Workshop 

3 

9:30 to 1:30  
Legal Review  
Workshop 
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9 

SHOREWAY 
OPERATIONS AND 

CONTRACT 
MANAGEMENT 

    
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Agenda Item 9 
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9A

 
STAFF REPORT 

To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Hilary Gans, Operations & Contract Manager 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Shoreway Operations and Fire Restoration Update  

 
Recommendation 
This staff report is for discussion purposes only and no formal action is requested of the Board of Directors. 

 

Analysis 

I. Fire Restoration & Insurance Update 
SBWMA staff is overseeing the completion of a few remaining fire restoration projects and it is expected that the 
MRF fire restoration projects will be fully closed-out by the end of June - - Table 1 below provides an overview of 
the fire restoration projects, their estimated cost, and current stage of development. The current balance of 
payments with Hanover Insurance is shown in Table 2.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Fire Restoration Project Status  

# Project Stage Amount 
1 MRF Building roll up door replacement Installing $70,000 
2 MRF roof top smoke vent replacement Installing $75,000 
3 TS conveyor replacement Parts In fabrication $200,000 

Table 2. Insurance Balance of Payments  

Property claims submitted by SBWMA $7,025,412 

Business Interruption claims submitted by SBWMA $1,371,285 

      Total Claim $8,396,697 

Claims paid by Hanover $8,506,670 

Current balance Credit of $109,973 
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II. Shoreway Tonnage and Commodities (see Charts on following page) 
Facility Tonnage  
 As in prior year, tonnage in all categories trended up in March and down in April.  C&D was up 

despite the tip fees increase implemented in January of 2017 of $5 per ton. 
 Recology discontinued delivery of third-party recyclables in September 2016 after the MRF fire. 
 Recology started delivery of third-party material to the transfer station in 2017.   

o In the month of April non-franchise tonnage delivered by Recology totaled 583 tons. 
 
Commodity Marketing  
 Container pricing picked up in the month of April from its downward trend in Q-1.  
 Fiber commodity pricing has dropped substantially in April from its upwards trend in Q-1, 2017 and 

continues to track lower compared to prior year.   
 The FY17/18 Budget includes the lower fiber commodity pricing and revenues. 
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9B

 
 

STAFF REPORT 
To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Hilary Gans, Operations & Contracts Manager 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Property Insurance Search Update - Presentation by John O’Neill, President of Risk 

Strategies Insurance Brokerage 

Recommendation 
This staff report is for discussion purposes and no formal action is requested at this time. Staff anticipates a 
proposed action item at the June Board meeting to accept new insurance coverage products in time for a new 
policy term beginning on July 1, 2017. 

Summary 
The SBWMA’s Property insurance policy with Hanover Insurance expires in June 30, 2017 and, the company has 
provided notice that they will not be offing to renew insurance coverage for the buildings and equipment at 
Shoreway. Anticipating potential challenges to finding insurance coverage after the MRF and Transfer Station 
fires in September 2016, Risk Strategies in Burlingame, the SBWMA’s insurance broker, has been conducting an 
extensive search and has preliminary results that it would like to share with the SBWMA Board.  John O’Neill from 
Risk Strategies has provided a summary of his policy recommendations (see Attachment A) and will be making a 
making a presentation at the May Board meeting. 
 
Based on the policy search conducted by Risk Strategies, it is assumed that the SBWMA will need to enroll with 
multiple carriers for multi-layered coverage, will need to greatly increase the insurance deductibles, will need to 
pay much higher premiums to receive similar amounts of coverage as was previously maintained and will need to 
invest in additional fire suppression. 
 
The goal of this staff report is to:  

1. provide an update to the Board of the need to find a new property insurance carrier, 
2. update the Board on how the insurance market is reacting to the SBWMA’s risk profile since the fires at 

Shoreway, 
3. get feedback from the Board on policy coverage options (e.g., deductible level, coverage levels) so that 

staff can provide direction Risk Strategies on its property insurance policy search (see Attachment B 
Proposed Policy). 

 
The total cost of the property insurance of the expiring policy with Hanover is $179,596.  Based on 
preliminary results by Risk Strategy’s insurance policy search, the premiums for the SBWMA will increase 
substantially for FY17/18 and are currently estimated at $550,000 (this estimated amount has been 
included in the FY17/18 Budget).   
 
Background 
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The SBWMA has been using the insurance broker Risk Strategies / 
Cohn-Reid-O’Neill, in Burlingame for many years.  The current 
insurance coverage levels (see table 1.) were established in 
consultation with SBWMA and the 2016/17 cost of coverage of the 
expiring policy with Hanover is $179,596.  The SBWMA has 
maintained a property & fire damage insurance policy with Hanover 
Insurance for the past two-years on the value of the Shoreway property and equipment at $57.3 million.  The 
Board decided not to purchase Earthquake insurance because the Agency maintains an Emergency Reserve.  
The SBWMA’s property insurance policy was last put out for competitive bid by Risk Strategies in 2016 and was 
renewed with Hanover with no increase in premium from the prior year 15/16.  
 
 
Attachments: 
 Attachment A - Executive Summary by Risk Strategies 
 Attachment B - Proposed Policy by Risk Strategies 
 
 

Table 1. Hanover Insurance coverage  
 $37 Million Buildings 
 $20 Million Personal Property 
 $4.5 Million Business Income 
 The deductible is $5,000 
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700 Airport Boulevard • Suite 300 • Burlingame, CA  94010 
Phone 650.762.0400 • Fax 650.762.0490 • www.risk-strategies.com 

California Insurance License 0F06675 

Executive Summary: 
 
The property insurance program for SBWMA has been consistently stable from both a coverage limits, 
forms and premium perspective from a historical standpoint. Due to the significant fire losses ($10 million 
+) within a short period of time, the insurance underwriters have provided indication of withdrawal from 
the account upon renewal on June 30, 2017. Even prior to receiving the legal notification of non-renewal 
of coverage, we contacted SBWMA and suggested an early intervention in evaluating alternative insurance 
providers and programs. The program has been presented to forty different insurance carriers, none of 
which were willing to consider providing the full limits of coverage. A layered approach of coverage was 
really the only viable solution in which a primary carrier takes the first layer of coverage, in this case $10 
million and each successive layer attaches above this point, until the total limits are secured. The charges 
on the first layers tend to be higher than on successive layers, as the primary layers are subject to lower 
limits of loss. 
 
The program being offered on renewal is different from the expiring program which had significantly lower 
deductibles, and in this case the deductible is $2,500,000 and the property towers are built over this 
deductible level. Premium credits are provided on the rate in favor of the insured. For example the first $10 
million with a $1.5 million deductible the premium would be $385,000 plus taxes and fees. With the $2.5 
million Deductible the premium drops to $300,000 plus taxes and fees. Excess layering price is not 
significant based on underlying deductibles. Our proposal provides further information on the total layers 
and costs associated with them. 
 
The property program is being surcharged to account for the fire losses, and will remain in a surcharged 
position for a period of 3-5 years depending upon what additional risk management controls are enacted 
during that time. Fire suppression remains the overriding concern from an underwriting perspective. We 
had our loss control staff evaluate what it would take to amend the underwriters’ position of this being a 
less favorable risk to a more favorable risk and the universal response was sprinkling of the equipment, and 
having an automated fire response as opposed to a human generated response. What this might look like 
and the cost involved in achieving this are as yet undetermined. 
 
Our recommendation to the board is to review the current renewal program that we are presenting which 
provides the necessary coverage and limits and then take action to approve the renewal program at the 
June 22 meeting for the June 30, 2017 property insurance renewal date. During the next month the board 
can continue evaluate the merits of the higher deductibles, and ask additional questions. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
John O'Neill, AAI, ARM 
Managing Director 
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  2017 Property  
Insurance Proposal 

 
For: 

 

South Bayside Waste Management Authority 
 
 

Exec: John D O'Neill | Rep: June Tong | May 15, 2017 
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2017 Property -  Insurance Summary 
For:  South Bayside Waste Management Authority 
Exec: John D O'Neill | Rep: June Tong | May 15, 2017 
 

This is a summary of your insurance coverage and is provided as a convenience to facilitate your understanding of your insurance coverage. This document does not include all 
of the coverage terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions and it is not intended to replace or supersede your insurance policies. You should review your entire policy 
carefully.  This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not create a binding contract. RSC Insurance Brokerage, Inc. makes no representation that the 
coverage purchased addresses all potential risks and makes no statement about the adequacy of the liability limits herein.  CA License#: 0F06675  

Table of Contents 
 
 
• Introduction 

• Named Insured 

• Risk Strategies Company Service Team 

• When To Notify Risk Strategies Company 

• Loss Experience 

• Detail of the claims and Actions taken 

• Expiring Property Policy Information 

• 2017 Renewal Property Values 

• 2017 Policies in Layers 

• Marketing Survey 

• Coverage Considerations 

• Office Locations 
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2017 Property -  Insurance Summary 
For:  South Bayside Waste Management Authority 
Exec: John D O'Neill | Rep: June Tong | May 15, 2017 
 

This is a summary of your insurance coverage and is provided as a convenience to facilitate your understanding of your insurance coverage. This document does not include all 
of the coverage terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions and it is not intended to replace or supersede your insurance policies. You should review your entire policy 
carefully.  This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not create a binding contract. RSC Insurance Brokerage, Inc. makes no representation that the 
coverage purchased addresses all potential risks and makes no statement about the adequacy of the liability limits herein.  CA License#: 0F06675  

Introduction  
 

Risk Strategies Company is a privately-held, national insurance brokerage firm with over 20 office 
locations.  Ranked in the top 25 brokers in the US, we offer 
sophisticated risk management, property & casualty and 
employee benefits advice and insurance placement.  We 
serve companies of all sizes, non-profits, public entities, 
and individuals, and have access to all major insurance 
markets.   

Beyond providing traditional risk management advice and 
insurance management services, we bring value to our 
clients by offering a differentiated approach.  At Risk 
Strategies Company, this means: 
 
 

• Client focus - We have a passion for finding creative, cost-effective risk solutions that meet 
the specific needs and circumstances of each and every client.   

• Teamwork and an entrepreneurial approach – This is core to how we work. 

• Deep expertise and “A team” talent - We are confident in our ability to understand your 
business and deliver the highest quality services available in the risk management brokerage 
industry. 

• Independence and objectivity - We conduct each client engagement with an unbiased view, 
challenging conventional methods and where appropriate, developing alternatives to 
traditional solutions.   

• Execution and focus - Practicality and execution are as important as designing sound strategy.  
After developing the right risk management approach, Risk Strategies Company utilizes the 
proper resources in order to deliver an effective solution. 
 
 

We understand risk and how to manage it.  We are creative in approach and practical in execution.  
Most importantly, we care passionately about our clients and are fully invested in their success. 
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This is a summary of your insurance coverage and is provided as a convenience to facilitate your understanding of your insurance coverage. This document does not include all 
of the coverage terms, conditions, limitations and exclusions and it is not intended to replace or supersede your insurance policies. You should review your entire policy 
carefully.  This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not create a binding contract. RSC Insurance Brokerage, Inc. makes no representation that the 
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Named Insured  
 

Named Insured: South Bayside Waste Management Authority  
 
Mailing Address: 610 Elm Street, Suite 202 

San Carlos, CA 94070 
Phone: (650)802-3500 
 

RSC Service Team  
 

RSC SE R V I C E  TE A M  F O R   SO U T H  BA Y S I D E  WA S T E  MA N A G E M E N T  AU T H O R I T Y  

 

Client Executive: John D O'Neill,  AIA,  ARM 
 (650)762-0403 

joneill@risk-strategies.com 
 

Account Executive: June Tong, CISR 
(650)762-0413 
jtong@risk-strategies.com 

 
Account Assistant: Lee Lebherz, CISR 

(650)425-3023 
llebherz@risk-strategies.com 

 
 
 
Servicing Office:  Risk Strategies Company 

700 Airport Blvd.,  Suite 300 
Burlingame  CA  94010 
(650)762-0400 phone 
(650)762-0490 fax  
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When to Contact Us  
 
It is important that you advise us of any material changes in your operation which may have a bearing on your insurance 
program. Your insurers have evaluated and accepted the risks on the basis of information given. Any variation of these 
details could lead to complication in the event of a loss. 
These changes may include, but are not limited to: 
 
• Change in ownership status. 

• Change of mailing address, telephone number or fax number. 

• Changes of personnel affecting responsibility for insurance decisions. 

• If 25% or more of any building you own becomes vacant or unoccupied for more than 30 days. 

• Personnel traveling overseas/on temporary assignment overseas/working on military bases. 

• Personnel traveling to/on temporary assignment in/working in New York State. You may be required to obtain Workers’ 

Compensation and Disability Benefits policies. 

• Use of Independent Contractors - carriers now require proof that they are running a separate business and have their own 

insurance coverage. You may be asked to provide copies of 1099s, certificates of insurance, business cards, their invoice 

and/or their website address/yellow pages entry to avoid inclusion as employees of your company. 

• Acquisition or creation of new companies or subsidiaries and/or mergers in which you are involved or any legal change in 

the corporate structure. 

• Purchase, construction or occupancy of new premises; alteration, vacating the premises or temporary unoccupancy; 

extension or demolition of existing premises. This applies for both domestic and foreign locations. 

• Increase in values of building or business personal property for both scheduled and unnamed locations. 

• Removal of business personal property or stock to new or temporary locations. 

• Addition of new locations, equipment or vehicles, whether hired, leased or borrowed. 

• Changes in processes, occupancy, products or business operations. 

• Addition, alteration or temporary disconnection of fire or burglary protection systems. 

• Use of owned or non-owned aircraft or watercraft. 

• Major changes in value or nature of goods being shipped. 

• Employment of personnel in states in which you were previously not doing business. 

• Election or appointment of a new CEO or COO, or change in control of either the Board of Directors or the stock ownership 

of the company. 

• Changes in ERISA Plan assets. 

• Addition of new drivers for the company. 
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carefully.  This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not create a binding contract. RSC Insurance Brokerage, Inc. makes no representation that the 
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Loss Experience  
 

Based on the Loss Run as of 5/2/2017,  no losses since 2007, except the following: 
 

 
Date of Loss 

 
09/07/2016 

 
09/11/2016 

 

 
Cause of Loss 

 
See the following extensive desciption of the MRF and Transfer Station fire losses,  
the cause,  the location, what was damaged and measures taken to mitigate the fire 
exposure. 
 

   Total: 
Gross Loss Paid $  8,506,669 $    98,714 $ 8,605,384  
Gross Loss Reserve 
on the open claims 

 
$     603,330 

 
$  200,000 

 
$    803,330 

    
Projected Close date End of June 2017 
    
Anticipated Paid Amount $ 10,000,000   
    
 
Impact on the Property 
Insurance 

 
Two large losses are considered as high risk. Although this is a tough class of 
business,  it is possibly eligible for standard insurance is about four years 
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Details of the claims and Actions taken  

 

September 7, 2016 – MRF Fire  
1. Need details of the fire -  The fire at the materials recovery facility (MRF) occurred at 9:35pm on 

Wednesday September 7th.  No injuries occurred to any staff or firefighters. Firefighters provided a 
prompt response to the 4-alarm fire, including over 25 trucks, engines, and support vehicles.  

2. Cause of fire (Our file shows it was under investigation). Despite having detailed video of the start of 
the fire, the specific ignition source of the fire was investigated and was inconclusive but was 
determined to be started by some ignitable/combustible item in the recyclables processed at the 
facility (likely candidates are lithium-ion battery or propane cylinder). Detailed video  

3. Location of fire (if location part of application; is building(s)/structure(s) part of the application) The 
fire started in the middle of the materials process line – specifically in the newspaper screen.  This 
screen is in the middle of the flow of materials and the fire spread by conveyor downstream from the 
ignition source.  

4. What was damaged: Building(s), Stock, Machinery. The building was minimally damaged, while part of 
the recycling equipment that process the materials suffered damage. There was extensive smoke 
damage from the fire. 

5. Has damaged property been repaired/replaced? The restoration process for the MRF took 5-months.  
The majority of the time and money was spent cleaning the plant and smoke damage.  Portions of the 
MRF processing equipment were replaced at a cost of about $2M and took roughly 2 months to 
complete. There was some damage to metal roof and wall panels and these are being replaced.  

6. Measures were taken to avoid it happening again, if possible.  The MRF Building was built in 2010.  The 
fire department inspected the buildings fire suppression systems and determined that they worked as 
designed and did a very good job of containing the fire.  The building’s sprinkler system capabilities 
were built with a foam-agent for extra suppression.  This system is connected to the fire alert system 
that automatically notifies the local fire department. The  Fire Hazard Mitigation Plan describes the 
many steps that the agency and facility operator have implemented before and after the September 
fire to reduce fire risk and supplement the onsite fire suppression capabilities. 
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Details of the claims and Actions taken (Cont’d) 
 

 

 

September 11, 2016 – Transfer Station Fire 
1. Need details of the fire The fire at the transfer station building and occurred at 11:35pm on Sunday 

September 11th.  No injuries occurred to any staff or firefighters. Firefighters provided a prompt 
response to the fire including 5 trucks engines, and support vehicles.  With the support of the loaders 
and staff on site who dragged the smoldering materials out of the building where they could be more 
easily deluged by the fire fighters, the fire was quickly extinguished.  

2. Cause of fire (Our file shows:  Pile of Refuse Ignited). The fire started in a pile of refuse that had been 
dropped off by a self-haul customer that day. The specific ignition source of the fire was investigated and 
was inconclusive but was determined to be started by some ignitable/combustible item in the garbage 
(likely candidates are small quantities of pool or cleaning chemical that mixed in the pile)  

3. Location of fire (if location part of application; is building(s)/structure(s) part of the application). The fire 
started in a pile of waste that was sitting on the floor of the transfer station.  The transfer station is a 
70,000 sqft free-span building and the pile was on the concrete floor. 

4. What was damaged: Building(s), Stock, Machinery…  There was no damage to the building.  There was 
damage to a conveyor that was above the fire.   

5. Has damaged property been repaired/replaced?  The damaged conveyor is being replaced at a cost of 
$200K.  

6. Measures were taken to avoid it happening again, if possible. The transfer station building was expanded 
and the fire suppression system was updated in 2010.  The fire department inspected the buildings fire 
suppression systems and determined that they worked as designed and did a very good job of containing 
the fire.  The building’s sprinkler system capabilities were built with a foam-agent for extra suppression.  
This system is connected to the fire alert system that automatically notifies the local fire department. 
The  Fire Hazard Mitigation Plan describes the many steps that the agency and facility operator have 
implemented before and after the September fire to reduce fire risk and supplement the onsite fire 
suppression capabilities. 

 

 

 

Note:  Fire Hazard Mitigation Plan is on a separate document.  
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Expiring Property Policy Information 
 

Policy Number Line of Business Effective/Expiration Writing Company Premium 
M002678-16 Property 7/1/16 to 7/1/17 Verlan Fire – 

Hanover 
$179,596 

 

Coverage Amount    

     

Premise 01     

225-333 Shoreway, San Carlos CA  94070     

Premise 02     

610 Elm St, Suite 202, San Carlos CA  94070     

     

Premise 01     

Buildings  37,049,350    
No Coinsurance, Agreed Amount, Replacement Cost,  
Special form perils & $5,000 Deductible 

    

     

Personal Property (MRF Equipment and the Scales) 20,215,800    

No Coinsurance, Agreed Amount, Replacement Cost,  
Special form perils & $5,000 Deductible 

    

     
Business Income including Extra Expense (Admin Bldg, 
Transfer Station) 

 
  4,514,000 

   

Actual Loss Sustained (no monthly limitation), Special 
form perils & $5,000 deductible 

    

     

Premise 02     

Personal Property       90,000    
No Coinsurance, Agreed Amount, Replacement Cost,  
Special form perils & $5,000 Deductible 

    

Business Income including Extra Expense (SBWMA’s 
Office) 

 
    100,000 

   

Actual Loss Sustained (no monthly limitation), Special 
form perils & $5,000 deductible 
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Expiring Property Policy Information (Cont’d) 
 

Policy Number Line of Business Effective/Expiration Writing Company  
M002678-16 Property 7/1/16 to 7/1/17 Verlan Fire – 

Hanover 
 

 

 

Coverage    Amount 
  
Boiler & Machinery/Equipment Breakdown     Included 
Deductible:  $10,000  
  
Endorsement added,  excluding solar panels & its related equipment 
  
All locations:  
Electronic Equipment      50,000 
Media               0 
Property in Transit or temp location      25,000 
Deductible:  $1,000  
  
Terrorism insurance  is Excluded  
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Expiring Property Policy Information  (Cont’d) 
     

Policy Number Line of Business Effective/Expiration Writing Company  
M002678-16 Property 7/1/16 to 7/1/17 Verlan Fire – 

Hanover 
 

         
        2016  Property Values - Breakdown of Values by location 
 

 Building Business Personal 
Property 

 Business Income  

Administration    
225-333 Shoreway Road  $      755,350    $  1,000,000  
San Carlos CA 94070    
    
Transfer Station     
225-333 Shoreway Road  $  17,801,000    $  2,000,000  
San Carlos CA 94070    

 
   

Material Recovery Facility   Equipment:   
225-333 Shoreway Road  $  14,171,000   $  17,810,800   $  1,514,000  
San Carlos CA 94070    

 
   

Maintenance Shop    
225-333 Shoreway Road  $    2,952,000    
San Carlos CA 94070    
    
Container Repair/Wash Rack    
225-333 Shoreway Road  $    1,350,000  

  San Carlos CA 94070    
    
2 Permanent Trailers    
225-333 Shoreway Road  $        20,000    
San Carlos CA 94070    
    
Scales    
225-333 Shoreway Road 

 
 $    2,405,000   

San Carlos CA 94070    
    

Location #1 total:  $37,049,350   $20,215,800   $4,514,000  
    
SBWMA's Office 

   610 Elm St., #202     $        90,000   $    100,000  
San Mateo CA  94070    
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2017 PROPERTY VALUES  

 
 

Loc 
# Address Building Value 

Business Personal 
Property Business Income 

1 
225-233 Shoreway Road, San 
Carlos, CA  94070       

  Administration Building $775,350     
  Transfer Station $17,801,000     
  Material Recovery Facility $14,171,000     
  Equipment 

 
$17,810,000   

  Maintenance Shop $2,952,000     
  Container Repair/Wash Rack $1,350,000     
          
  2 Permanent Trailers $20,000 

 
  

  
Truck Scales  (One large above 
& below ground)   $2,405,000   

          
  Total Location Limits: $37,069,350 $20,215,000 $10,949,806 
          

2 
610 Elm St., #202,  San Mateo 
CA  94070       

  
SBWMA's Office  (Multi-tenant 
office building)   $90,000 $100,000 

          

  

Total Insured Value:  
$68,424,156 $37,069,350 $20,305,000 $11,049,806 
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July 1, 2017  
Property Policies in layers 

 

 

First Layer: $10,000,000  of  TIV,  $68,424,156      
Carrier: First Specialty Insurance Corp, Swiss Re Excess & Surplus Property 
Perils: "All Risk" excluding Equipment Breakdown/Boiler & Machinery 
  Deductible Premium  Tax/Fees Total Premium   
  $2,500,000  $300,000 $14,600 $314,600   

      Second Layer, part I: $5,000,000  part of $10,000,000 Second layer   
Carrier: Aspen Specialty Insurance Company, RSUI 

 
  

Perils: "All Risk" excluding Equipment Breakdown   
  Deductible Premium  Tax/Fees Part I, total premium 
  $2,500,000  $40,000 $1,280 $41,280   
  

    
  

Second Layer, part II: $5,000,000  ,  part of $10,000,000 Second layer   
Carrier: Landmark American Insurance Company, RSUI   
Perils: "All Risk" excluding Equipment Breakdown   
  Deductible Premium  Tax/Fees Part II, total premium 
  $2,500,000  $40,000 $1,280 $41,280   

      Third Layer: $10,000,000          
Carrier: Hudson Excess Insurance Company, Commonwealth Specialty 
Perils: "All Risk" including Equipment Breakdown   
  Deductible Premium  Tax/Fees Total Premium   
  $2,500,000  $25,000 $800 $25,800   
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July 1, 2017  
Property Policies in layers  (cont’d) 

 
 
 
Fourth Layer: $20,000,000  of $30,000,000 excess     
Carrier: James River Casualty Company 

 
  

Perils: "All Risk" including Equipment Breakdown   
  Deductible Premium  Tax/Fees Total Premium   
  $2,500,000  $43,340.00 $1,902.88 $45,242.88   

      Fifth Layer: $10,000,000  of $30,000,000 excess     
Carrier: Lloyds of London, BRIT 

  
  

Perils: "All Risk" including Equipment Breakdown   
  Deductible Premium  Tax/Fees Total Premium   
  $2,500,000  $21,667.00 $951.34 $22,618.34   

      
All layers total to: $60,000,000  

Total 
Limits   $490,821.22 Premium 

 
 

     Equipment Breakdown 
Policy $60,000,000  Limit   $27,500.00  Premium 

      

        $518,321.22 Total Premium 
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Marketing Survey  
 
Risk Strategies Company markets that might write this: 
ACE c/o Alliant Specialty (Waste program) – Declined – Not a market for stand alone Property 
Affiliated FM – Submitted to various underwriters,  no response  
AmWins (Waste program) – Declined due to the owner-operator exposure 
Berkley – Declined – Market only for casualty (liability) insurance 
Philadelphia (Enviromental Dept) – Declined due to the class of business 
Travelers (for due diligence with a standard market) – Declined due to losses 
XL c/o Solid Waste Insurance Management – Declined due to the size of the account 
 
CRC Swett & Company,  markets approached & responses: 
Commonwealth  
AMRISC  
AWAC 
AIG 
ACE 
AXIS 
ASPEN  
Atlas  
Affiliated FM 
Berkshire Hathaway 
Hanover 
RSUI  
Everest 
Liberty 
One Beacon 
RLI –  
RK Harrison 
Star Specialty 
Swiss Re  
V3  
XL 
Markel – Decline – Class of Business and Loss History 
Nationwide  - Decline – Class of Business 
Freberg – Decline – Not a property market 
Beazley – Decline – Class of Business 
Starr – Decline – Class of Business 
Arch – Decline 
Admiral – Decline – Class of Business  
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Coverage Considerations  
 
 
The following coverages are not purchased or handled by us.  Please contact us if you would a quote 
on any of these coverages. 
 
 

Coverage Notes 

General Liability: Bodily injury and/or property damage coverage as respects suits brought 
by third parties, which the Named Insured may be found legally obligated to pay 

 

Flood and/or Earthquake: Damage to real or personal property and resulting loss of 
earnings, etc. 

 

Business Interruption: Loss of net profit, before taxes, plus continuing expense.  

Off Premises Service Interruption - Power, Communication and Water: Business Income 
Loss and Direct Damage. 

 

Extra Expense: Expenses to continue operations after a loss, which are above those normal 
to the business. 

 

Valuable Papers: Cost to reproduce or reconstruct valuable documents.  

Accounts Receivable: Uncollectible receivables in event of a loss plus cost to reproduce and 
interest expense. 

 

Boilers and other Steam Pressure Vessels and System Breakdown: Explosion or sudden 
and accidental breakdown and resultant loss of earnings, this can be extended to other 
equipment such as miscellaneous electrical apparatus, air conditioning equipment, etc. 

 

Fidelity: Loss of money or other property from an employee's dishonest act.  

Depositors Forgery: forgery or alteration of checks, etc. by anyone.  

Money & Securities: Loss of money or securities by any means.  

Data Processing Hardware and/or Media: Direct damage and resulting extra expense.  

Plate Glass: Breakage by any means.  

Water Damage: Sewer and Drains Backup and Seepage.  
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Coverage Considerations Cont. 
 

Hired & Non-Owned Auto Liability: Coverage for vehicle rented, leased or borrowed by the 
corporation for 3rd party liability only. 

 

Hired Auto Physical Damage: Property damage to a hired vehicle.  

Drive Other Car Coverage: Liability for Named Individuals on an Automobile policy.  (This 
coverage is necessary for employees, directors, officers, owners, and their families that do 
not have a personal Automobile policy). 

 

Commercial Automobile Coverage:  Physical loss/damage and Liability to owned business 
vehicles.   

 

Employee Benefits Liability: Protects against suits by employees (or estate) for 
misinforming about benefits. 

 

Intellectual Property: Provides coverage for infringement of patent, copyright, trademark, 
service mark or trade name or unfair competition based upon actual or alleged 
infringement of patent, copyright, trademark, service mark or trade name. 

 

Workers' Compensation Coverage: This coverage is mandatory in ALL STATES if you have 
any employees.  If any of your employees are not currently covered under Workers' 
Compensation, please notify us immediately.  

 

Stop Gap Liability: Employers' Liability Coverage for Monopolistic Workers' Compensation 
States.  This coverage is needed if you have payroll in any of the following Monopolistic 
States: MT, ND, OH, WA, WV, and WY. 

 

Disability Benefits Liability: This coverage is mandatory in the states of New York, New 
Jersey, California, Hawaii, and Puerto Rico if you have any employees.  Please notify our 
office immediately if you have employees in any of these states and currently do not have a 
Disability Benefits Liability Policy.  

 

Umbrella Liability: Catastrophe liability coverage in excess of basic third party liability 
policies.  (General Liability, Automobile, Employer Liability, etc.) 

 

Fiduciary Liability: Protects the administrators of ERISA plans against 3rd party suits 
alleging wrongful management or breach of duties concerning the plan assets. 

 

Professional Liability: Any economic damages resulting from alleged negligence or failure 
to render your professional services to others. 

 

Media Liability: Protects against claims alleging defamation, libel, slander, infringement of 
trademark and copyright, invasion of privacy arising from any content created and 
disseminated by you whether electronically or in print. 
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Coverage Considerations Cont. 
 

Security & Privacy Liability: Protects against claims alleging a failure in maintaining your 
network security and the private information of others.  This policy also provides 
reimbursement for expenses directly incurred by you including forensic costs, statutory 
notification, and credit monitoring. 

 

Employment Related Practices Liability: Protects against suits by employees including 
former and prospective employees alleging wrongful termination, discrimination, and 
sexual harassment.  These types of losses are excluded from general liability and workers 
compensation policies.  

 

Directors and Officers Liability: Affords protection for Directors & Officers (profit & non-
profit) as respects to their business decisions for the corporation. 

 

Fine Art Title Insurance: Object specific coverage against questions of legal ownership, 
government seizure and liens from previous owners.  Policy provides for defense costs in 
addition to insuring the value of an artwork. 

 

ERISA Bond: Mandatory Dishonesty Coverage equal 10% of your pension plan assets.  

Group Travel: Accidental death or dismemberment coverage for business or pleasure 
travel. 

 

Kidnap and Ransom: Reimbursement for monies paid to kidnappers or extortionists.  

Terrorism Risk Coverage: Coverage for Certified Acts of Terrorism  

Available Products for Employee Benefits and Financial Planning: Life and Health 
products, Employee Benefits programs, Estate Planning, Long Term Care and Disability, 
Annuities, Asset Protection , 100% Executive Medical Reimbursement Plan. 

 

Available Personal Lines Products: Homeowners, Co-ops, Condominiums, Vacation and 
Second Residence, Automobiles, Aircraft, Jewelry and Fine Arts, Watercraft. 
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Office Locations  

 
Risk Strategies Company 

Headquarters - Boston, MA 
160 Federal Street  ●  Boston, MA 02110 

(617) 330-5700 
 

Atlanta 
1255 Lakes Parkway 
Bldg. 100, Suite 105 
Lawrenceville 
GA 30043 
 
(678) 690-5990 

Birmingham 
109 Columbiana Road 
Birmingham 
AL 35209 
 
 
(205) 979-7389 

Boston 
160 Federal Street 
2nd Floor 
Boston 
MA 02110 
 
(617) 330-5700 

Boston Metro 
15 Pacella Park Drive 
Suite 240 
Randolph 
MA 02368 
 
(781) 986-4400 

Chicago 
333 W. Wacker Drive  
Suite 1950 
Chicago 
IL 60606 
 
(312) 506-8860 

Chicago Metro 
650 Dundee Road 
Suite 170 
Northbrook 
IL 60062 
 
(847) 412-1013 

Long Island 
One Hollow Lane  
Suite 206 
Lake Success 
NY 11042 
 
(516) 858-5770 

Los Angeles 
801 N. Brand Blvd. 
Suite 650 
Glendale 
CA 91203 
 
(818) 623-5400 

Memphis 
5141 Wheelis Drive 
Memphis 
TN 38117 
 
 
(901) 820-0400 

Minneapolis 
10 South Street 
Suite 1109 
Minneapolis 
MN 55402 
 
(612) 766-9780 

Nashville 
104 Woodmont Blvd. 
Suite 400 
Nashville 
TN 37205 
 
(615) 383-0072 

New Jersey 
1086 Teaneck Road 
Suite 5B 
Teaneck 
NJ 07666 
 
(201) 837-1100 

New York City 
420 Lexington Ave 
Suite 2700 
New York City 
NY 10170 
 
(212) 867-3550 

Orange County 
2040 Main Street 
Suite 450 
Irvine 
CA 92614 
 
(949) 242-9240 

Portsmouth 
1 New Hampshire 
Avenue, Suite 120 
Portsmouth 
NH 03801 
 
(603) 778-8985 

Providence 
10 Dorrance Street 
Suite 505 
Providence 
RI 02903 
 
(401) 831-1463 

Sacramento 
1400 Rocky Ridge Dr. 
Suite 280 
Roseville 
CA 95661 
 
(916) 367-4310 
 

San Francisco 
700 Airport Blvd., 
Suite 300, 
Burlingame 
CA 94010 
 
(650) 762-0400 
 

Worcester 
446 Main Street 
14th Floor 
Worcester 
MA 01608 
 
(508) 798-0893 
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10A

STAFF REPORT 
To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Farouk Fakira, Finance Manger 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  Check Register for April 2017 

Recommendation 
This is an informational item only and no action is required. This report was requested by the Board members. 
 
Summary 
The purpose of this report is to provide transparency to the Board and the public on the actual spending by the 
SBWMA. All payments made by check issued in April 2017 are listed on the attached report for review. 
 
Analysis 
The SBWMA has a contract with the City of San Carlos for accounting services including the issuing of all 
payments and deposit of all receipts. In accordance with the City of San Carlos’ policies, checks are normally 
issued every two weeks.  All SBWMA invoices are approved for payment by the program manager and then by 
the Executive Director or Finance Manager. Total A/P spending for April 2017 was $3,913,879.73 as detailed in 
Attachment A.  
 
Certain ACH transactions such as payroll and some benefit payments are drawn directly from the bank and are 
therefore not included in these A/P reports. 
 
If you have any questions on this, please contact Cyndi Urman or Farouk Fakira. The format of the check registers 
is limited to what is available from the city’s MUNIS accounting system. 
 
Attachments: 
 Attachment A – April 2017 Check Registers 
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10B

To:   SBWMA Board Members 
From:   Farouk Fakira, Finance Manager 
Date:   May 25, 2017 Board of Directors Meeting 
Subject:  2017 Finance and Rate Setting Calendar 

Recommendation 
This is an informational report and no action is necessary.  

Summary 
The purpose of this staff report is to keep the Board and Member Agency staff informed on the schedule of 
important financial and rate setting events in 2017. This staff report is updated as necessary and included in the 
Board packet each month.   
 
Schedule of Finance, Contractor Compensation and Rate Adjustment Activities in 2017: 
 
January 2017 

 Approval of FY15/16 audited Financial Statement.  Completed. 
 Mid-Year review of FY16/17 Operating Budget.       Completed. 

 
March 2017 

 Recology submittal of the unaudited 2016 Revenue Reconciliation Report (March 31). Completed. 
 

April 2017 
 Review of Preliminary17/18 SBWMA Budget at April 27, 2017 Board meeting. Completed. 
 Approval of unaudited 2016 calendar year financial statement for bond reporting requirements. Completed. 

 
May 2017 

 Review and approval of Final FY17/18 SBWMA Operating Budget at May 25, 2017 Board meeting.  
  

June 2017 
 Recology’s 2017 Compensation Application due to the SBWMA and Member Agencies (June 15).  
 SBWMA and Member Agency comments are due to Recology on its 2017 Compensation Application (June 29).  
 SBWMA issues a letter requesting feedback from all Member Agencies on estimated 2018 Member Agency fees 

(e.g., franchise fees) to be included in their 2018 solid waste rates.  
 Approval of Financial Systems audit report on Recology and SBR. 

 
July 2017 

 SBR's 2018 Compensation Application due to the SBWMA (July 5).  
 Recology revised 2018 Compensation Application due to SBWMA & Member Agencies (July 21).  
 SBWMA issues the following reports to the Board and Member Agency staff for review and comment:  

o Estimated 2017 and 2018 residential and commercial base revenue.  
o Estimated collected tonnage for 2017 and 2018.  
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o 2017 Residential rates vs cost analysis.  
o Estimated residential revenue changes due to cart migration (i.e., lost revenue) by Member Agency since 

2016.  
o Summary of 2018 Member Agency fees to be used in the 2018 cost projections based on Member Agency 

feedback.  
 
August 2017 

 SBWMA issues Draft Report Reviewing Recology’s 2018 Compensation Application, recommended total Revenue 
Requirement, and Rate Adjustment (August 11).   

 SBWMA issues the Draft Report Reviewing SBR’s 2018 Compensation Application (August 11).  
 Comments due back from Member Agencies on draft Reports Reviewing Recology’s & SBR’s 2018 Compensation 

Application (August 25).   
 
September 2017 

 SBWMA issues Pre Final Report Reviewing Recology’s 2018 Compensation Application including the 
recommended total Collection Rate Adjustment for 2018 by email (September 14).  

 SBWMA issues Final Report Reviewing Recology’s 2018 Compensation Application including the recommended 
total Collection Rate Adjustment for 2018. (September BOD Packet).  

 SBWMA issues Final Report Reviewing SBR’s 2018 Compensation Application. (September BOD Packet).  
 Approval of the SBR 2018 Compensation Application (September 28 BOD Meeting).  
 Approval of the Recology 2018 Compensation Application and total recommended Revenue Requirement 

(September 28 BOD Meeting).  
 
September – December 2017 

 Member Agencies issue Prop. 218 notices and approve their final 2018 solid waste rates.  
 
November 2017 

 SBWMA issues report to Board on recommended January 1, 2018 Shoreway tip fee adjustments (includes         
calendar year 2017 & 2018 SBWMA financial projections with assumed tip fee and cash reserve balances). 
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10C

STAFF UPDATE 
 

Potential Future Board Agenda Items  
(Meetings at San Carlos Library Conference Room) 

 
 
 

June 22, 2017 
 Resolution Approving the FAX Ad Hoc Committee’s Findings and Recommendations Report 
 Discussion on DRAFT Recology Compensation Application 
 Resolution Approving Audit Findings from Review of Collection Services and Facility Operations Agreements  
 Approval of Contracts with Various Vendors: DTE Networks, T324, Aaronson Dickerson Cohen and Lanzone, Inflow 

Communications, City of San Carlos 
 Resolution Adopting Property and Fire Insurance Policy activation for FY1718 
 Approval of Amendment to Executive Director’s Contract 

 

July 27, 2017 
TBD 

September 28, 2017 
 Resolution Approving 2018 Recology Compensation Application 
 Resolution Approving 2018 South Bay Recycling Compensation Application 
 Discussion on alternative Battery Collection Options and Fire Mitigation Plan 
 Approval of Directors & Officers Insurance Policy Renewal 
 Board and Staff Rate Workshops (September 2017) 

 

October 26, 2017 
 TBD 

 

November 16, 2017 
 Resolution approving Merit Pool Increase for unrepresented employees (Closed Session) 
 Discussion on future materials handling/processing. Expiring contracts: organics (2018/20); waste disposal (2019) 
 Approval of SBWMA Legislative Priorities for 2018 
 Long Range Plan Review, 5 Year Capital Budget Plan, and Update from Zero Landfill Working Group 
Approval of 2017/2018 Public Education Plan 
 Annual Board and TAC Holiday Lunch 
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